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Author’s preface

This is a revised edition and English translation of my French book, Écrire 
et transmettre dans les débuts de l’islam. The text for this new edition has been 
carefully revised, corrected and enlarged. The most important revision is the 
addition of Chapter 7, ‘Books and their readership in the ninth century’, 
dealing essentially with al-JÅ˙iΩ, to whose work I had devoted only a few 
pages in the first French edition. For this new chapter, I have made use 
of ideas I first put into words for a paper I presented at the International 
Conference, ‘Al-Jahiz: A Muslim Humanist for our Time’, held in Beirut in 
January of 2005. Another important modification is the conclusion, which I 
have significantly rewritten.

I am deeply indebted to Professor Shawkat Toorawa, the spiritus auctor of 
the project to translate my book into English, and also the editor of this work. 
Thanks to his expert knowledge in the field, Professor Toorawa has mastered 
the difficult task of translating my work with consummate skill. In addition, 
he suggested many corrections to the text and contributed many ideas of his 
own to the book.

In a word, he was not only the work’s ideal translator but also the best 
collaborator I could wish for. What is more, our collaboration was a wonderful 
experience: during our common labour a deep mutual sympathy and friendship 
developed: I shall remember our collaboration with great pleasure and deep 
gratitude.

My thanks go to all those who have contributed to this project and 
brought it to fruition. I am in particular much obliged to Professor Carole 
Hillenbrand at the University of Edinburgh for her willingness to include 
this book in the New Edinburgh Islamic Surveys Series, and to our editor at 
Edinburgh University Press, Nicola Ramsey.

Basel, Switzerland
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Translator’s preface

At the annual meeting of the American Oriental Society in San Diego in 
2004, Beatrice Gruendler mentioned Professor Gregor Schoeler’s Écrire et 
transmettre dans les débuts de l’Islam (Paris, 2002) during a presentation. I had 
not yet seen the work but immediately bought and read it. That summer I 
travelled to Edinburgh and proposed to Professor Carole Hillenbrand that the 
book be included in the New Edinburgh Islamic Surveys Series. To my delight, 
Edinburgh University Press subsequently acquired the rights to the book, and 
invited me to translate it. I am grateful to the outside referees who endorsed 
me as a translator, and to Carole Hillenbrand, Nicola Ramsey and Eddie 
Clark at the Press for their confidence, limitless patience and goodwill.

I began translating in Delhi in mid-2006, and continued in 2007 in 
Oxford, while on a leave supported by a New Directions Fellowship from 
the Mellon Foundation. I am grateful to Chase Robinson and Jeremy Johns 
for sponsoring me as a Visiting Scholar at Wolfson College, and to Farhan 
Nizami for providing me with an office at the Oxford Centre for Islamic 
Studies. I completed the translation upon my return to Cornell University. 
I am  especially grateful to my chair, Kim Haines-Eitzen, and to Maude 
Rith, Chrissy Capalongo, Julie Graham and Shelly Marino, for making the 
Department of Near Eastern Studies such a conducive and wonderful place 
to work.

I thank the members of RRAALL (www.rraall.org) for their ßu˙bah; James 
Montgomery for very kindly sharing a pre-publication copy of the English 
translations of Professor Schoeler’s German articles, published together in 
2006 as The Oral and the Written in Early Islam; Joseph Lowry for nuancing my 
understanding of German and much else besides; Michael Carter for generous 
and expert assistance with the English rendering of SÈbawayhi’s chapter 
headings; and my wife Parvine Bahemia for bringing to bear her intuitive 
knowledge of French. As always, the support and indulgence of my family – 
Parvine, our children, Maryam and Asiya-Tanveer Jahan, and my late father, 
Mahmood, who eagerly awaited the appearance of this translation, but passed 
away a few weeks before it was completed – cannot be quantified or repaid.
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viii Translator’s preface

Professor Schoeler and I corresponded regularly as we attempted to 
convey precisely his ideas as originally expressed, as they have been refined 
in light of the development of his thinking in the six years since the original 
French appeared, and as we re-ordered sections within chapters, and even 
added a chapter. Our conversations meant that I was able to engage, learn 
from, collaborate with, and befriend a formidable scholar. For this oppor-
tunity and pleasure, I reserve my greatest thanks. 

Ithaca, New York
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Introduction

Literature, as it is understood in this book, is the body of finalised, published 
written works belonging to a language or people – for our purposes, the Arabic 
language or the Arabic-speaking Muslim community. ‘Finalised’ means that those 
written works constituting ‘literature’ were definitively redacted and edited by 
their authors, and ‘published’ means that they were produced with a public read-
ership in mind. Taken in this wider sense, literature perforce includes scholarly 
works, documents, letters and the like, i.e. works serving practical needs. Besides 
contracts, letters and so on, for more than a century after the appearance of 
Islam, there existed only one piece of literature in Arabic: the Qur’Ån. But 
even this exceptional work – the very first work of Arabic literature – needed 
some twenty-five years to become an actual ‘book’, an actual ‘literary work’. The 
ÓadÈth, the reports of the words and deeds of the Prophet Mu˙ammad dissemi-
nated and transmitted soon after his death, needed up to 250 years to become 
‘literature’; as for Arabic poetry, which had been in existence since long before 
the rise of Islam, it needed up to 300 years to become ‘literature’. What was the 
nature of this early material, what we might term ‘proto-literature’? What form 
did it take and under what circumstances did it subsequently become actual 
literature? In what ways were the materials of this literature transmitted? And 
how did it go on to become one of the largest and most multifaceted of all the 
world’s literatures? These are questions this book attempts to answer.

Since the matter of the genesis of Arabic literature is closely bound up with 
the nature and character of its transmission, and since this has been difficult 
for scholars to appreciate, I deal with this in the first part of this Introduction. 
In the second part, I briefly describe my methodology, in particular my attitude 
toward the sources. This account is necessary because incorrect recent assess-
ments of both the nature and reliability of the sources we have available – even 
the historicity of Mu˙ammad, for instance, has been called into question – are 
having a truly damaging effect on the value accorded these sources and the 
events they report.
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2	 The	genesis	of	literature	in	Islam

The problematic of the ‘oral’ and the ‘written’

The relationship, in the early stages of Arabic literature, in particular during the 
first two centuries of Islam (ca. 600–800 ce), between the oral and the written 
is complex. Because of its complexity, this relationship has been difficult for 
scholars to grasp fully. This applies first and foremost to the Qur’Ån. The Prophet 
Mu˙ammad (d. 11/632) is said to have dictated several Qur’Ånic surahs, or parts 
of surahs; indeed, several of his Companions are reported to have had complete 
copies in their possession shortly after his death. Yet, in order to produce the first 
‘collection’ of the Qur’Ån under AbË Bakr (d. 13/634) or ‘Umar (d. 25/644), the 
compiler, Zayd ibn ThÅbit (d. ca. 45/666), is said to have relied on notes written 
on various materials (pieces of papyrus, flat stones, palm leaves and so on) as well 
as on oral transmission. According to Muslim tradition, it was not until twenty-
five years after Mu˙ammad’s death, under ‘UthmÅn, that the Qur’Ån acquired 
its definitive written form.

The relationship between the oral and the written is even more difficult 
to assess when it comes to ÓadÈth, the corpus of traditions (a˙ÅdÈth, sing. 
˙adÈth) relating Mu˙ammad’s words and deeds. Although some Companions 
of Mu˙ammad who knew how to read and write appear initially to have made 
it a practice to write down some of his words and to display no scruples about 
doing so, ÓadÈth scholars argued throughout the eighth century, and indeed in 
the subsequent century too, about the permissibility of writing down ˙adÈths. 
Many were of the opinion that it was forbidden, averring that the Qur’Ån should 
remain Islam’s one and only book. This argument presupposed, of course, that a 
significant amount of material had already been put into writing, an undertaking 
that had its own active supporters and whose slogan was ‘Shackle knowledge’ 
(qayyidË al-‘ilm).1 Moreover, biographical literature frequently makes mention 
of the ‘books’ (kutub) that ÓadÈth scholars had in their possession, and the claim 
is made that the leading scholar al-ZuhrÈ (d. 124/742) undertook to collect and 
write down ˙adÈths on a large scale (tadwÈn) under official impetus – this in spite 
of the fact that he is portrayed as an opponent of writing in several accounts. 
Yet, after his death only one or two notebooks were found among the things he 
left behind.

According to the information in the biographical literature, it was around 
the middle of the eighth century that works that can be classified as mußannafÅt, 
‘compilations systematically arranged according to content’, first appeared in 
the various fields of Islamic scholarship. Nevertheless, the sources state about 
some of the compilers of these works that they ‘possessed no book but rather 
reported (everything) from memory (lam yakun lahu kitÅb, innamÅ kÅna ya˙faΩu)’. 
Even in the ninth century, at a time when the production of literary works 
had begun on a truly large scale, several scholars are said to have recited their 
teachings from memory without ever having used a book – the ninth-century 
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Introduction	 3

compiler, Ibn AbÈ Shaybah (d. 235/849), for example, states at the beginning 
of several chapters in his magnum opus, ‘This is what I know by heart from the 
Prophet’. And yet, we are told that a number of these very same scholars had in 
their homes a large number of ‘books’.

If we turn to poetry and its transmission, we find that the situation is almost as 
complex. It is undeniable that for ancient Arabic poetry, composition, recitation 
and also transmission were all oral, whence the hapless attempts by American 
scholars of the late twentieth century to transpose onto ancient Arabic odes 
(qaßÈdah, pl. qaßÅ’id) the ‘theory of oral formulaic composition’ developed by 
Milman Parry and Albert Lord.2 This theory proposes that epics and other poetic 
texts preserved only in writing – but which supposedly first existed in popular 
oral forms – must have been improvised during recitation because of their use 
of recurrent formulae, a feature termed ‘formulaic diction’ or ‘formularity’. The 
famous ninth-century poets Abu TammÅm, al-Bu˙turÈ and Ibn al-RËmÈ did not 
find it necessary to produce editions of their own poetry. Indeed, most of the 
modernist ‘AbbÅsid poets (mu˙dathËn) of the ninth and tenth centuries left it to 
later generations to compile their poems and to edit them in dÈwÅns, but we know 
for a fact that they used written notes and even had written collections. Specific 
references to written poetic collections appear very early, at the latest in the middle 
of the Umayyad period (ca. 700), in particular in poems of undeniable authen-
ticity, such as one flyting (naqÈ∂ah, pl. naqÅ’i∂) by al-Farazdaq (d. ca. 110/728).3 
Certainly, poetic compositions were always intended for oral  recitation.

This confusing and often contradictory picture has led both modern 
Western and modern Arab scholarship to an understanding of the relationship 
between the oral and the written that is only partly tenable – if it is tenable at 
all – notwithstanding the research undertaken by two formidable scholars, NÅßir 
al-dÈn al-Asad in poetry and ‘Abd al-‘AzÈz al-DËrÈ in historiography. Western 
scholarly interest in this thorny issue dates from the nineteenth century. Surpris-
ingly, Aloys Sprenger, the very first scholar to have given serious thought to this 
question, is also the one to have proposed one of the most satisfactory answers. 
All credit is due to him for having pointed out a fundamental distinction that 
was almost completely forgotten by the second half of the twentieth century, 
when the debate around this question intensified, a distinction that has had to 
be rediscovered. In his monumental study of the Prophet Mu˙ammad, Sprenger 
pointed out that ‘We have to distinguish between aides-mémoire, lecture note-
books, and published books’.4 An earlier article by Sprenger on ÓadÈth is simi-
larly replete with apposite observations about this question; he pointed out, 
for example, that the oldest notes in the domain of ÓadÈth were intended as 
aides-mémoire and not as actual books.5

After Sprenger, Ignaz Goldziher published an overview of the historical 
development of ÓadÈth, one that is still correct in the fundamentals and which 
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4	 The	genesis	of	literature	in	Islam

to this day still elicits admiration.6 Goldziher, following Sprenger, accurately 
qualified the ˙adÈths written down in the earliest period and mentioned in the 
biographical sources as ‘notebooks, perhaps collections of individual sayings … 
for private use’.7 He also described with great precision the debate among 
ÓadÈth scholars about recording ˙adÈths in writing.8 On the other hand, he 
failed correctly to appreciate two decisive stages of development,9 that of 
tadwÈn, the movement to collect material on a large scale often under official 
impetus, and that of taßnÈf,10 the movement systematically to arrange material 
into thematic chapters. Thus, Goldziher was convinced that one had to reject 
as pure fiction any information about the large collections of ˙adÈths systemati-
cally arranged into thematic chapters that are said to have existed in the eighth 
century. In order to support his denial of the existence of such collections a 
century before those of al-BukhÅrÈ (d. 256/870) and Muslim (d. 261/875), even 
when biographical sources make repeated mention of them, Goldziher relied on 
statements which he gleaned from the very same sources, according to which 
many of these compilers are said to have ‘possessed no book’ and to have been 
‘committed to transmitting from memory’.11 At most, he was willing to accept 
that certain juridical collections of that period (but which he did not qualify as 
ÓadÈth collections) were systematically organised, a position he had to adopt 
because of the existence of such works as the Muwa††a’ (The Well-Trodden 
[Path]) of MÅlik ibn Anas (d. 179/796).

Goldziher’s views prevailed virtually unchanged in Western scholarship 
until the 1960s. Joseph Schacht, for example, accepted Goldziher’s views as 
self-evident in several of his works, including The Origins of Muhammadan Juris-
prudence, a work that had no real stake in the question of the oral or written 
transmission of ˙adÈths.12 Goldziher’s propositions were even enlisted to explain 
the appearance of other kinds of literature – history,13 literary history, Qur’Ånic 
commentary, and so on – which, in terms of the transmission of knowledge, 
followed the procedure customary in ˙adÈth transmission of relying on a chain 
of authorities (isnÅd, pl. asÅnÈd). This led, among other things, to an incorrect 
and contradictory evaluation of the sources of the great compilations of the 
ninth and tenth centuries. Jean Sauvaget consequently termed the sources 
upon which al-ÊabarÈ relied for his monumental universal history ‘oral’ ones,14 
whereas Rudi Paret, author of the article on al-ÊabarÈ in the first Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, divided these sources into ‘oral transmission’ and ‘written sources’, taking 
the latter to mean actual books.15 

Martin Hartmann, a contemporary of Goldziher’s, had already disputed the 
validity of the latter’s views about the late beginning of the taßnÈf movement (i.e. 
not until the ninth century), but his objections fell on deaf ears.16 Hartmann had 
invoked the existence of a part of the Mußannaf (The Systematically Arranged 
[Collection]) of ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-MubÅrak (d. 181/797) preserved in later recen-
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Introduction	 5

sions. Even Goldziher’s revision of his own original position has not received 
the attention it deserves: in a later study, he would subsequently recognise 
the  existence of at least one ÓadÈth work of the eighth century organised into 
thematic chapters, namely the Mußannaf of WakÈ‘ ibn al-JarrÅ˙ (d. 197/812), 
cited in the Musnad (The [Collection] Organised according to the Last Trans-
mitter before the Prophet) of A˙mad Ibn Óanbal (d. 241/855), the subject of 
Goldziher’s study in question.17 Consequently, Goldziher felt compelled to reject 
the information on which he had himself relied earlier, according to which WakÈ‘ 
made it a practice always to transmit orally, without any book. As we shall see, 
the apparently contradictory accounts concerning this particular ÓadÈth scholar 
of Basra are in no way mutually exclusive if we take into account the methods 
of scholarly transmission in use at the time in his city.

In studies of the transmission of early Arabic poetry, the relationship 
between the oral and the written has not been properly understood either. This 
is especially true for the second half of the eighth century, what for ÓadÈth is 
the taßnÈf period. In Régis Blachère’s view, the ‘great transmitters’ of that period, 
AbË ‘Amr ibn al-‘AlÅ’ (d. ca. 154/770–1 or 157/774), ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah 
(d. ca. 156/773) and others, did not record in writing the poems and accounts 
they knew,18 and it would only be in the next generation, the generation of 
scholars such as al-Aßma‘È (d. 213/826) and AbË ‘Ubaydah (d. 207/822), that 
the materials they transmitted would find their way into ‘written texts’; their 
students would then, in turn, orally explain and transmit these written works 
to compilers such as AbË al-Faraj al-IßbahÅnÈ (d. 356/967).19 But as we shall 
see, one of these ‘great transmitters’, ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah, though he always 
transmitted his material orally, is nevertheless said to have recorded information 
about various tribes and their poetic output in ‘writings’ (kutub) that he used 
exclusively at home in order to help bolster his memory.

Since the 1960s Islamic Studies has had to reorient itself to, and sometimes 
engage in, a debate over an entirely different perspective on the question of the 
oral and the written. This was a direct result of the publication of two monu-
mental works, Nabia Abbot’s Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri on the one hand, 
and Fuat Sezgin’s Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums on the other.20 These two 
scholars argued that Arabic authors had used writing on an occasional basis 
to note down poetry ever since pre-Islamic times. According to them, Arabs 
produced an ever-burgeoning literature right from the very beginnings of Islam 
and continued to do so during the Umayyad period, i.e. between 630 and 750; 
they also argued that several disciplines in Islamic scholarship were already fully 
developed as early as the eighth century.

Sezgin followed traditional scholars in maintaining that ÓadÈth and most 
of the other Islamic disciplines had developed more or less simultaneously and 
organically according to the following model: 
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6	 The	genesis	of	literature	in	Islam

kitÅbah (writing down ˙adÈths, exegetical traditions, accounts etc.)

> tadwÈn (collecting scattered material )

> taßnÈf (systematically arranging material in written works, 
            with titles indicating the subject matter).21 

According to Sezgin, whose reasoning deserves close scrutiny, actual books were 
composed not only during the taßnÈf phase, but in earlier times too. Thus ‘Abd 
AllÅh ibn al-‘AbbÅs (d. 68/687), for example, a cousin of the Prophet and the 
alleged founder of Qur’Ånic exegesis, can be said to have ‘himself written’ a 
Qur’Ån commentary.22 The works of this early period, for the most part lost, as 
Sezgin himself conceded, could however be reconstructed, often word for word, 
and sometimes even in their entirety, by relying on the later compilations of the 
ninth and tenth centuries. This was possible thanks to the isnÅds, or chains of 
authorities, provided by the transmitters and thanks also to a specific method 
developed by Sezgin, one he described in considerable detail.23 Sezgin subse-
quently announced the discovery of a series of early texts, among them the TafsÈr 
(Qur’Ån Commentary) of MujÅhid (d. 104/722) and the KitÅb al-GhÅrÅt (Book 
of Raids) of AbË Mikhnaf (d. 157/774), i.e. works that he assumed were sources 
for later compilations (e.g. the TafsÈr and Ta’rÈkh of al-ÊabarÈ [d. 310/926], 
respectively).24 

With the introduction of this innovative hypothesis into the debate and 
the announcement of the discovery of source works dating from the seventh 
and eighth centuries, the way was now open for a series of studies designed 
to put this theory to the test. The outcome of these subsequent studies only 
partially confirmed what was being proposed. These studies made it even clearer 
that the transmission of knowledge in the Islamic disciplines had depended on 
written notes from an early date. And they showed that it was true that these 
disciplines developed more or less contemporaneously, even if that development 
did not occur in quite as schematic a way as Sezgin had imagined. In any event, 
there did exist, at the time of MÅlik ibn Anas, and even before, early ÓadÈth 
works of the mußannaf type, systematically organised into chapters: the JÅmi‘ 
(The Com pilation) and the TafsÈr (Qur’Ån Commentary) of Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid 
(d. 154/770), and two parts of the Mußannaf (The Systematically Arranged 
[Collection]) of ‘Abd AllÅh ibn MubÅrak (d. 181/797), namely the ‘KitÅb 
al-Zuhd’ (Book of Renunciation) and the ‘KitÅb al-JihÅd’ (Book of Struggle), for 
example, which have survived in later recensions. On this question, therefore, 
Goldziher’s initial position that there were no such works must be regarded as 
obsolete. On the other hand, by comparing several versions of the same report 
in the works of the compilers of the ninth and tenth centuries, considerable 
divergences emerged. Sezgin’s notion that texts were transcribed word for word 
from actual books must therefore be regarded as mistaken. 
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Introduction	 7

What these studies underscored above all was that the alleged early works 
discovered by Sezgin were nothing of the sort: at best they were later recen-
sions of these works, transmitted and often reworked by subsequent generations 
of disciples. This can be seen clearly with the Qur’Ån commentary attributed 
to MujÅhid. In their careful analysis Georg Stauth and Fred Leemhuis have 
shown that it is categorically not the original (and frequently cited) work by this 
early commentator, but rather a ninth-century compilation in which numerous 
exegetical traditions attributed to MujÅhid are combined with other exegetical 
material not originating with him. The MujÅhid traditions it contains correspond 
not at all, or only partially, to those contained in well-known later compilations 
(e.g. al-ÊabarÈ’s TafsÈr).25 As for the historian AbË Mikhnaf’s KitÅb al-GhÅrÅt 
(Book of Raids), it turns out to be the section on ghÅrÅt in the KitÅb al-FutË˙ 
(Book of Conquests) of Ibn A‘tham al-KËfÈ (d. after 204/819) in which the latter 
exclusively quotes reports originating with AbË Mikhnaf.26

Curiously, it was Rudolf Sellheim, an Arabist at Frankfurt University, 
the very same institution as Sezgin’s, who set himself the task of refuting his 
colleague’s hypothesis regarding the purported early literacy of the Islamic 
tradition and the alleged existence of early written works. Sellheim’s own 
studies, but especially the doctoral and habilitation theses of his students, set 
out to show that the late compilations of al-ÊabarÈ or of Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi (d. 
328/940) cited information that had reached these authors exclusively through 
oral transmission.27 The results of these studies, too, have proven only parts 
of the hypotheses that occasioned them. Once again it turns out that late 
compilations almost never transcribed word for word from the earlier sources 
as Sezgin had supposed. Thus, Sadun M. Al-Samuk was able to show that it 
was impossible to reconstruct word for word and in its original form the KitÅb 
al-MaghÅzÈ (The Book of the Campaigns) of Mu˙ammad Ibn Is˙Åq (d. 150/767), 
an eighth-century work surviving only in later recensions, preserved notably in 
Ibn HishÅm and al-ÊabarÈ.28 When parallel Ibn Is˙Åq accounts in these later 
compilations are taken one by one and compared, they often turn out to have 
significant divergences. In another study, Stefan Leder showed that some of the 
‘books’ attributed to al-Haytham ibn ‘AdÈ (d. 207/822) in later compilations 
(al-BalÅdhurÈ [d. 279/892], al-ÊabarÈ and others) actually consist of material 
marshalled by al-Haytham for his teaching sessions and passed on in his lectures, 
and which was only later, during the process of transmission, or as a result of 
it, gathered together into written works.29 On the other hand, these studies 
uncovered more and more evidence that written works, too, could be counted 
among the sources of these later compilations: thus, side by side with materials 
passed on in teaching sessions there also existed numerous works organised by 
al-Haytham himself and ‘published’ by him, not as books for readers, it is true, 
but as works to be recited orally as part of his teaching.30 And Walter Werk-
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meister showed that the encyclopaedic compilation of Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi, the 
KitÅb al-‘Iqd al-farÈd (Book of the Unique Necklace) depended at least partly on 
written books and that writing had played a role even in the ‘oral’ tradition of 
the teaching sessions.31

Important research undertaken at other universities (and not as a direct 
outgrowth of this debate) includes Heribert Horst’s study on the sources of 
al-ÊabarÈ’s Qur’Ån commentary at the University of Bonn,32 and two studies at 
the University of Halle-Wittenberg on works by AbË al-Faraj al-IßbahÅnÈ (d. 
356/967): Manfred Fleischhammer’s study on the sources of the KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ 
(Book of Songs) and Sebastian Günther’s study of the KitÅb MaqÅtil al-ÊÅlibiyyÈn 
(The Book of the Murders of the Descendants of AbË ÊÅlib).33 Günther has 
observed in later research on the same subject that some of the sources of the 
KitÅb MaqÅtil al-ÊÅlibiyyÈn occupy an intermediate position, between ‘class notes’ 
and ‘actual books’.34

In these studies, as in those of Leder and Werkmeister, one conclusion 
emerges quite clearly, that the specificities of the transmission of Islamic schol-
arship in the first four centuries of Islam (ca. 600–1000) cannot be conceived of 
through the dichotomy oral/written. It is worth mentioning, in this context, that 
we never find the terms shifÅhan or al-riwÅyah al-shafahiyyah in our texts, terms 
that would be the exact equivalents of ‘orally (transmitted)’ and ‘oral trans-
mission’. What we do find, however, are samÅ‘an and al-riwÅyah al-masmË‘ah, i.e. 
‘(transmitted by) audition’ and ‘aural transmission’ or ‘audited transmission’.35

We are in fact in the presence of a unique phenomenon, one that requires 
careful characterisation and equally careful analysis. I have myself, in research 
spanning some twenty-five years, tried to identify this phenomenon and 
comprehensively to characterise it. As my research progressed little by little, 
and as I critically examined and re-evaluated earlier studies, it became clear 
to me that, in order to find a satisfactory answer to the question about the 
relationship between the oral and the written, the opposition between oral and 
written had to be rejected; it also became clear to me that we had to return 
to Sprenger’s original conclusions. In a 1985 article, I accordingly adopted his 
distinction between aides-mémoire, lecture notebooks and actual books, placing 
that insight in the context of Muslim scholars’ repeated emphasis on the impor-
tance of ‘aural’ or ‘audited’ transmission (which applies to all three of Sprenger’s 
categories).36 I then published a study in 1989 in which I focused on the very 
first book in Islamic scholarship, SÈbawayhi’s al-KitÅb (The Book) and in which 
I also introduced the terms syngramma (written composition, systematic work) 
and hypomnema (written reminder, notes), a pair borrowed from the Greek.37 
Another 1989 article, one on the debate between ÓadÈth scholars about the 
permissibility of writing down ˙adÈths, provided me with the opportunity to 
examine the reasons adduced by eighth-century and later scholars in opposing 
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the use of writing.38 In a fourth study, which appeared in 1992, I commented 
on two discrete concepts: on the one hand, ‘writing’, which does not necessarily 
imply a piece of published writing; and on the other ‘publishing’, which for a long 
time was only undertaken orally.39 In a 1996 book-length study on the biography 
of Mu˙ammad, I addressed both the question of the modifications undergone by 
˙adÈths in the course of transmission, and also the question of the very authen-
ticity of that transmission.40 In the present work, I present in detail the conclu-
sions I reached in those studies, and complement that presentation with an 
in-depth study of the ninth century: it is during the ninth century that actual 
books, properly speaking – that is, written works that are definitively redacted 
and edited – first made their appearance in significant numbers, signalling a shift 
in Islamic scholarship away from aural transmission toward the written book, 
culminating, as it were, in the preparation in the thirteenth century of a ‘critical 
edition’ of al-BukhÅrÈ’s (al-JÅmi‘) al-Ía˙È˙ (The Sound [Compilation]).

Methodological considerations

A word about my methodology, in particular regarding the nature of the sources 
I use and my attitude toward these sources, is in order.41 None of the accounts 
we have about any event in the seventh century – the words and deeds of the 
Prophet Mu˙ammad, or the collection of the Qur’Ån, for example – are in any 
way contemporary with the events they describe. The same holds true for most 
of the events of the eighth century. These accounts are all exclusively reports, 
transmitted according to established protocols in something like lecture courses, 
termed ‘sessions’ (majÅlis) or ‘[scholarly] circles’ (˙alaqÅt) in Arabic. Their defin-
itive redaction did not take place until the ninth and tenth centuries. There 
is, therefore, often an interval of one to two hundred years, sometimes more, 
between the time when these accounts first appear and the time when they 
are definitively written down. Take for example, the definitive recension of 
the Qur’Ånic text, said to have taken place during the caliphate of ‘UthmÅn 
(ruled 23/644–35/656). The oldest source, as far as we know, is the eighth-
century KitÅb al-Riddah wal-futË˙ (Book of Apostasy [Wars] and Conquests) of 
Sayf ibn ‘Umar (d. ca. 184/800);42 and the source most often cited in later 
works discussing this key event is later still, namely the Ía˙È˙ of al-BukhÅrÈ.43 
In relating their accounts, both rely on witnesses, following the procedure 
customary in ˙adÈth transmission, viz. listing a chain of authorities (‘Sayf, on 
the authority of Mu˙ammad and Êal˙ah, reports …’). But we do not have any 
manuscripts reproducing the original version of Sayf’s text; all we have is a 
later recension, which was only put together three generations after the author’s 
version,44 and which is therefore not even earlier than al-BukhÅrÈ’s Ía˙È˙.45

Can we, therefore, believe what the later sources report? Western research 
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has yielded two quite different answers to this question. Some scholars totally 
reject Muslim tradition, or almost totally. To justify this critical or hypercritical 
approach they cite the considerable span of time during which ˙adÈths were 
transmitted and the absence of any mechanism to control transmission. They 
also adduce the accounts’ numerous divergences and contradictions, the occur-
rence of serious misunderstanding and obvious errors, and the presence of 
legends and unbelievable stories.46 As for the material in the tradition that 
relates to historical events, Leone Caetani and Henri Lammens both suggested 
at the beginning of the twentieth century that the very historicity of even 
this material was extremely doubtful.47 In the mid-twentieth century, Joseph 
Schacht and Régis Blachère took a similar position,48 one that has more recently 
been adopted by John Wansbrough, Michael Cook and Patricia Crone.49 Wans-
brough, for example, questions the historicity of the accounts transmitted in 
Muslim tradition regarding the recension of the Qur’Ån and suggests that the 
Qur’Ånic text did not take definitive shape until the end of the eighth century 
or even the beginning of the ninth century.

There are Western scholars, however, who believe that it is possible to 
subject the tradition to close critical examination in an attempt to discrim-
inate between credible elements and accounts on the one hand and material 
that cannot be accepted on the other. The difficulty is establishing appropriate 
criteria. Evidence of obvious religio-political bias can provide one such criterion 
for the evaluation of a given report: one would reject or, at the very least, use 
with great caution a report in which one detected a pro-‘AbbÅsid or pro-‘Alid 
bias for instance. This was the method adopted by most of the great German 
positivist scholars of the nineteenth century and by their twentieth-century 
successors; indeed, this was the method used in the early twentieth century 
by Theodor Nöldeke, Gotthelf Begsträsser and Otto Pretzl, the authors of the 
fundamentally important Geschichte des QorÅns.50 In more recent times, William 
Montgomery Watt and Robert B. Sergeant formulated a methodological prin-
ciple that they believed could validly be applied to historical inquiry. Their 
position is as follows: a report or tradition should be considered authentic, and 
its content considered trustworthy, as long as no reasons are found to reject it 
wholly or in part, reasons such as the inclusion of apocryphal material, or of 
contradictions.51 Michael Cook, a representative of the hypercritical school, 
invoking the special character of the Islamic tradition, has countered this view 
with the following proposition, ‘Yet it may equally be the case that we are nearer 
the mark in rejecting whatever we do not have specific reason to accept, and 
that what is usually to be taken for bedrock is no more than shifting sand.’52

The method I have followed in my research is essentially that of Nöldeke 
and his successors.53 Generally speaking, no inference or conclusion is dependent 
on the historicity of any single report. It is true that a single report might well 
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be altered, or even be false or fabricated, but we can, to my mind, be sure that 
the totality of the accounts at least accurately describes the essential outlines 
of events or prevailing practices even if it does not preserve the details. By way 
of illustration, let us return to my earlier example, the definitive recension of 
the Qur’Ånic text. Many reports praise the caliph ‘UthmÅn for this undertaking, 
others criticise him for it; the latter characterise him as ‘the one who burned/
tore the Qur’Ånic text’ (˙arrÅq/kharrÅq al-maßÅ˙if), that is, the non-‘UthmÅnic 
codices.54 But these accounts – evidently often quite divergent – all revolve 
around the figure and role of ‘UthmÅn in such a way as to make it impossible, in 
my opinion, to deny either his role in the recension of the Qur’Ån or the fact of 
its occurrence. One independent fact confirms this. We now have fragments of 
a Qur’Ån manuscript from Sanaa (Yemen) reliably dated by art historians to the 
second half of the first Islamic century, specifically to 710–15, during the reign of 
the caliph al-WalÈd (ruled 86/705–96/715); an analysis using carbon dating has 
even suggested an earlier date, ‘between 657 and 690’.55 These fragments show 
the ‘UthmÅnic text (rasm) with orthographic variants, but no textual ones, 
and even include the first and last surahs, absent from non-‘UthmÅnic codices. 
The definitive recension of the Qur’Ånic text must therefore have taken place 
earlier than the date of these fragments, effectively setting aside Wansbrough’s 
hypothesis that the recension was not produced until the end of the eighth 
century/beginning of the ninth century. Even if we had no reports whatsoever 
describing ‘UthmÅn’s initiative, we would have to postulate a recension of the 
Qur’Ån at approximately the time of ‘UthmÅn.

When it comes to our knowledge of teaching and learning practices, indeed 
of anything having to do with the methods of scholarly transmission in the first 
two centuries of Islam (ca. 670–800), we have no documents contemporary 
with the events on which to depend – our only recourse is to reports preserved 
in later biographical sources. In this case, though, the time lag between the 
occurrence of a particular event and the appearance of an account that reports 
the event is far shorter than the time lag between the collection of the Qur’Ån 
and the reports that document it. Thus, Ibn Sa‘d (ca. 168/784–230/845), who 
in his biography of Ibn Is˙Åq (ca. 85/704–150/767) provides us with information 
about the origin and transmission of the latter’s work on the life of the Prophet, 
lived only some decades after Ibn Is˙Åq. Moreover, the essential points of earlier 
teaching practices and methods of transmission that can be gleaned from ninth-
century accounts describing them are confirmed by their clear influence on 
subsequent practices. 

Indeed, later circumstances often cannot properly be understood unless 
we also rely on corresponding accounts dealing with an earlier period. At the 
beginning of various chapters of his Mußannaf, Ibn AbÈ Shaybah (d. 235/849) 
writes, ‘Here is what I know by heart from the Prophet …’, illustrating that 
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in his milieu in Kufa at the time, it was still normative, indeed required, to 
represent ÓadÈth collections as aides-mémoire, and not as actual books. This 
underscores the plausibility of everything the biographical literature recounts 
about the refusal to commit ÓadÈth to writing in Kufa one and two generations 
before Ibn AbÈ Shaybah. Indeed, if the later literature did not report anything 
about an eighth-century debate among the ÓadÈth scholars on this matter, 
we would have to postulate its existence. And if we did not know, thanks to 
information provided by biographers, that Ibn Is˙Åq had produced a definitive 
recension of his KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ, we would in this case too have to postulate its 
existence. In fact, the various forms of this work as transmitted by later authors, 
even taking into consideration the variants and often quite stark divergences, 
nevertheless permit us to discern a systematically organised book, one markedly 
different from other mußannaf works of the same period.

In sum, our sources, which for a long time are exclusively transmitted 
reports, can indeed be used systematically. To be sure, we cannot expect that 
these sources will provide information that is as accurate and as precise as the 
information we might glean from sources contemporary with the events they 
describe. But, if we examine them judiciously, always keeping in mind their 
individual specificities, we will find that they can often provide us with evidence 
or strong indications about matters that would otherwise remain nothing more 
than postulations or mere speculation.
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Contracts, treaties, letters

The Qur’Ån is the very first book of Islam and also the very first book of Arabic 
literature. This does not mean, however, that writing was not used before the 
appearance of Islam. The use of writing in ancient Arabia to record contracts, 
treaties, letters and so on must date from the JÅhiliyyah, the so-called ‘time of 
ignorance [before Islam]’. As for written treaties, letters and other documents 
in early Islam, their existence is undeniable. Since it is extremely unlikely that 
the use of writing for these purposes was introduced suddenly at the time of the 
Prophet, we can be certain that such documents were already in existence one 
or two generations before the appearance of Islam, at least in urban centres of 
Arabia such as Mecca and Medina.

Arab tradition also confirms for us the existence of written contracts during 
the JÅhiliyyah. It would certainly be unreasonable to insist that all the accounts 
describing them are reliable, but these accounts nevertheless constitute a 
valuable source of information about the practices and customs of early Arabia. 
Mu˙ammad ibn ÓabÈb (d. 245/860) preserves information about a pact of 
confederation (˙ilf) between the KhuzÅ‘ah tribe and ‘Abd al-Mu††alib, the 
grandfather of Mu˙ammad. He writes:1

They entered the house of council [in Mecca] and resolved to draft between them a 
document in writing (an yaktubË baynahum kitÅban) … and suspended the document 
(kitÅb) inside the Ka‘bah. 

The SÈrah ([The Prophet’s] Biography) mentions a contract made two genera-
tions later, also in Mecca – while Islam was gaining ground, the Quraysh resolved 
not to contract marriages with members of the BanË HÅshim and BanË Mu††alib 
tribes:2

They met and deliberated on drawing up a document (an yaktubË kitÅban) … When 
they had decided on this, they wrote it on a sheet (or: sheets) (katabËhu fÈ ßa˙Èfah) … 
then they suspended the sheet(s) inside the Ka‘bah.

The Qur’Ån itself recommends using a scribe to record debts in writing:

1

The oral and the written 
during the JÅhiliyyah and early Islam
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O you who believe! When you deal with each other in contracting a debt for a fixed 
term, then write it down! And have a scribe write it down between you faithfully! 
Let no scribe refuse to write, as it is God Who has taught him. Let him write, and 
let the debtor dictate … (Baqarah 2: 282).

The famous ‘Constitution of Medina’, was known at the time of the Prophet 
Mu˙ammad simply as ‘kitÅb’ (‘writing’).3 It opens as follows:4

This is an [agreement in] writing by Mu˙ammad the Prophet (kitÅb min Mu˙ammad 
al-nabÈ) – God bless and honour him – between the believers and Muslims of 
Quraysh and Yathrib, and those who follow them …

In his biography of the Prophet, Ibn Is˙Åq uses the same term: ‘The [agreement 
in] writing (kitÅb) which the Messenger of God contracted between those 
who had left Mecca and the ‘Helpers’ of Medina’.5 Other evidence of writing 
includes the famous Treaty of al-Óudaybiyah (6/628) between Mu˙ammad and 
the Meccans, and the numerous letters sent by Mu˙ammad to various Arab 
tribes.6 Written treaties are also attested in contemporary poetry, such as the 
following verse from one of the poems of the Medinan poet Qays ibn al-Kha†Èm 
(d. 2 bh/620):7

When, in the early morning, their battle lines appeared
  The relatives and leaves (ßu˙uf, i.e. the treaty) called for us

The treaty concluded between the two tribes was recorded on the leaves (ßu˙uf) 
mentioned in the verse. From the point of view of their function, official letters, 
safe-conducts and legal regulations from early Islam, or earlier still, can be 
likened to treaties and contracts.8 

The ‘publication’ of official documents

In the absence of archives or a place specifically set aside for the preservation 
of documents in ancient Arabia, the respective parties customarily kept such 
documents in their homes or carried them on their person. The letters of the 
Prophet to the Arab tribes containing the conditions under which they were 
admitted into the Islamic community were apparently kept by notable families.9 
Very often we are told that a document was tied to someone’s sword, or kept in 
its sheath; on the death of the owner of the sword or sheath, the document was 
passed on to family members.10 There is a persistent ˙adÈth that ‘the Prophet 
wrote out the ma‘Åqil’, that is, the provisions of the blood-wite.11 According to 
one version of the ˙adÈth, Mu˙ammad wrote the text on a leaf (ßa˙Èfah);12 and 
in the version cited by al-ÊabarÈ among the events of the second year of the 
Hijrah (623–4), the place the Prophet kept this document is also mentioned, 
namely ‘attached to his sword’.13
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According to our sources, significant contracts – at least those concluded 
in Mecca – were suspended or stored inside the Ka‘bah in order to underscore 
their weight and importance. A similar situation seems to have recurred in 
the early ‘AbbÅsid period: al-Mas‘ËdÈ reports that HÅrËn al-RashÈd (ruled 
170/786–193/809) deposited the contract he made between his sons al-AmÈn 
and al-Ma’mËn in the Ka‘bah.14 

The practice of keeping official documents and other important texts in 
special places – temples, archives, libraries – was very widespread in Antiquity, 
in both East and West.15 In Egypt, legal documents were preserved in temples 
and later in the libraries of Coptic monasteries.16 In Samuel I 10: 25 we read:

Then Samuel told the people the manner of the kingdom, and wrote it in a book, 
and laid it up before the Lord.

Heraclitus is said to have placed three logoi (orally delivered teachings), edited 
and collected into a book, in the temple of a deity.17 Tacitus says of Caesar 
and Brutus ‘For they did write poems and deposited them in libraries.’18 And, 
according to H. S. Nyberg, the written Avesta, which was codified by the Sasa-
nians but never accepted by the Zoroastrian priests in this written form, existed 
in only a few copies kept in the most important political and religious centres of 
the empire. This was done so that the texts could serve as a model.19 For their 
part, the priests had meticulously transmitted the text orally for centuries with 
the utmost scrupulousness.

The purpose of depositing an important document in a temple or in any 
other revered site is clear: it draws attention to the nature and character of 
its content and, more importantly, it confers on the document the status of 
an authentic, perdurable, reproducible original, one that can be consulted by 
anyone, at any time. This is evidently a form of publication, or at least ‘some-
thing that anticipates publication’.20

Poetry and tribal accounts: oral dissemination and the role of writing

That personal letters and other private documents were written is undeniable;21 
these would have included promissory notes (sukËk), redemptions of slaves 
(mukÅtabÅt), land grants (iqtÅ‘) and so on from early Islam, and maybe even 
from the JÅhiliyyah. The question is whether the poetry of the period, and of 
the period immediately following, was put into writing. NÅßir al-dÈn al-Asad and 
Fuat Sezgin have argued that it was and have suggested that this writing down 
of poetry dates to a very early time.22

There is no doubt that ancient Arabic poetry was intended to be recited 
and to be disseminated orally – the same was true of genealogies (nasab), of 
proverbs (amthÅl), and of tribal narratives, both the legendary material that 
came to be known as ayyÅm al-‘Arab, ‘the (battle-) days of the Arabs’, and the 
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historico-biographical material that came to be known as akhbÅr, ‘accounts’. 
The act of recitation incorporated both the place of transmission and the place 
of publication. The process of publication for poetry, therefore, was utterly 
different from the process of publication for contracts, and recitation remained 
the regular method for the publication of poetry for a very long time, even 
after written collections began to be compiled. While a poet was alive, he or 
his transmitter(s) (rÅwÈ, pl. ruwÅt) recited and disseminated the poems.23 After 
the death of the poet, recitation and dissemination were exclusively the task of 
the transmitter(s). When the transmitter(s) died, wider circles of individuals, 
starting with those in the poet’s tribe, undertook to learn and disseminate the 
poems.24 According to the sources, Bedouin (a‘rÅb), in particular the tribal 
elders or chiefs (shaykh, pl. ashyÅkh), played a role in this transmission, but so 
too did other male and female members of the poet’s tribe.25 And just as tribal 
chiefs and other Bedouin transmitted verses to subsequent generations, so too 
did the poet’s descendants – a grandson of JarÈr is mentioned in one account, for 
example.26 Moreover, poets themselves often transmitted the poetry of others. 
DhË al-Rummah (d. 117/735), JarÈr (d. ca. 111/729) and al-Farazdaq (d. ca. 
110/728), are representative of this category of ‘transmitter-poets’.27 

From about the second quarter of the eighth century, a new kind of trans-
mitter appeared, in particular in southern Iraq – the learned rÅwÈ, or rÅwiyah 
(pl. ruwÅt).28 Prominent learned ruwÅt included AbË ‘Amr ibn al-‘AlÅ’ (d. ca. 
154/770–1 or 157/774), ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah (d. ca. 156/773), Khalaf al-A˙mar 
(d. ca. 180/796), and al-Mufa∂∂al al-ÎabbÈ (d. ca. 164/780). These transmitters, 
some of whom were of non-Arab, typically Persian, origin (mawlÅ, pl. mawÅlÈ), 
played an important role, producing collections on a large scale and not confining 
themselves to material from a single tribe. As Régis Blachère has noted of this 
virtually academic enterprise:29

They preserved every work in verse, provided it was noteworthy. In this way, these 
works acquired almost limitless diffusion after having initially enjoyed only local 
circulation.

The aim of the transmitters and the learned transmitters alike was not 
simply to preserve the material they had undertaken to disseminate, but also to 
preserve the quality of that material, sometimes even improving upon it when 
possible. One famous poet and transmitter, al-Hu†ay’ah (d. ca. middle of the 
2nd/7th century), is said to have exclaimed shortly before he died, ‘Woe be to 
poetry which falls into the hands of a bad transmitter!’30 

Several other testimonies confirm this state of affairs in early Islam. The 
poet Ibn Muqbil (d. after 35/656 or 70/690) is reported to have said:31 

‘I send the verses out crooked then the transmitters straighten them out [i.e. correct 
them and then recite them in an improved form].’
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As for the great Umayyad poets JarÈr (d. ca. 111/729) and al-Farazdaq (d. ca. 
110/728), they used to have their transmitters polish their poems. The KitÅb 
al-AghÅnÈ (Book of Songs) preserves very interesting details about the methods 
of the transmitters in a long account recounted by AbË al-Faraj on the authority 
of al-Farazdaq’s uncle:32

Then I came to al-Farazdaq … and went to his transmitters. I found them straight-
ening out whatever was ‘crooked’ in his poetry … I then came to JarÈr … When I 
went to his transmitters, I found them putting right whatever was ‘crooked’ in his 
poetry and correcting the occurrences of impure rhyme (sinÅd).

This account shows inter alia that the transmitters corrected faults in rhyme. 
Khalaf al-A˙mar, one of the most prominent learned transmitters, is said to 

have told his student, the philologist al-Aßma‘È, ‘In the past, transmitters were 
wont to improve the poems of the ancients,’33 and to have ordered al-Aßma‘È 
to correct a verse by JarÈr, even though there was no question that JarÈr had 
composed it that way, and no question that al-Aßma‘È had correctly recited it 
back in the presence of the transmitter AbË al-‘AlÅ’. The correction involved 
the substitution of a preposition. JarÈr is reported to have said:34

What a memorable day, the good fortune of which appeared before its misfortune 
(khayruhu qabla sharrihi), when the slanderer was still far and the abuser still quiet.

Khalaf thought dËna (‘far less’) would work better than qabla (‘before’), giving:

What a memorable day, the good fortune of which was far less than its misfortune 
(khayruhu dËna sharrihi) …

According to Khalaf, such situations occurred because ‘JarÈr was not in the habit 
of polishing (his poetry), and his expressions were not apposite.’35 Al-Aßma‘È 
is also reported to have corrected a line of Imru’ al-Qays by replacing an 
expression he thought ill-chosen with one he thought was more appropriate.36 
Transmitters sometimes also corrected mistakes in language, i.e. in the use of 
pure Arabic (‘arabiyyah).37 The saying ‘The transmitter is a poet (too)’ reveals 
that the transmitters would often independently intervene in the material they 
 transmitted.38

In this period, then, the emphasis was not on textual accuracy or on 
faithful transmission of the original but, rather, on the preservation and even 
improvement of the artistic and linguistic qualities of the poetry. This concept 
of transmission is, of course, incompatible with the idea of a definitive written 
redaction that will then form the basis for the literary publication of a text. In 
the case of documents such as contracts, the idea was indeed to make public a 
definitively redacted written text. With poetry, on the other hand, publication 
was inseparable from personal and oral transmission and dissemination. In the 
case of documents, there is a strong desire to preserve and to fix the content of a 
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given text and to make sure it remains unambiguous and perdurable. In the case 
of poetry, however, the text perforce remains flexible; there is a desire to keep 
what is good, but there is no desire to preserve what has not yet fully matured, 
or what has not yet been perfected. The mechanism for such improvement 
cannot be a written text, no matter how well crafted: only a qualified individual 
will do.

It is essential to keep in mind that this is in no way meant to suggest that the 
use of writing is excluded in the transmission of poetry. In fact, we have a great 
deal of textual evidence for the Umayyad period proving that poets and trans-
mitters had in their possession written notes, indeed even substantial collections 
of poems, and we can safely assume that this practice started earlier, probably 
with the poets and transmitters of the preceding generation. The written texts 
used by the transmitters were, however, intended neither for public dissemi-
nation nor for literary publication: they were meant to serve as aides-mémoire. 
The function of writing in this context was therefore completely different from 
its function in the drawing up of a contract or safe-conduct, and naturally 
completely different also from the function it would have in connection with 
actual books intended for publication. For contracts, safe-conducts and books 
proper, writing had a fundamental and intrinsic role to play, but in the case of 
poetry its role was purely auxiliary. 

The Arabic word kitÅb denotes all forms of writing, from notes and drafts to 
contracts, from epigraphic inscriptions to books proper.39 By turning to the two 
Greek terms hypomnema and syngramma, however, we can introduce an accurate 
conceptual and terminological distinction: hypomnema (pl. hypomnemata) 
describes private written records intended as a mnemonic aid for a lecture 
or discussion, and draft notes and notebooks. Syngramma (pl. syngrammata) 
describes actual books, composed and redacted according to the canon of 
stylistic rules, and intended for literary publication (ekdosis).40 This distinction 
between hypomnema and syngramma is useful in distinguishing between various 
kinds of writing and, though borrowed from a Greek context, can fruitfully be 
applied to the Arabic context.

In one of his naqÅ’i∂ (flytings), al-Farazdaq enumerates many earlier poets 
whose verses he transmits. In one line about LabÈd and Bishr ibn AbÈ KhÅzim, 
he says:41

Of al-Ja‘fari and Bishr before him, I have a written compilation (al-kitÅb al-mujmal) 
of their poems.

A few verses later he adds:42

They left me their ‘book’ (kitÅbahum) as an inheritance.

It is clear from these passages that al-Farazdaq had in his possession ‘books’, or 
rather draft notebooks, containing large collections of poems. The private char-
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acter of these is underscored by the poet’s remark that he acquired them through 
inheritance. Even poets and transmitters alive (at least) one generation before 
al-Farazdaq must have possessed such notebooks or else he could not have said 
that they had left him ‘their’ notebooks. In the case of one of al-Farazdaq’s rÅwÈs, 
Ibn Mattawayhi, it is explicitly stated that he wrote down al-Farazdaq’s poems.43 
As for JarÈr, when he resolved to compose a lampoon of the BanË Numayr, he 
instructed his rÅwÈ Óusayn as follows:44 

Put more oil in the lamp tonight, and make ready the (writing) tablets (alwÅ˙) and 
ink!

In the same period, ‘books’ containing tribal accounts already existed, as is 
attested in the following verse by the poet al-ÊirimmÅ˙ (d. ca. 112/730), in 
which he describes a dictum he found in a certain KitÅb BanÈ TamÈm:45

In ‘The Book of the TamÈm tribe’ we found: ‘The best horse for a race is a borrowed 
one.’

In an anecdote reported in the KitÅb al-Muwashsha˙ (The Adorned) of 
al-MarzubÅnÈ (d. 384/994), ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah reads back DhË al-Rummah’s 
poems to him (qara’a ‘ala), and DhË al-Rummah, who evidently knows how 
to read, proceeds himself to verify and correct the notes that ÓammÅd has 
taken.46

The above examples show that the use of writing as an aide-mémoire is 
attested among poets and transmitters in the first quarter of the eighth century 
and earlier. What is more, these accounts shed some light on the methodology 
of the learned transmitters who in this period were beginning to collect poetry 
on a large scale. Their method, known in Arabic as qirÅ’ah, was to write down 
the poems for their own personal use, then recite what they had written back to 
the poets and transmitters; if necessary, the latter corrected the text. Therefore, 
the notes which the transmitters kept at home for their personal use, and which 
they consulted when the need arose, have nothing to do with actual books. 
The reciting of poetry – which for the learned transmitters often became a 
form of scholarly lecture47 – remained oral, in keeping with the custom of the 
Bedouin poets and transmitters. The learned transmitters recited the poems 
they collected from memory – just as the Bedouin poets and their transmitters 
had always done, and just as their ÓadÈth scholar contemporaries in Basra and 
Kufa were doing – and they left no written, edited materials intended for publi-
cation.

In his entry on ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah, Ibn al-NadÈm notes:48

No-one had ever seen a book by ÓammÅd. People did transmit (material) from him. 
The books (attributed to him) were composed after his death.
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As is clear from the exchange with DhË al-Rummah cited earlier, however, 
ÓammÅd did have ‘books’ – or, rather, written notes or drafts – in his possession, 
but he only used them in a private capacity. According to an account in the 
KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ reported on the authority of ÓammÅd himself, he was once 
summoned by the caliph al-WalÈd ibn YazÈd (ruled 125/743–126/744). Before 
presenting himself to the caliph, he refreshed his memory by consulting two 
of his ‘books’, the KitÅb Quraysh and Kitab ThaqÈf, thinking (mistakenly, as it 
turned out) that the caliph would question him about the Quraysh and ThaqÈf 
tribes; but al-WalÈd questioned him instead about the BalÈ tribe.49 ÓammÅd 
evidently conducted himself in his private audience with the caliph the way 
he would have conducted himself during a scholarly lecture, that is, by leaving 
his books at home – he did not need the help of writing, or, at least, that is the 
impression he wanted to give. 

This report also shows that ÓammÅd, and no doubt other transmitters too, 
organised their compilations according to tribe and confirms the hypothesis of 
Goldziher and Bräu that such tribal collections were the original form of poetical 
collections and that they preceded the later dÈwÅns of individual poets.50 But we 
must be careful not to equate these aides-mémoire with the tribal collections 
redacted by philologists in the ninth century (such as the DÈwÅn of the Hudhay-
lites, the only such collection still extant); they are at most precursors to these 
later compilations. Moreover, such eighth-century collections as these were very 
likely not only anthologies of poetry, but may well have included historical and 
biographical material about the tribe, proverbs (as is apparently the case with 
the KitÅb BanÈ TamÈm mentioned in the verse by al-ÊirimmÅ˙ cited above), and 
much else besides.

In an elegy, the poet AbË NuwÅs (d. ca. 200/815) praises his teacher Khalaf 
al-A˙mar as follows:51

He was not given to making the meaning of words abstruse (i.e. by shrouding them 
in obscure expressions), nor to reciting with the help of notebooks (variant: by 
relying on notebooks).

And al-JÅ˙iΩ (d. 255/868–9) reports on the authority of AbË ‘Ubaydah (d. 
207/822 or slightly later) as follows about the rÅwiyah AbË ‘Amr ibn al-‘AlÅ’:52

The books he had written, recorded from Bedouin of pure and correct speech 
(fußa˙Å’ al-‘arab), filled one of his rooms almost to the ceiling.

Even if AbË ‘Amr had not later burned his ‘books’, as al-JÅ˙iΩ notes in a subse-
quent passage, these written notes would not have been transmitted to posterity: 
they were written through dictation and were thus akin to lecture notes for 
private use, not actual books. In keeping with contemporary practice, AbË ‘Amr 
had acquired his knowledge through ‘audited’ transmission (samÅ‘).53
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The philologists of Kufa and Basra, like the ÓadÈth scholars in those cities, 
continued to teach orally until the ninth century, when, everywhere else in 
the Muslim world, literary works, i.e. actual books, had begun to circulate. The 
philologist Ibn al-A‘rabÈ (d. 231/846) is said to have taught for years without 
written notes (kitÅb), relying solely on his memory, or so reports his student 
Tha‘lab in evident praise of the extraordinary memory of his teacher:54 

He would be asked questions, and would have material read back to him; he would 
then answer without (consulting) a book. I was his disciple for more than ten years 
and never once saw a book in his hands.

And yet, we learn from a fairly typical anecdote that Ibn al-‘ArabÈ had a large 
number of draft notes and notebooks; at one gathering, he is said to have declared 
that there were Bedouin in his home, suggesting that he was asking them all 
manner of linguistic questions, but it turns out that there were no Bedouin in 
attendance at all and that he had in fact been consulting his ‘books’ (kutub).55

This anecdote illustrates a difference that existed at that time (and earlier) 
between ideal and reality, between the theory and the practice of philo-
logical and religious instruction, namely that scholars continued to maintain 
the fiction that they had acquired all their knowledge through audition and 
in direct personal contact with their teachers because this was still the most 
highly regarded method of transmission. In reality, they very often copied the 
notebooks (kutub, ßu˙uf) that circulated; these were either the teacher’s draft 
lecture notes (or a copy of them) or notes that auditors had taken during the 
teacher’s instruction. This method of transmission was called kitÅbah or kitÅb and 
was never recognised as equivalent to the methods that depended on audition 
and personal contact with the teacher, namely samÅ‘ or qirÅ’ah. We will see this 
again when we broach the question of ÓadÈth transmission and compilation.

Was there a Christian literature in Arabic before Islam?

Although this primacy of the Qur’Ån as the very first book of both Islam and 
Arabic literature is very widely accepted, Anton Baumstark, an eminent specialist 
of Syriac literature, has advanced an alternative theory. He proposes that the 
Qur’Ån is predated by the existence of Arabic liturgical books such as Gospels 
(especially of Palestinian origin)56 – he is therefore postulating at least a partial 
translation of the Bible into Arabic before Islam. His main argument rests on the 
fact that the Church’s attested practice was to use vernacular languages for the 
liturgy whenever it proselytised, thus Syriac, Coptic, Georgian and Ethiopic, for 
instance, in the East, and Gothic in the West. Why not suppose, then, Baum-
stark asks, that the Church would have followed the same practice with Arab 
populations? Baumstark’s argument depends on an analogy which is admittedly 
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defensible up to a point. He goes on to adduce various other points in support 
of his theory,57 including the following Qur’Ånic verse (AnbiyÅ’ 21: 105):

Before this We wrote in the Psalms, after the Message (given to Moses): My servants, 
the righteous, shall inherit the land.

The above verse includes an almost verbatim passage from Psalm 37(36), verse 29:

The righteous shall inherit the land, and dwell in it forever.

Georg Graf, the author of a voluminous history of Christian Arabic literature, 
has advanced an entirely opposite theory to Baumstark’s. For Graf, the very fact 
that the majority of the Arab Bedouin before Islam were illiterate argues against 
the possibility of an Arabic liturgy or any sort of literary production in Arabic for 
that matter; the only Christian literature in Arabia before Islam would perforce 
have to have been written in Greek or Syriac.58 Whereas the liturgy would 
admittedly have been in one of these two foreign languages, religious instruction 
and, closely related to it, the reading of Bible passages, would have been done 
in Arabic. The texts were translated orally, as they were being used. In addition, 
Graf adduces four arguments in support of his position:59

1. In the first place, the oldest extant versions of the Bible in Arabic can be 
dated to no earlier that the ninth century.

2. Second, when it comes to the numerous Biblical echoes in the Qur’Ån, in 
spite of some almost literal citations (such as the AnbiyÅ’ 21: 105 passage 
cited above), the divergences between the Qur’Ånic and Biblical versions are 
usually considerable. This suggests that the Christians of Mecca with whom 
the Prophet Mu˙ammad may have had contact had only oral  traditions to 
draw upon.

3. Third, the most important Muslim author to cite passages from the Bible 
was the apostate ‘AlÈ ibn Rabban al-ÊabarÈ (d. ca. 250/864), who used his 
own Arabic translation of a Syriac text for his apologetic work, the KitÅb 
al-dÈn wal-dawlah (Book of Religion and the State).60 The assumption that 
he had relied on an Arabic translation possibly datable to the pre-Islamic 
period is thus groundless.

4. Finally, the passages of Scripture that appear in the writings of the earliest 
Arab Christian authors who cite the Bible – Theodore AbË Qurrah (d. after 
204/820) for the Melkites, ‘Abd al-MasÈ˙ al-KindÈ (d. 3rd/9th c. [?]) for the 
Nestorians, and Severus ibn al-Muqaffa‘ (fl. 4th/10th c.) for the Copts – do 
not all emanate from a single Arabic translation: each has taken it upon 
himself to produce an Arabic version based on a text in another language. 
We are forced to conclude, therefore, that no common or widely recognised 
Arabic version of the Bible existed when they were writing, neither among 
Christian Arabs in general, nor within the respective churches in particular. 
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The existence of an Arabic translation of the Bible dating from pre-Islamic 
times, then, is even more improbable and, consequently, one must conclude 
that there was no Arabic literature before Islam.

Graf’s arguments are, it must be said, stronger than Baumstark’s and tip the 
balance in his favour. If nothing else, the absence of an Arabic literature before 
Islam seems all but irrefutable. But could religious instruction and the reading 
of passages from the Bible – done in Arabic, as Graf himself recognises – really 
be accomplished without written translations? Was it really an exclusively oral 
tradition? Some clues suggest that this was not the case, at least in early Islam. 
In fact, clerics at that time may well have used translations and notes in Arabic 
as aides-mémoire. The strongest evidence in support of this view comes from 
the Qur’Ån, where in FurqÅn 25: 5, we read:

[The unbelievers] say [also]: ‘(These are the) tales of preceding generations (asÅ†Èr 
al-awwalÈn), which he [i.e. the Prophet] has caused to be written and which are 
dictated to him morning and evening.’

AsÅ†Èr al-awwalÈn here may refer to religious accounts. This reference has certainly 
generated much debate,61 but what is important is the fact that Mu˙ammad’s 
religious opponents in Mecca regarded the use of writing in this context as 
perfectly normal. It is not unreasonable to surmise that it was from Christian 
monks and missionaries recounting the life of Jesus in Arabic that they got their 
idea that someone could, for his own personal purposes, write asa†Èr and have 
them dictated to him.62

Muslim tradition too assumes that the Arabic-speaking ‘People of the Book’ 
(that is, those to whom God had revealed a Scripture) were in possession of 
religious texts in Arabic in the early days of Islam. It is reported several times 
that such and such a person had copied a book of this type for personal use. 
According to one account ‘Umar is said to have copied ‘one of the books of 
the ‘People of the Book’’ and shown it to the Prophet.63 The latter is said to 
have become angry, in keeping with the position ‘No book, except the Qur’Ån.’ 
‘Umar, for his part, is said to have struck one of the members of the ‘Abd al-Qays 
tribe who had copied KitÅb DÅniyÅl (The Book of Daniel) and then ordered him 
to erase it (it was apparently on parchment). A contemporary of the Prophet is 
also said to have had in his possession a book titled Majallat LuqmÅn, ‘meaning 
a book containing the wisdom (˙ikmah) of LuqmÅn’.64 The Prophet is said to 
have asked this man to recite this ‘book’ to him and to have recognised some 
merit in it.

Graf does not dispute that ‘particular churches, and especially monasteries, 
had Biblical texts in Arabic in their possession and used these texts in different 
ways’,65 but Graf’s observation applies to a slightly later period. Whatever the 
case may be, in every instance in the accounts quoted above, the texts which 
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people copied were for personal use, notebooks intended for presentation orally, 
i.e. for recitation (‘ar∂, qirÅ’ah): these copies did not circulate.66 In no case can 
these be thought of as literary works intended to be disseminated in written 
form. They are therefore not actual books but, rather, private writings. The same 
observation will hold true when we look closely in the next chapter at the first 
phase of the writing down and ‘fixing’ of the Qur’Ån.
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The Qur’Ån

Even though the Qur’Ån was Islam’s first real book, it did not exist in that form 
during the lifetime of the Prophet Mu˙ammad: it was only as a result of a process 
that lasted some twenty-five years after Mu˙ammad’s death that the Qur’Ån 
acquired the form in which we know it today.1

According to the dominant opinion in Muslim tradition, the first revelation 
received by the Prophet was ‘Alaq 96: 1–5, which opens with an invitation to 
recite:

Recite in the name of your Lord (iqra’ bismi rabbika) …

Other surahs dating from early in Mu˙ammad’s mission begin with the almost 
synonymous imperative ‘Say’ (qul) (KÅfirËn 109, IkhlÅß 112, Falaq 113, NÅs 
114). This means that the Prophet first recited the surahs, or parts of them, 
and then had his audience repeat them. Initially, when the revelations were 
still short, there was probably no need to write them down. This situation 
changed, however, when the Qur’Ånic proclamations became longer and more 
frequent. It is most probable that Mu˙ammad began to have revelations put 
into writing early on, during the so-called second Meccan period (615–20);2 the 
tradition provides numerous details regarding this process of writing, including 
the names of the various individuals to whom Mu˙ammad dictated Qur’Ånic 
passages.3 Suffice to mention here the most important ‘scribe of the revelation’ 
(kÅtib al-wa˙y), Zayd ibn ThÅbit (d. ca. 45/666).4 These writings were, however, 
nothing more than mnemonic aids to help the faithful with their recitation.5

We do not know precisely when the project of producing a ‘Book’, a veri-
table ‘Scripture’, became a priority. The fact, however, that within the Qur’Ån 
itself the term kitÅb began to be used in increasing measure to describe the sum 
total of the revelation, effectively replacing the term qur’Ån, shows that the idea 
of a ‘Scripture’ in book form like those possessed by Christians and Jews, the 
‘people of the Book’, gained more and more prominence.6 This development 
need not be seen as contradictory since the earlier term, qur’Ån, means both 

2

The Qur’Ån and Qur’Ån ‘readers’ (qurrÅ’)
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‘recitation’ (the infinitive of the verb qara’a) and ‘lectionary’ (borrowed from 
the Syriac qəryÅnÅ);7 indeed, ‘recitation’ by no means excludes the possibility of 
a written text, and ‘lectionary’ actually presupposes one.

Yet, no ‘Scripture’ or compiled ‘Book’ existed at the time of Mu˙ammad’s 
death – Muslim tradition and the majority of modern scholars are in agreement 
on this point.8 According to Muslim tradition, all that existed at the time, 
besides oral tradition, were scattered writings on various materials, such as frag-
ments of parchment and papyrus, slates, pieces of leather, shoulder blades, palm 
stalks and so on.9 There were also ßu˙uf, sheets, ‘containing the Book’ (fÈhÈ 
al-kitÅb),10 but the sources do not tell us enough to establish whether any longer 
and continuous text was written on these sheets.11

According to the dominant opinion in Muslim tradition, the first recension 
of the Qur’Ån was ordered by AbË Bakr on ‘Umar’s advice, a task then undertaken 
by the ‘scribe of the revelation’, Zayd ibn ThÅbit: this resulted in the compilation 
of a copy on sheets of the same shape and dimension.12 A book ‘between two 
covers’ (bayna al-law˙ayn), an actual codex, thus came into existence.13 Even 
though a number of statements in the tradition suggest otherwise, this collection 
could not yet have been an official ‘state copy’14 or else, when ‘Umar died, it would 
have devolved to his successor, rather than being inherited by a family member, 
his daughter Óafßah. This collection, called ßu˙uf (‘sheets’) in the sources (and 
only rarely muß˙af, ‘codex’),15 was thus a personal copy that the caliph wanted 
to have available for his private use. This explains why there appears to have 
been no opposition to it – it was not, after all, an official copy and consequently 
laid no claim to being a definitive recension of the Qur’Ånic text.

The Qur’Ånic verse, ‘We have sent down the Book (al-kitÅb) to you that it 
be recited to them’ (‘AnkabËt 29: 51), makes clear that writing was only one 
of the methods used for the preservation and transmission of Revelation. After 
the idea of a written Revelation gained prominence, the original idea of an oral 
recitation of the sacred text was by no means lost. ‘Recitation’ and ‘Book’, i.e. 
oral and written transmission, were two aspects of a single Revelation. Already, 
during the Prophet’s lifetime, recitation and oral transmission of the Qur’Ån had 
been vouchsafed to ‘readers’, or rather ‘reciters’ (qÅri’, pl. qurrÅ’).16 They recited 
from memory the passages of Revelation out loud in public; as for those who 
could read and write, they relied on written notes recorded on various materials 
which they kept at home as aides-mémoire. Their methods were thus the same 
as those of the transmitters of ancient poetry. Edmund Beck was the first to 
recognise and carefully describe the close relation between qÅri’ and rÅwÈ, noting 
that ‘both recite the words of a predecessor, the rÅwÈ the words of his poet, the 
qÅri’ the words of Revelation as given to Mu˙ammad’.17 

The caliph and his family were not the only ones to have in their possession 
a copy of the Qur’Ån for their own private use. According to Muslim tradition, 
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there also existed other collections, initiated by various individuals who 
were contemporary with the AbË Bakr/‘Umar collection.18 Tradition credits 
numerous prominent individuals with copies, the most well known of whom 
are the reciters Ubayy ibn Ka‘b (d. 19/640 or later) and ‘Abd AllÅh ibn Mas‘Ëd 
(d. 32/652–3 or later), who are said to have had in their possession complete 
copies based on their own collections.19 In the absence of an official ‘edition’, 
however, marked variants became the object of disputes about the ‘correct’ form 
of the sacred text.20 Such disagreements had already arisen during the lifetime of 
Mu˙ammad,21 but he was of course able to resolve them. After his death, there 
was no longer an authority capable of deciding such matters.

In the field of poetry the varying and flexible character of a text was considered 
normal and sometimes even welcome since, due to this flexibility, the poetic text 
was open to improvements; but when it came to the revealed word of God, such 
a notion eventually came to be seen as scandalous. When disputes regarding the 
correct text of the sacred book arose in the army, threatening the sense of Muslim 
unity, the caliph ‘UthmÅn (ruled 23/644–35/656) decided to commission an 
official edition of the Qur’Ånic text, on the advice of Óudhayfah, one of his 
generals.22 That recension came to be known as the ‘UthmÅnic codex.

The task of collecting and editing the revelations fell once again to Zayd ibn 
ThÅbit, this time with the help of a commission. On this point, Muslim tradition 
is unanimous. The majority of accounts agree on another point too, namely that 
Zayd and those who assisted him based themselves on the collection (ßu˙uf) in 
the possession of Hafßah, ‘Umar’s daughter. According to Friedrich Schwally, 
the caliph was content to have Zayd rely upon this collection alone, located 
in Medina, the capital of the empire.23 According to some isolated reports, the 
commission also made use of the sparse notations on slates, shoulder blades and 
so on which were brought from different areas.24 The caliph gave the edition 
he had commissioned official status by ordering that copies be sent to all the 
provincial capitals of the empire, where they were to serve as authoritative 
exemplars. In addition, he ordered that all collections not conforming to the 
new official edition be destroyed.25 

The Qur’Ån had now become in reality what it had only been in theory in 
the time of the Prophet: a book of (almost) definitive form and configuration, 
a codex (muß˙af). What is more, it was, in the minds of the central authority, a 
‘published book’, the text of which was binding on every single Muslim. It was 
‘published’ in the sense that exemplar copies had been sent to the provincial 
capitals. This method of publication was, of course, not new: as we saw in 
Chapter 1 above, a similar procedure was followed for contracts and treaties in 
the pre-Islamic and early Islamic period. As Bergsträsser and Pretzl have noted, 
‘With the ‘UthmÅnic recension, the main emphasis in Qur’Ånic transmission 
shifted toward the written book.’26 Indeed. from now on, poetry and the Qur’Ån 
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differed in an important way: in poetry, free oral publication and dissemination 
continued without any restrictions; but for the dissemination of the Qur’Ån, a 
single text became the basis for its transmission. 

One pro-‘UthmÅn account shows that some welcomed this development. 
Supporters of the ‘UthmÅnic codex maintained that27

 If ‘UthmÅn had not ordered the Qur’Ån to be written down, we would have found 
people reciting poetry [i.e. we would have thought that those people were reciting 
poetry when they were in fact reciting the Qur’Ån].

According to them, there was a real risk that the Qur’Ån transmitters would 
manipulate the sacred text in the same way that poets and transmitters (ruwÅt) 
had the habit of manipulating the texts of the poems they transmitted. But 
‘UthmÅn’s initiative also had its detractors. For the Qur’Ån reciters, the estab-
lishment of an official edition of the sacred text disrupted their way of doing 
things. They had always published the way the transmitters of poetry published, 
by reciting the texts, relying only on written versions as aides-mémoire. The 
indignation of these detractors is echoed in the following later reproach of 
‘UthmÅn by political rebels:28

The Qur’Ån was (several) books; you discarded them except for one
(KÅna al-qur’Ån kutuban fa-taraktahÅ illÅ wÅ˙idan)

The reciters (qurrÅ’) and their supporters were simply not willing to accept the 
‘UthmÅnic codex as the single authoritative text of the Qur’Ån; for them, that 
recension was nothing more than one version among many. One emblematic 
figure in this group, Ibn Mas‘Ëd, even succeeded in imposing ‘his’ Qur’Ån for a 
short time in Kufa (where he was then qadi and treasurer).29 This is a reflection 
of the considerable freedom enjoyed by poetry transmitters, a freedom they 
regarded as quite normal. In fact, in the pre-‘UthmÅnic period, certain reciters 
regarded transmission of only the meaning of the sacred text as sufficient.30 They 
deemed it legitimate, for example, to replace certain terms by their synonyms or 
to change the order of words. One reciter, Anas ibn MÅlik, a contemporary and 
a Companion of Mu˙ammad, is said to have recited aßwabu (‘more accurate’) 
instead of aqwamu (‘firmest’) in Q Muzzammil 73: 6 (‘Surely the rising by night 
is the firmest way [aqwamu] to tread and the the most suitable for recitation’) and 
to have justified this substitution by declaring, ‘aqwamu, aßwabu, ahya’u, it’s all 
the same thing!’31 Disputes among Qur’Ån reciters in the pre-‘UthmÅnic period 
about the correct transmission of the sacred text were precursors, therefore, 
of later discussions among traditionists about whether transmission faithful 
to meaning (riwÅyah bil-ma‘nÅ) was sufficient, or whether it was necessary to 
transmit the text verbatim (riwÅyah bil-lafΩ).32

The reciters had not, to be sure, lost all their prerogatives. The Qur’Ån 
was after all the word of God, which it was necessary to present orally, through 
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recitation. True, there was now an official text, but it was still only a consonantal 
structure (rasm) without any diacritical marks or vowels, which allowed for 
different readings since some consonant marks could be read in different ways; 
and the fact that vocalisation was not initially marked allowed for even further 
permutations. Moreover, the exemplar copies ‘UthmÅn sent to the provincial 
capitals included variants and also dialectal forms that had slipped into the 
text and that consequently needed to be studied to determine whether they 
needed to be corrected according to the ‘arabiyyah, or pure Arabic,33 which 
was the norm in matters of proper usage. The reciters continued for a time to 
enjoy vestiges of the freedom they had known before, but the standardisation 
of the ‘UthmÅnic codex and its dissemination in writing marked the end of ‘the 
great freedom enjoyed by the qÅri’ regarding the Qur’Ånic text during the pre-
‘UthmÅnic period’.34 The almost definitive consonantal text of the ‘UthmÅnic 
codex (muß˙af) had shackled that freedom.

The seven ‘readers’ and the ‘Science of Readings’

In the tenth century, seven methods of reciting the Qur’Ån were elevated to the 
status of canonical readings and were the only ones deemed acceptable by the 
political and religious authorities. These readings derived from seven ‘readers’ 
(i.e. reciters) of the eighth century who gained followings in different cities 
of the empire, namely NÅfi‘ in Medina, Ibn KathÈr in Mecca, AbË ‘Amr ibn 
al-‘AlÅ’ in Basra, Ibn ‘åmir in Damascus, and ‘åßim, Óamzah ibn ÓabÈb and 
al-KisÅ’È in Kufa. Some of these men were of the same generation as the learned 
transmitters (rÅwiyahs) of ancient poetry; one, AbË ‘Amr ibn al-‘AlÅ’, was both 
Qur’Ån reciter and transmitter. As Beck notes, ‘It is not surprising, therefore, 
that the same forces were at work in the two areas [qirÅ’ah and riwÅyah].’35 
Poetry transmitters claimed it was their right not only to transmit a poem, but 
also to improve upon it whenever possible. Certain reciters (qurrÅ’) active until 
about 750 claimed a similar prerogative, arguing that it was their right to follow 
their own linguistic knowledge rather than the dead letter of the consonantal 
muß˙af, in particular when it came to dialectal forms in the ‘UthmÅnic codex.36 
We thus find AbË ‘Amr enlisting his knowledge of the pure ‘arabiyyah in favour 
of the reading wa-inna hÅdhayni (showing the expected accusative case) instead 
of the ‘UthmÅnic recension’s inna hÅdhÅni (not showing the accusative case) at 
Q Ta˙rÈm 66: 20.37 He effectively deemed the ‘UthmÅnic recension’s wa-inna 
hÅdhÅni to be faulty Arabic and justified his move by citing a tradition in which 
the Prophet says:38

‘In the muß˙af there are dialectal expressions (la˙n), but the Arabs will put them 
in order.’
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Nevertheless, the later development of the ‘Science of Readings’ was charac-
terised by two tendencies: an increasingly strong attachment to the ‘UthmÅnic 
codex on the one hand, and a growing weight of tradition on the other. The 
weight of tradition was so great that it ended up more or less arbitrarily legiti-
mising the readings of certain reciters: in this way, the ‘Seven Readings’ became 
normative. By the tenth century, at the latest, the era of ‘creative’ readings was 
decidedly over: one was now constrained to read the text according to the tradi-
tions of the school of reading to which one was affiliated, such was the definitive 
victory of the principle of tradition.39

We know that the Qur’Ånic text was read out loud or recited during lectures, 
the teacher indicating the correct ‘reading’ of a problematic word and explaining 
the difficult passages.40 And, as Bergsträsser and Pretzl have shown, from the 
very beginning students noted down their teachers’ explanations. The earliest 
such notes are attested from before the middle of the eighth century and thus 
originate with the younger canonical Qur’Ån readers, or with the students of the 
older ones.41 Ibn al-JazarÈ and others expressly state that certain readers from the 
generation of Óamzah (d. 156/773), notably NÅfi‘ (d. 169/785) and AbË ‘Amr 
ibn al-‘AlÅ’ (d. 154/770 or 157/774) used written notes:42

He [the student] had a notebook (filled with notes taken during the lecture) from 
him [the teacher] [lahu ‘anhu nuskhah].

Less often we find, ‘He wrote down the reading from’ (kataba al-qirÅ’ah ‘an), and, 
in one instance, ‘I read before NÅfi‘ his Qur’Ån reading and wrote it down in 
my book’ (qara’tu ‘alÅ NÅfi‘ qirÅ’atahu … wa-katabtuhÅ fÈ kitÅbÈ). Bergsträsser and 
Pretzl are right, therefore, in maintaining that these ‘books’ (kutub) or notebooks 
(nusakh) were not actual published books but in fact notes intended for private 
use. They do not constitute ‘strictly speaking a ‘Qur’Ån readings’ literature but 
rather its precursor’.43 According to them, these notes contained only ‘brief 
remarks about how the Imam in question read problematic passages’. 

The KitÅb of NÅfi‘’s disciple was a notebook containing notes taken during 
the master’s teaching; these notes concerned the readings themselves, of course, 
but probably also included NÅfi‘’s explanations about them. A number of other 
books bearing the title KitÅb al-QirÅ’ah (Book of Qur’Ån Reading) from the 
same period are likely to have been of the same type. Writings of this sort 
are attributed to AbË ‘Amr ibn al-‘AlÅ’ (d. 154/770 or 157/774) and al-KisÅ’È 
(d. 189/905).44 These evolved into such treatises as IkhtilÅf NÅfi‘ wa-Óamzah 
(The Difference/Disagreement between [the readings of] NÅfi‘ and Óamzah), 
containing the readings of the two named authorities.45 Subsequently, authors 
began to compile books with titles such as KitÅb al-QirÅ’Åt (Book of Qur’Ån 
Readings), comprising the readings of several authorities. According to Ibn 
al-JazarÈ, the third/ninth-century authors AbË ‘Ubayd (d. 224/838) and AbË 
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ÓÅtim al-SijistÅnÈ (d. 255/869) were the first to compile works of this type.46 
This progression is an exact parallel to the developments in ÓadÈth, philology 
and other disciplines of Islamic scholarship: that is, actual books were preceded 
by notes, taken for private purposes and intended as aides-mémoire, and by 
lecture notebooks. And, as in other domains, AbË ‘Ubayd was the first to 
produce a manual in this field.

The primacy of the aural

The system of education in Islam required that every text to be studied – 
including the ones that existed as actual books – be ‘heard’ or ‘read’ in the 
presence of the author, or of an authorised transmitter, even if these texts were 
in fact often only disseminated through written copies. In the study of ÓadÈth 
and philology (which had their own specificities), but also in other disciplines, 
personal contact with the teacher was absolutely essential: transmission of a 
text by audition (al-riwÅyah al-masmË‘ah) was of paramount importance. If a 
scholar simply copied notebooks (ßu˙uf), he was called a ßa˙afÈ (or ßu˙ufÈ),47 
and the material he transmitted through (mere) copying (kitÅb, kitÅbah) was 
deemed of low value (∂a‘Èf, lit. ‘weak’). If someone produced or possessed such 
a notebook, he was supposed to read it aloud in the presence of the author or 
of an authorised transmitter in order to check the text and correct it under the 
supervision of the teacher. 

Statements such as ‘People used to correct their Qur’Ån copies (maßÅ˙ifahum) 
according to his reading’, said of ‘A†iyyah ibn Qays (d. 121/739),48 show that 
what we have suggested about other kinds of texts also applied to copies of 
the Qur’Ån. Qur’Ån manuscripts copied without authorised control were only 
‘notes’, the errors in which would only be corrected during instruction, under 
the direct supervision of the teacher, through audition (samÅ‘) or by reading 
aloud (qirÅ’ah). Just as there were ßa˙afÈs in other areas of scholarship, in the 
discipline of Qur’Ån readings there correspondingly were muß˙afiyyËn, indi-
viduals whose knowledge of the readings derived solely from consulting written 
copies of the Qur’Ån. This is why AbË ÓÅtim al-SijistÅnÈ and others strongly 
advised their students against basing their knowledge on manuscript copies of 
the Qur’Ån:49 

‘Do not recite [i.e. learn] the Qur’Ån from people who (merely) rely on Qur’Ån 
codices (muß˙afiyyËn), and do not convey knowledge (of the ÓadÈth obtained) from 
people who rely (only) on notebooks (ßa˙afiyyËn).’

In conclusion, it seems that at no point did the ‘Book’ (al-kitÅb) cease to be 
regarded as the orally recited word of God, not even after its definitive written 
canonisation in the ‘UthmÅnic codex. The Qur’Ån itself underscores recitation: 
‘We have sent down the Book (al-kitÅb) to you that it be recited to them’ (Q 
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‘AnkabËt 29: 51). From a very early period, the sacred text was simultaneously 
‘published’ in two ways: on the one hand through recitation by ‘readers’, and 
on the other through exemplar written copies, which in turn were used as the 
model for written copies destined for further and much greater diffusion. Since 
there was no overlap between the people involved in these two modes of publi-
cation – transmitters of the Qur’Ånic text on the one hand, and representatives 
of the state on the other – and since they anyway had very different ideas and 
interests, they were initially inevitably at odds with one another. It soon turned 
out, however, that a compromise would resolve the conflict. Besides the status 
of the written text, the readings of the qurrÅ’ were also accorded the highest 
possible value, even in the matter of transmission; thus, copies of the written 
text were corrected against the qurrÅ’’s readings. Written transmission and oral 
transmission – more precisely, aural transmission – thus found a way to co-exist. 
This compromise anticipated the mode of transmission in all fields of Islamic 
scholarship: even in the presence of books, the knowledge they contained had 
(at least in theory) to be transmitted not only through written copies, but also 
in a more direct and personal way, namely aurally.
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The beginnings of ‘academic instruction’ in Islam

The history of the beginning of Islam coincides with the history of the life and 
work of its founder, the Prophet Mu˙ammad. The deliberate study of the history 
of early Islam and the collection of narratives describing the events of that time 
were first undertaken in Medina. Those who engaged in this activity belonged 
to the younger representatives of the first generation of Followers (tÅbi‘Ën), that 
is, those who came just after the generation of Mu˙ammad and his Companions 
(ßa˙ÅbÅ).1 

 If Muslim tradition is to be believed, certain contemporaries or Companions 
of Mu˙ammad occasionally took notes in order to record his words and actions.2 
Mu˙ammad’s cousin and the putative founder of Qur’Ånic exegesis, Ibn al-‘AbbÅs 
(d. ca. 68/687), for instance, is said to have had in his possession several writing 
tablets (alwÅ˙) on which he is said to have written ‘some of the deeds of the 
Messenger of God’. Another companion by the name of AbË ShÅh is even said 
to have recorded in writing in its entirety the sermon delivered by the Prophet 
upon the conquest of Mecca.3 It is, however, difficult to regard things being put 
into writing in such a haphazard way as a ‘deliberate endeavour’.

The activity first undertaken in Medina by those individuals living in the 
last third of the seventh century and the early part of the eighth century, namely 
the Umayyad period, was completely different, since they had not themselves 
met Mu˙ammad. They began systematically to collect information about his 
words and deeds, grouped these accounts, and then transmitted them to their 
listeners following a method that we elaborate upon below.4 They gathered this 
information from various informants, in particular from those Companions of 
Mu˙ammad who were still living. As Johann Fück has observed, the children 
and grandchildren of the very first believers, ‘excluded, as things turned out, 
from participation in the political life of the times, and removed from the activ-
ities of the larger world, now devoted themselves to a study of the glorious past’.5 
Their narratives were designated by the term ˙adÈth, a word initially used only 
in the singular, and which essentially meant ‘narrative, account’; later, however, 
this word acquired a much more restricted accepted meaning.6 These systematic 

3

The beginnings of religious scholarship in 
Islam: SÈrah, ÓadÈth, TafsÈr
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activities were naturally not confined to matters historical; they also encom-
passed jurisprudence, questions about ritual obligations, Qur’Ånic exegesis, and 
other matters.

Scholars transmitted their ‘knowledge’ (‘ilm – the word often has the same 
meaning as ÓadÈth) to contemporaries with a thirst for learning, an activity 
that resulted in the development of a kind of ‘academic instruction’. This 
transmission took place within majÅlis (sing. majlis) and ˙alaqÅt (sing. ˙alqÅh,	
or ˙alaqah), as the sessions and learned circles that formed around the scholars 
came to be known, especially in the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina (but also in 
private homes). These took the form of classes, consisting on the one hand of 
the accounts and reports transmitted by the teacher, and on the other of replies 
to questions posed. From the very start, those who transmitted an account 
would on occasion name their informant, that is, the authority they invoked, as 
follows: ‘qÅla A ˙addathanÈ B ‘an C’, ‘A said, ‘B told (or transmitted to) me from 
C’. This was the beginning of the notion of the isnÅd (or sanad), a term custom-
arily used to describe the chain of authorities involved in the transmission of a 
given report. In time, this practice became very widespread. 

Over the course of the following generations, several factors contributed to 
the development of this kind of academic instruction, in particular the influx of 
large numbers of Muslims from every part of the Islamic world first to Medina 
and Mecca, and subsequently to Basra and Kufa (and elsewhere), which like the 
holy cities of Mecca and Medina in their turn also became important centres 
of learning. Among the factors that contributed to this development were the 
end of the first wave of expansion through conquest, the fact that Medina lost 
political significance after the battle on the Óarrah in 63/683, and the end of 
the civil war that had lasted from 60/680 to 72/692.7

‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr, the first representative of the Medinese school 
of law and history

One of the first, and certainly the most important, of these early scholars was 
the ‘historian’ and jurist ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr, who was born into a noble family 
in 23/643 or later and who probably died in 94/712.8 His father, al-Zubayr ibn 
al-‘AwwÅm, an eminent companion and cousin of the Prophet, had died during 
the Battle of the Camel in 36/656; his mother was the daughter of the caliph 
AbË Bakr; his brother was the famed anti-caliph ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-Zubayr; and 
his maternal aunt was none other than ‘å’ishah, Mu˙ammad’s beloved wife. 
‘Urwah would have obtained much information from these leading personalities, 
especially ‘å’ishah, but also from other Companions of the Prophet. As a result, 
Islamic tradition regards ‘Urwah as an eminent authority on religious law and 
history, in particular on anything having to do with the life of Mu˙ammad.
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‘Urwah addressed most of his questions to ‘å’ishah, her answers to which he 
is said to have recorded in writing.9 We have a few other details about ‘Urwah’s 
activities as a collector of information:10 for instance, he is reported to have one 
day sent a message to three of the Prophet’s Companions, among them JÅbir 
ibn ‘Abd AllÅh,11 questioning them about an incident during the migration to 
Medina (the Hijrah). As for his teaching, on the other hand, we have very few 
details, which makes what little information we do have very precious, since it 
sheds light on the beginning of academic instruction in Medina, indeed on the 
beginning of academic instruction in the whole Islamic world. It is reported, for 
example, that:12

People came together (to listen) to the ˙adÈths of ‘Urwah.

Indeed, ‘Urwah taught publicly – in the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina13 – but 
also at home. During his public sessions, he forbade his sons from disturbing him 
with questions, though they were permitted to address him once he was alone.14 
He used to present the information he had collected on matters of religious 
law (fiqh) according to a systematic classification based on content: he began 
with the chapter on divorce (†alÅq), then treated divorce requested by the wife 
(khul‘), then the pilgrimage (˙ajj), and so on.15 This was the precursor of taßnÈf, 
a method of presenting knowledge which consisted in classifying collected 
material systematically into ‘books’ (kutub) subdivided into chapters, a method 
that would take hold in the eighth century.16 ‘Urwah would then have his sons 
repeat the ˙adÈths he had recited:17 this clearly represents the beginnings of the 
method that would later come to be known as mudhÅkarah.18

It goes without saying that at this time recitation was done from memory; 
but Muslim tradition explicitly reports that ‘Urwah had in his possession notes or 
draft notebooks which contained his legal ˙adÈths and/or his juridical opinions 
(kutub fiqh). He is, however, reported to have burned these writings on the 
day of the battle on the Óarrah, i.e. during or immediately following the failed 
revolt of the Medinese against the Umayyads in 63/683, an act he was later to 
regret.19 Another version of this report gives an alternative motivation for his 
act, namely that he erased his notes (on parchment, perhaps) because he was – 
temporarily – of the view that the only book in Islam ought to be the Qur’Ån; 
according to this report too, he would later regret his hasty act.20 The view that 
only the Qur’Ån, i.e. Revelation, was worthy of being written down, was a fairly 
widely held view in the eighth century:21 we shall have cause to mention this 
again on several occasions. 

The historical reports transmitted by ‘Urwah demonstrate that he collected 
information about all the significant events in the life of the Prophet. He thereby 
established the foundation for the specific historical discipline of MaghÅzÈ (lit. 
‘campaigns’, but in fact more generally, life of the Prophet).22 The sources do 
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not state explicitly whether he put into writing the accounts he collected on the 
Prophet’s life, but he did respond, in writing, to specific questions posed, also in 
writing, by the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik on this and other subjects; we shall return 
to ‘Urwah’s epistles (rasÅ’il) when we broach the question of the impetus given 
by the caliphal court to the birth of Arabic literature (in Chapter 4 below). 
‘Urwah thus composed written material which can be characterised as ‘specia-
lised treatises’ on certain aspects of Islamic history; these treatises – in letter 
form – are therefore the Islamic world’s first scholarly writings (syngrammata). 
It is true that these works had not originally been composed for a wider, public 
audience, but instead for a very limited circle consisting only of the caliph and 
his court; however, ‘Urwah’s son, HishÅm, transmitted these epistles in the same 
way apparently that regular ˙adÈths were transmitted, that is, in the course 
of public teaching. By virtue of this, ‘Urwah’s writings survived: they are, for 
instance, quoted in al-ÊabarÈ and later historians.23 

‘Urwah did not put together and author a KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ (Book of 
Campaigns), notwithstanding the views expressed by certain much later authors 
such as Ibn KathÈr and ÓÅjjÈ KhalÈfah, who make statements such as:24

He [‘Urwah] was the first to compose (a book) on the MaghÅzÈ, subdivided into 
chapters.

This contradicts the propositions of Western scholars about the level of 
Arabic literature’s development in the first two centuries of Islam;25 but it also 
contradicts the dominant view within the Arabic literary tradition itself, which 
maintains that works systematically subdivided into chapters (mußannafÅt) did 
not appear in all disciplines, including writings on the MaghÅzÈ, until the middle 
of the eighth century, that is in the heyday of Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid (d. 154/770), 
Ibn Jurayj (d. 150/767), MÅlik ibn Anas (d. 179/796) and Ibn Is˙Åq (d. 150/767), 
each in their respective discipline.26

That ‘Urwah was, in later times, considered the author of a systemati-
cally organised KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ is perhaps due to the fact that his students 
had collected his historical accounts and collated them into books titled ‘kutub 
MaghÅzÈ (li-) ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr’ (‘books of Campaigns by ‘Urwah Ibn 
al-Zubayr’). ‘Urwah’s adopted son, AbË al-Aswad YatÈm ‘Urwah (d. 131/748 or 
later),27 for instance, transmitted a KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ in Egypt on the authority 
of his adopted father.28 And in the tenth century, Ibn al-NadÈm refers in his 
bio-bibliographical Fihrist (Catalogue), to a KitÅb MaghÅzÈ ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr 
transmitted on the authority of another scholar, al-Óasan ibn ‘UthmÅn al-ZiyÅdÈ 
(d. 243/857).29 It is often the case that the authorship of ‘books’ comprising 
material going back to early authorities, but collected together and compiled by 
later ones, is attributed to the earlier ones.30

If, on the other hand, we think of the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ in this specific context 
as a rough draft, or a hypomnema consisting of notes for private use, including 
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the drafts or copies of the epistles, then it is entirely conceivable that ‘Urwah 
wrote a KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ,31 especially in light of the fact that he also had in his 
possession – or had had at one time – ‘juridical notebooks’ (kutub fiqh). It bears 
repeating that the sources are silent on this point. It is accordingly fruitless to 
speculate on the structure of this hypothetical draft notebook of ‘Urwah’s; it is, 
for instance, impossible to know if it was divided into chapters. It is, however, all 
but certain that it was not ordered chronologically since ‘Urwah had no interest 
in chronology: the historical reports that he transmits almost never provide the 
dates of the events they describe.32

We are certainly entitled to think of ‘Urwah as the founder and first head 
of a ‘Medinese historical school’.33 Besides his epistles (rasÅ’il), a significant 
number of ˙adÈths survive, comprising, on the one hand, reports about the life 
of the Prophet and early Islam, and on the other, information on various legal 
and religious matters. These include instructions about ritual matters, especially 
questions of ritual purity and prayer, and information relating to the Qur’Ån and 
Qur’Ånic exegesis, especially details about the circumstances around the reve-
lation of a particular verse of the Qur’Ån and information about the meaning of 
particular words.34 ‘Urwah often names his informants, but not unfailingly: his 
use of isnÅds, therefore, is sometimes inconsistent. To judge from those occasions 
when he does name his source, in two-thirds of the cases his aunt, ‘å’ishah, is 
the origin of the information he reports.35

The historical reports and legal ˙adÈths collected by ‘Urwah were used in 
instruction by ‘Urwah himself, then by his students, and then by his students’ 
students, and so on. ‘Urwah had numerous students who transmitted these 
historical and legal ˙adÈths. One of these was his son HishÅm (d. 146/763),36 
another his above-mentioned adopted son AbË al-Aswad YatÈm ‘Urwah (d. 
131/748 or later).37 The most famous of his students, however, was al-ZuhrÈ (d. 
124/742), discussed below. Reports were transmitted in this way for generations; 
it was only in the ninth and tenth centuries that they found their way into 
the compilations that have come down to us, such as the SÈrah of Ibn HishÅm, 
or the canonical and non-canonical ÓadÈth collections (e.g. the Mußannaf of 
‘Abd al-RazzÅq or the Ía˙È˙s of al-BukhÅrÈ and Muslim). In the present day, a 
few scholars have devoted themselves to collecting the scattered reports trans-
mitted by ‘Urwah about the life of the Prophet with the aim of collecting them 
into a single corpus.38 Modern scholars and medieval scholars alike collected 
and published his reports as a book proper, the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ li-‘Urwah ibn 
al-Zubayr – posterity has thus been able to do what ‘Urwah himself never did.
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MujÅhid ibn Jabr, representative of the Meccan School,   
and of Qur’Ånic exegesis

To understand better the developments in Islamic scholarship in ‘Urwah’s time, 
we can turn to the figure of MujÅhid ibn Jabr,39 an illustrious representative of 
the Meccan school, which flowered at the same time as the Medinese school, 
or shortly thereafter. MujÅhid was born in Mecca in 21/643 and died there in 
104/722. He was a Qur’Ån reciter (qÅri’) and had his own recitation (ikhtiyÅr), 
though he was not one of the ‘Seven Qur’Ån readers’.40 He was also a scholar 
learned in law and ÓadÈth, making him both a faqÈh (jurist) and mu˙addith 
(ÓadÈth scholar). His principal area of expertise, however, was exegesis of the 
Qur’Ån.

In Qur’Ånic exegesis, MujÅhid’s most important teacher was the celebrated 
Ibn al-‘AbbÅs, in whose presence he had recited the Qur’Ån several times – 
according to one version, as many as thirty times.41 According to another 
version of the account, MujÅhid is said to have remarked as follows:42

I recited the Qur’Ån three times in the presence of Ibn al-‘AbbÅs, breaking after 
every Åyah [verse division] to ask him why and under what circumstances it (the 
Åyah) was revealed.

Many of MujÅhid’s students transmitted from him, and the exegetical ˙adÈths 
he transmitted can be found in almost all later exegetes; the TafsÈr of al-ÊabarÈ, 
for instance, is replete with such ˙adÈths.43 Like ‘Urwah, his Medinese contem-
porary, MujÅhid recited and transmitted his material in the context of his 
teaching. His students are reported to have taken down in writing his tafsÈr 
while studying with him,44 but the transmission of the exegetical information 
he had collected seems to have been undertaken slightly differently from the 
way in which ‘Urwah’s information was transmitted. According to the famous 
critic, Ibn ÓibbÅn (d. 354/965):45

al-QÅsim (ibn AbÈ Bazzah)46 was the only (student) who heard the tafsÈr (directly in 
its entirety) from MujÅhid. […] Ibn AbÈ NajÈ˙,47 Ibn Jurayj and Ibn ‘Uyaynah [and 
others] relied on the ‘book’ (kitÅb) of al-QÅsim ibn AbÈ Bazzah and did not hear it 
(directly) from MujÅhid.

This would mean that only one of MujÅhid’s students, al-QÅsim ibn AbÈ Bazzah, 
received the TafsÈr (in its entirety) through ‘aural/audited’ transmission (samÅ‘); 
he would have put into writing the entire exegesis of his teacher and would thus 
have found himself in possession of a kitÅb, in the sense of a ‘notebook’ or ‘draft 
notes’, which included the whole TafsÈr. According to Ibn ÓibbÅn, all the other 
transmitters simply copied this kitÅb of al-QÅsim’s. This method of transmission, 
kitÅbah, though, in theory, never fully recognised, was in practice frequently 
employed. In fact, transmitters were obliged to indicate in their isnÅds precisely 
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how they came to be in possession of their teachers’ learning; if transmitters 
copied a ‘book’ without having personally heard its contents delivered, they 
were in principle required to make this explicit.48 Transmitters often concealed 
the fact, however, that they had relied on this method of transmission, and it 
turns out that this was the case with MujÅhid’s students – not a single one makes 
it explicit, a dishonesty (tadlÈs) remarked upon in traditional Islamic scholarship. 
Clearly, in the seventh and the first half of the eighth centuries, the transmission 
of ˙adÈths through writing alone was strongly looked down upon in Mecca, but 
also in Medina and in the Muslim world generally, even if it seems that the 
writing down of ˙adÈths for personal use enjoyed less disapproval in Mecca than 
in Medina.49

In this connection, an observation concerning the teaching system of a 
later period may be worth mentioning. From the eleventh century onward, 
certificates of audition (ijÅzÅt al-samÅ‘, samÅ‘Åt) appear in the manuscripts. 
Comparing the certificates of audition and the recorded chains of transmission 
in a given manuscript with its colophon, where the copyist provides his name 
and the date of the work’s completion, reveals that sometimes students were 
in the habit of attending ‘classes’ of a particular teacher without taking any 
notes.50 When such students subsequently wished to teach and transmit the 
material they had earlier heard, it sometimes happened that they had to borrow 
a copy of the work, that of the teacher himself or that of someone who had 
written down what the teacher had taught; they would then copy it for their 
own personal use, and that copy would then serve as the basis for their own 
teaching. Since they had indeed at some point received direct instruction from 
the teacher and had personally heard him say the words they were transmitting, 
they were consequently authorised to use the formulations in their isnÅds that 
suggested direct audition (˙addathanÈ x or sami‘tu ‘an x). On the other hand, 
they do not include the name of the person whose notebook they copied in 
their isnÅds. 

Now, there does exist a relatively old TafsÈr attributed to MujÅhid.51 Sezgin 
believed that this was veritably a book by MujÅhid, ‘in the recension of Ibn AbÈ 
NajÈ˙ (d. 131/748)’,52 in spite of the fact that the exact title, TafsÈr WarqÅ’ ‘an 
Ibn AbÈ NajÈ˙ ‘an MujÅhid, pointed to a work compiled by a later authority.53 
Two studies, one by Georg Stauth and another by Fred Leemhuis, have inde-
pendently shown that a large number of exegetical ˙adÈths originating with 
authorities other than MujÅhid were added not only by MujÅhid’s student Ibn 
AbÈ NajÈ˙ and his student, WarqÅ’ (d. 160/776), but also by ådam Ibn AbÈ 
IyÅs (d. 220/835), the transmitter of the TafsÈr from WarqÅ’.54 The TafsÈr is not, 
therefore, a book by MujÅhid, but a ninth-century compilation by ådam ibn 
AbÈ IyÅs, consisting mainly, but not exclusively, of exegetical ̇ adÈths originating 
with MujÅhid.
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Stauth and Leemhuis compared these ̇ adÈths with those al-ÊabarÈ and other 
later exegetes describe as originating with MujÅhid:55 this revealed that the 
material cited in the TafsÈr WarqÅ’ was not identical to the material appearing 
in the TafsÈr of al-ÊabarÈ. What we have, generally speaking, are on the one 
hand ̇ adÈths common to both texts, close scrutiny of which nevertheless reveals 
divergences and variants between parallel passages, and on the other ˙adÈths 
originating with MujÅhid, but which are to be found in only one of the two 
compilers. We are once again led to the conclusion that, in this period, material 
was transmitted selectively, only ‘conveying the meaning, or sense’ (al-riwÅyah 
bil-ma‘nÅ), i.e. the gist, rather than ‘conveying the wording’ (al-riwÅyah bil-lafΩ). 
This was so even when the transmitters were able to rely on draft notes written by 
one of them; indeed, this appears to have been the case with the TafsÈr WarqÅ’. 

The surviving manuscript of the ‘TafsÈr WarqÅ’’ was copied in 544/1149; 
it includes a chain of transmission (riwÅyah), certificates of audition (samÅ‘Åt), 
and a colophon.56 What is more, the method of transmission we described 
above is clearly discernible: the copyist, one Ibn ÓamdÈ, ‘heard’ the text of the 
TafsÈr without taking notes, and obtained permission to teach (ijÅzah) from his 
teachers. In order to have a personal written copy, he later copied the teacher’s 
‘book’, which had passed to one of the latter’s students when he died.

Al-ZuhrÈ and the writing down of hadÈths

We turn now to the Medinese Ibn ShihÅb al-ZuhrÈ (d. 124/742),57 the most 
illustrious student of ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr. Focusing on this scholar allows us to 
identify various developments that affected the second generation of Followers 
(atba‘ al-tÅbi‘Èn). Like his teacher, al-ZuhrÈ was a ÓadÈth scholar, a jurist, and, 
last but by no means least, a major scholar of maghÅzÈ. He was born in 50/670 
or a little later and studied with ‘Urwah and important scholars such as Sa‘Èd 
ibn al-Musayyab, AbÅn ibn ‘UthmÅn, and others. He also asked questions of 
informants who were not scholars, young and old alike: he would, for example, 
go to the homes of the AnßÅr (Helpers) in Medina, even going so far as trying 
to obtain information from their wives.58 

The reports describing al-ZuhrÈ’s search for ˙adÈths and his use of writing 
while he gathered his information appear to be contradictory. According to 
al-ZuhrÈ’s student MÅlik ibn Anas, an eminent scholar in his own right, when 
he asked al-ZuhrÈ whether he used to write down ˙adÈths, al-ZuhrÈ replied that 
he did not.59 It is reported in several other places, however, that al-ZuhrÈ did 
make it a habit of writing down ˙adÈths in large numbers while collecting them. 
According to Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid, another of al-ZuhrÈ’s students, a companion of 
al-ZuhrÈ’s called ÍÅli˙ ibn KaysÅn (d. after 140/757–8) reported as follows:60
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al-ZuhrÈ and I met while collecting ˙adÈths (na†lubu al-‘ilm). We agreed to write 
down the practices of the Prophet (sunan). So we wrote down everything that we 
heard on the Prophet’s authority. Then we wrote what we heard on the authority 
of his Companions.

According to another of al-ZuhrÈ’s companions, al-ZuhrÈ always carried tablets 
and sheets with him and would write down everything that he heard.61 The 
contradiction between these accounts can to a certain point be resolved if we 
accept that al-ZuhrÈ initially deemed unacceptable the writing down of ˙adÈths, 
a widely held view during his time, especially in Medina. Much later, he may 
have changed his position and started to use writing more and more, as circum-
stances required. Other reports appear to confirm this. It would appear that in 
the beginning al-ZuhrÈ transmitted his learning exclusively through academic 
instruction. A small number of his many students, however, wanted to have 
easier access to the materials he had collected. One of them, al-Layth ibn Sa‘d 
(d. 161/778), is said to have asked his teacher to compile a book containing all 
the ˙adÈths he knew, proposing as follows:62

O Abu Bakr, if you would only organise and compile these ‘books’ [sc. notebooks] 
for people’s benefit, you would be able to free yourself of all this work.

But al-ZuhrÈ is said to have refused and to have adopted a different method 
instead, one that was far more practical: he lent his notebooks to his students and 
had them copy them. A number of reports describing this procedure of al-ZuhrÈ’s 
have come down to us, so it is reasonably certain that he is the originator of 
this new method of transmission, called munÅwalah, never fully recognised, but 
which became significant from this time period on.63 His illustrious student 
MÅlik ibn Anas sometimes used this procedure to transmit his Muwa††a’.64 

Regarding al-ZuhrÈ’s later scholarly activity, we also find two apparently 
contradictory accounts. On the one hand, we are told that several muleloads 
were required for the draft notes of the ̇ adÈths that al-ZuhrÈ had been ordered by 
the caliphal court to dictate to scribes (kutub or dafÅtir), and which were removed 
from the caliph’s library after the assassination of al-WalÈd II in 125/743.65 On the 
other hand, two of al-ZuhrÈ’s students report that their teacher had at his home 
only one book, or only two books, the one ‘a book containing his family’s gene-
alogy’,66 the other ‘something about his family’s genealogy and some poems’.67 
The two accounts need not be incompatible: those who opposed the writing 
down of ˙adÈths – among whom al-ZuhrÈ counted himself his whole life long 
– thought it worse to own and bequeath written materials, in particular ones 
relating to religious matters, than to dictate such materials to others. There was 
even a widely held view that if one owned any writings, these had to be destroyed, 
before, or even after, one died. This was justified by quoting the following ̇ adÈth 
of the Prophet transmitted by Abu Sa‘Èd al-KhudrÈ (d. 74/693 or later):68
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Write nothing from me except the Qur’Ån. If anyone has (already) written down 
anything from me other than the Qur’Ån, then let him erase it.

Al-ZuhrÈ’s collections have not come down to us in their original form. 
What survives are a multitude of ˙adÈths scattered in later works of ÓadÈth, of 
religious law (fiqh), and relating to the Prophet’s campaigns (maghÅzÈ). Thanks 
to a relatively early work, however, namely the Mußannaf of ‘Abd al-RazzÅq (d. 
211/827), we can get a general idea about the nature and basic shape of al-ZuhrÈ’s 
collections relating to the life of the Prophet. The Mußannaf contains in it a 
KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ, the bulk of the material for which ‘Abd al-RazzÅq obtained 
from his teacher Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid (d. 154/770);69 Ma‘mar must therefore be 
considered the true compiler of this particular book. As for Ma‘mar, he himself 
obtained approximately half of the material he cites from his teacher, al-ZuhrÈ. 
These narratives, which are typically quite long, invariably go by the name 
˙adÈth, in the singular. Frequently, but not in every case, these accounts include 
chains of authorities in which al-ZuhrÈ often names his teacher ‘Urwah.70 Some-
times, events of central importance, such as the Battles of Badr or U˙ud, are 
dated at the beginning of the ˙adÈth text. 

In light of the foregoing, it is nevertheless clear that al-ZuhrÈ’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ 
was not yet a book proper, not yet one arranged systematically into thematic 
chapters, like the one which would be put together by Ibn Is˙Åq, another of 
al-ZuhrÈ’s students. Al-ZuhrÈ’s ‘book’ was in all likelihood nothing more than a 
collection of historical ̇ adÈths about the life of the Prophet, loosely arranged, and 
thus similar to the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ of ‘Abd al-RazzÅq/Ma‘mar which survives. We 
therefore concur with Abd al-‘AzÈz al-DËrÈ that, in going beyond the pioneering 
work of ‘Urwah, al-ZuhrÈ ‘gave the first definite frame of the SÈrah and that he 
drew its lines clearly, to be elaborated later, in details only’.71

In the first half of the eighth century, there were several different kinds of 
written texts: (1) simple notes, not always systematically arranged, intended 
for personal use; (2) detailed draft notes (‘lecture notebooks’), containing the 
˙adÈths the teachers would teach during their ‘classes’ (sometimes handed over 
to others to be copied, but intended for use by the teacher in oral recitation); (3) 
official collections produced by order of the caliphal court, and for the exclusive 
use of the court.72 Al-ZuhrÈ was not only unable to prevent the compilation and 
dissemination of written materials of the first type (simple notes), or indeed of 
the second (detailed draft notes), he even ended up authorising his draft notes. 
The difference between notes and draft notes or notebooks is, in reality, a minor 
one: in Greek, both are indistinguishably termed hypomnema. What is more, 
al-ZuhrÈ found himself engaged in producing writings of the third type, compiling 
them himself, by order of the caliphal court. An oft-cited report describes the 
most celebrated of these compilations: a collection, or official recension, of 
the ÓadÈth, comparable to the Qur’Ån recension undertaken during the reign 
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of ‘UthmÅn.73 Such large-scale collection was termed tadwÈn, and al-ZuhrÈ is 
credited with originating the procedure:74

The first person to have collected and written down knowledge [i.e. ˙adÈths] (on a 
large scale) (awwal man dawwana al-‘ilm wa-katabahu) was Ibn ShihÅb (al-ZuhrÈ).

In this way, a huge step was taken in extending the use of writing. But, it must 
be emphasised that in this period the readership for such compilations was 
extremely limited, effectively only the court, consisting of the caliph, princes 
and other dignitaries. We will return to the subject of al-ZuhrÈ’s ‘official’ collec-
tions when we investigate the role of the court in providing the impetus for 
such works.

In any event, by compiling ˙adÈth collections and other works intended for 
a public readership, al-ZuhrÈ broke a taboo that had been in force for decades 
and that had prevented the production of religious writings or, at least, the 
publishing of ‘books’ on religious matters, other than the Qur’Ån (and in the 
generation after al-ZuhrÈ, opposition to the writing down of ÓadÈth came to an 
end, at least in Medina). But it appears that al-ZuhrÈ faced quite a few problems 
for having done so; he justified his move on many occasions, each time adducing 
new arguments. According to the best known justification, it was because of 
pressure from the Umayyad leadership that he began to write things down, and 
that he could no longer stop anyone from doing so:75

We disapproved of writing down knowledge [i.e. ˙adÈths] (kunnÅ nakrahu kitÅbat 
al-‘ilm) until these rulers compelled us to do it. Then we were [i.e. now we are] of 
the opinion that we should not prohibit any Muslim from doing so.
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For Muslim scholars, the transmission and dissemination of their knowledge 
was initially accomplished orally, or, to be more precise, ‘aurally’. It depended, 
in fact, on audition (samÅ‘) and on personal instruction, which took place 
in scholarly sessions and circles; in some ways this was not unlike classes in 
present-day universities. In fact, there was opposition to any ‘writing down of 
knowledge’ (taqyÈd al-‘ilm), notably in Medina and in Iraq, especially Basra and 
Kufa, and the opposition was particularly strong when it came to legal opinions 
(ÅrÅ’) or any ˙adÈths attributed to the Prophet.1 In practice, however, this oppo-
sition was not particularly successful: the auditors took notes, either during the 
teacher’s class or afterwards, by copying the notes of another auditor, or indeed 
those of the teacher himself. In either case, writing was always secondary in the 
transmission of knowledge. To put it in terms borrowed from Antiquity, only 
hypomnemata, private written records intended as a mnemonic aid for a lecture 
(or a discussion) were used, as opposed to syngrammata, actual books, composed 
and redacted according to the canon of stylistic rules, and intended for literary 
publication (ekdosis). Those wishing to acquire knowledge (‘ilm, ÓadÈth in this 
context) were thus, in principle, obliged personally to attend the teachers’ 
classes and accordingly often had to undertake long journeys in order to do so 
(ri˙alÅt fÈ †alab al-‘ilm), a practice that became common in the second half of 
the eighth century.

The demands of the courtly environment

It is not difficult to see why the Umayyad caliphs preferred to have knowledge 
accessible in their palace libraries.2 There, they could easily consult not only the 
collections containing the traditions of Mu˙ammad and the accounts relating 
to his life, but also information about the Arab past. To accomplish this they 
initially (in the mid-seventh century) had scholars brought to the court, where 
scribes would then write down what these scholars reported. A little later (during 
the time of ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr), we find the caliph asking a scholar questions 
by writing him a letter and receiving a reply also in writing. It is in the following 

4

Literature and the caliphal court
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generation (that of al-ZuhrÈ), that we first have evidence of large-scale collec-
tions and of actual books commissioned by the rulers and their governors.

Already, in the middle of the seventh century, the first Umayyad caliph, 
Mu‘Åwiyah (ruled 41 /661–60/680), is said to have ordered that the (pseudo-) 
historical accounts about Arab antiquity, which the Yemeni ‘AbÈd ibn Sharyah 
(d. after 60/680) would recount at court, be written down.3 When Zayd ibn 
ThÅbit (d. 45/666), Mu˙ammad’s own scribe, came to Mu‘Åwiyah’s court, the 
caliph is said to have asked him for accounts of what the Prophet said and did 
(˙adÈths) and to have ordered a scribe to write down these accounts, but Zayd 
is said to have then erased everything that had been written down.4 While he 
was Governor of Medina, the future caliph MarwÅn (ruled 64/684–65/685) is 
reported to have expressed the desire to have a scribe write down the ˙adÈths 
transmitted by the celebrated Companion AbË Hurayrah. But AbË Hurayrah is 
reported to have refused, saying ‘Transmit them the way we have [i.e. orally].’5 
ZiyÅd ibn AbÈhi (d. 53/673), Mu‘Åwiyah’s governor in Iraq, is said to have been 
the first person to commission a KitÅb al-MathÅlib (Book of the Evil Deeds [of 
the Arabs]), apparently because of the ignominies he suffered as a result of his 
modest and non-Arab origins. He is said to have given this book to his sons, 
saying: ‘Seek this book’s help against the Arabs, for then they will leave you 
alone.’6 Later, the caliph al-WalÈd II (ruled 125/743–126/744), is said to have 
‘collected the records (dÈwÅn) of the Arabs, their poems, accounts, genealogies 
and dialectal expressions’.7 To this end, he seems to have used material compiled 
by, and in the possession of, some learned transmitters; in any case, we learn 
that afterwards ‘he gave back the records (dÈwÅn) to ÓammÅd (al-RÅwiyah) and 
JannÅd’.8

The Umayyad rulers were also interested in the Prophet Mu˙ammad’s life. 
Prince SulaymÅn, who would rule as caliph between 96/715 and 99/717, is said 
to have ordered AbÅn ibn ‘UthmÅn (d. between 96/714 and 105/723–4) to write 
down the accounts relating to Mu˙ammad’s life (siyar) and campaigns (maghÅzÈ), 
and then to have handed the text to ten scribes who were charged with copying 
it.9 But, according to this report, he later destroyed these parchments because 
he wished to consult his father, the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik (probably because 
the latter had long been an opponent of such written accounts). According 
to another report, when ‘Abd al-Malik saw a work titled HadÈth al-MaghÅzÈ 
(Account of the Campaigns) in the hands of one his sons (SulaymÅn, perhaps), 
he had it burned, and then counselled his son to devote himself to the recitation 
of the Qur’Ån and to learning and following the Sunnah of the Prophet (rather 
than to the reading of such histories).10 Evidently, ‘Abd al-Malik was initially 
of the view that the Qur’Ån should remain Islam’s only book, but later seems 
to have changed his mind. At any rate, he showed great interest in the life of 
the Prophet, even going so far as sending ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr letters with 
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 questions on the subject, to which ‘Urwah responded in writing. 
As we noted in Chapter 3, ‘Urwah composed what might be termed specia-

lised treatises on Islamic history, indeed the first scholarly writings in the Islamic 
world. ‘Urwah’s student al-ZuhrÈ is himself reported to have been charged by 
the Umayyad governor, KhÅlid al-QasrÈ (d. 126/743–4), with compiling a book 
of genealogies; KhÅlid is then said to have ordered him to stop all work on the 
book of genealogies and to write a book on the SÈrah.11 The report does not 
specify whether this book was ever completed. Al-ZuhrÈ is also reported to have 
edited annals on the history of the caliphate (AsnÅn al-khulafÅ’), the very first 
book of its kind, a small fragment of which is quoted by al-ÊabarÈ.12 Once he 
had started working for the Umayyads, al-ZuhrÈ was called upon several times to 
put his knowledge at their disposal by producing written collections of ˙adÈths. 
Various reports describe him as either compiling these collections or dictating 
them. According to one report, it was for the Umayyad ruler, ‘Umar II (ruled 
99/717–101/720), that al-ZuhrÈ devoted himself to ˙adÈth collection on a large 
scale,13 and for the education of the princes at the court of another Umayyad 
ruler, HishÅm ibn ‘Abd al-Malik (ruled 105/724–125/743), that he dictated 
many ˙adÈths. According to one source, he dictated ˙adÈths for the princes to 
a scribe for a whole year (sc. entirely from memory).14 According to another 
source, he twice dictated four hundred traditions a month apart (sc. without 
the help of notes), and the two dictations were identical in every way.15 With 
the exception of ‘Urwah’s letters, all the above-mentioned books and compila-
tions – inasmuch as their authors ever completed them – disappeared with the 
fall of the Umayyads. These were evidently works of which only a small number 
of copies were produced which were then deposited in the caliph’s library and 
which were intended for the exclusive use of the caliph and court.

The state secretaries 

In the meantime, a new social class, or scholarly cadre, had appeared on the 
scene and taken its place next to the scholars learned in the fields of religious 
and linguistic scholarship: these kuttÅb (sing. kÅtib), literally ‘scribes’ or ‘writers’, 
but here meaning ‘state secretaries’, henceforth became an integral part of 
Arabic writerly culture.16 Ever since the end of the Umayyad period, they had 
worked in the administrative offices of the state, specifically in the chanceries 
(sing. dÈwÅn al-rasÅ’il) of the caliphs and governors, where their job was to draft 
the official correspondence of state. Of non-Arab descent – in Iraq recruited 
mainly from families of Persian origin – these new Muslims had ideas and ideals 
completely different from those of the Muslim scholars engaged in religious and 
linguistic scholarship; H. A. R. Gibb has described their relationship to the 
State as follows:17 
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Their aim was not to destroy the Islamic empire but to remold its political institu-
tions and values, which represented in their eyes the highest political wisdom.

As it turns out, this specific objective was completely in line with the aspirations 
of the early ‘AbbÅsid caliphs.18 The state secretaries borrowed their ideal cultural 
model and their material from the fallen Sasanid empire. They did this because 
no viable alternative presented itself: given their objective, Arab tradition had 
nothing to offer them.19 Their works were therefore markedly different, in both 
spirit and content, from the works produced by Muslim scholars (traditionists, 
historians, exegetes, philologists, and so on); their literary output consisted in 
part of original works and in part of translations, or adaptations rather, of books 
from Middle Persian.

The original works composed by the state secretaries often took the form 
of epistles (risÅlah, pl. rasÅ’il) and were consequently addressed to a specific 
person, the caliph, a prince, other secretaries and the like. This holds true for 
all the works of ‘Abd al-ÓamÈd al-KÅtib (d. 132/750), in all likelihood of Iranian 
origin, who was secretary to MarwÅn, the last Umayyad caliph (and holds true 
for at least one work of Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ too).20 The titles of ‘Abd al-ÓamÈd’s 
best known writings confirm this: ‘Epistle to the Secretaries’, ‘Epistle to the 
Crown Prince’, ‘Epistle on Chess’, and so on. ‘It is with his name’, Latham points 
out, ‘ … that we most commonly associate the beginnings of Arabic prose as a 
written art – an art, that is to say, inspired by a conscious literary purpose and 
a desire to display the imaginative and creative talents of the writer.’21 Indeed, 
the literary genre in which Arabic artistic prose had first manifested itself was 
the risÅlah, the epistle or letter. This genre had in a sense existed since the rise 
of Islam – we have seen that the Prophet Mu˙ammad addressed letters to the 
Arab tribes, and that ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr wrote to the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik, 
but these were not literary texts per se, but functional ones rather, specialised 
treatises as it were. Arabic artistic prose, properly speaking, came into being, 
therefore, in the chancery bureaux of state. 

Translations and adaptations from Middle Persian do not seem to have been 
undertaken until the early ‘AbbÅsid period. The most famous translator was Ibn 
al-Muqaffa‘ (d. 139/757), a secretary of Iranian origin.22 Two of his books, Siyar 
mulËk al-‘Ajam (Lives of the Persian Kings) and KalÈlah wa-Dimnah (Kalilah and 
Dimnah), are of special importance. The former contained the national history 
of Iran from the beginning of creation up to the end of the Sasanid Empire. This 
translation – or adaptation – by Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ of the Middle Persian KhwÅday-
NÅmag (Book of Kings) does not survive in its entirety, though extracts are 
quoted in other works. Other adaptations, based on translations other than Ibn 
al-Muqaffa‘’s, do survive in Arabic and Persian, the most celebrated of which 
is FerdowsÈ’s ShÅhnÅma (Book of Kings) the great Iranian national epic. Ibn 
al-Muqaffa‘’s KalÈlah wa-Dimnah, on the other hand, has come down to us. It is 
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a ‘mirror for princes’ work, the original Indian version of which was translated 
into Middle Persian in the sixth century. Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ translated, that is, 
adapted and embellished, the Middle Persian version and in so doing gave the 
Arabic language its first prose masterpiece.

Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ (or perhaps a son of his) also translated an epitome on 
Aristotelian logic.23 This work, which is extant and has been edited, must have 
depended on a Middle Persian version. This brings us to the question of the 
origins of the great movement to translate works of Greek thought into Arabic, 
an enterprise that began under the early ‘AbbÅsids. It is now generally accepted 
that Arabic translations of Greek works through the intermediary Syriac versions 
were preceded by translations of Middle Persian works inspired by Greek ones.24 
These Middle Persian works – prolegomena to works of logic or philosophy, for 
instance, or books of astrology – originated in the Sasanid court, notably that of 
the great Khusraw AnËshirwÅn (ruled 531–79), where Nestorian Christians had 
been given the task of translating and adapting Greek works. Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ (or 
his son) is thus to be placed also in the early history of translation into Arabic of 
Hellenistic material. After him, the most important translators were no longer 
Persians, but Aramean and Arab Christians, usually Nestorians: this explains 
why they would have recourse to Syriac versions of the works of Aristotle and 
other Greek thinkers when perfecting their translations. 

Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ was clearly a gifted translator, but he was also the author of 
original works. One of the most celebrated of these is in the epistolary genre, the 
RisÅlah fÈ al-Ía˙ÅbÅ (Epistle on Courtiers). This ‘memorandum on the Caliph’s 
entourage’, no doubt composed for al-ManßËr (ruled 136/754–158/775), is 
an administrative document that outlines the measures needed to ensure the 
stability of the empire.25 

George Saliba has recently shown that the generation of state secre-
taries responsible for the Arabisation of government administration played an 
important role in the movement to translate scientific and philosophical texts. 
So too, according to Saliba, did their descendants, the following generation of 
state secretaries, and others tied to them in one way or another.26 That said, 
as Dimitri Gutas has shown in some detail, it was the ‘AbbÅsid caliphs them-
selves who were the engine for this great movement: they considered themselves 
not only successors to the Prophet Mu˙ammad but also heirs of the Sasanid 
emperors and therefore deemed it their responsibility to continue the latter’s 
‘cultural policy’ of initiating the translation of Greek works for specific ideo-
logical reasons.27

Whether in the form of epistles or of adaptations of works in Persian, 
we have here literary prose – artistic prose, even – bearing the imprint of the 
authors’ personalities. Moreover, these works by the state secretaries were books 
conceived of entirely with the prospect of written transmission in mind;28 they 
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were therefore intended for readers. It is true that, initially, this readership 
consisted exclusively of the caliph and his court, but subsequently a larger read-
ership had access to such works; readers could actually lay their hands on them 
by getting hold of manuscript copies. These were, therefore, actual books.

It is worth recalling the specific nature of the ‘books’ produced by the tradi-
tional scholars and the way in which they were published. Those books can 
best be characterised as collections of traditions, acquired through audition in 
the presence of the teacher. They were written as notes or notebooks, and their 
publication by the scholar who had drafted those notes took place during a 
subsequent audition, without there being any formal redaction. These writings 
properly belong, therefore, to the category of aide-mémoire. The traditional 
scholars can consequently best be characterised as transmitters, whereas the 
state secretaries and authors of Persian origin are men of letters or writers. The 
historian al-Mas‘ËdÈ (d. 345/956) tried to get to the heart of the difference 
between transmitters on the one hand and men of letters on the other – though 
there were admittedly examples of mixed and transitional ways of working.29 
Al-Mas‘ËdÈ contrasts al-JÅ˙iΩ (d. 255/868–9), illustrative of the secretarial class 
and an author of epistles and actual books, with his contemporary al-MadÅ’inÈ 
(d. 235/850), typical of the traditional scholars and a transmitter of historical 
reports (akhbÅr), noting:30

None of the transmitters (ruwÅt) nor any of the scholars (ahl al-‘ilm) is known 
to have written more books than he [i.e. al-JÅ˙iΩ]. It is true that Abu al-Óasan 
al-MadÅ’inÈ was a prolific writer (qad kÅna kathÈr al-kutub), but it was his practice to 
transmit what he had heard [to auditors, students] (kÅna yu’addÈ mÅ sami‘a), whereas 
the books of al-JÅ˙iΩ (on the other hand) remove rust from the mind and bring clear 
proofs to light, because he has composed books according to the best arrangement 
(naΩamahÅ a˙san naΩm).

A comparison of the beginning of any book or epistle of al-JÅ˙iΩ, the KitÅb 
fakhr al-sËdÅn ‘alÅ al-bÈ∂Ån (Epistle on Vaunting of Blacks over Whites), for 
instance, with the beginning of the KitÅb al-MurdifÅt min Quraysh (Book on the 
Women of the Quraysh who were Married more than Once), one of al-MadÅ’inÈ’s 
two extant works, supports al-Mas‘ËdÈ’s characterisation: 

May God protect and preserve you; may He bring you the joy of obeying Him and 
accept you among those who win His mercy.
 You mentioned … that you have read my essay on … and that I make no mention 
of the vaunts of the blacks.  Know, may God protect you, that in fact I delayed doing 
so on purpose.  You also mentioned that you wanted me to write for you about the 
vaunts of the blacks.  Therefore, I have written down for you what comes to mind 
of their boastings.

(al-JÅ˙iΩ)31
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AbË al-QÅsim ‘Abd AllÅh ibn Mu˙ammad reported (˙addathanÅ) to us, saying: AbË 
Ja‘far A˙mad ibn al-ÓÅrith al-KhazzÅr informed us (anba’anÅ): AbË al-Óasan ‘AlÈ 
ibn Mu˙ammad [al-MadÅ’inÈ] informed us (anba’anÅ), saying: ‘Umm KulthËm was 
married …’

(al-MadÅ’inÈ)32

Al-JÅ˙iΩ opens by blessing his addressee and then reiterates a criticism of one 
of his books as expressed by the latter; the book transmitted on the authority of 
al-MadÅ’inÈ opens with no prefatory statement of introduction whatsoever, but 
with the chain of authorities, which indicates the transmission of the report that 
follows all the way back to al-MadÅ’inÈ. The text as we have it had evidently not 
been fixed until three generations after al-MadÅ’inÈ: he had originally presented 
the material in a lecture (as signalled by anba’anÅ), then one of his students 
(al-KhazzÅr) and a transmitter in each of the following two generations recorded 
it and passed it on. This first report is immediately followed in the text by an 
isnÅd leading back to al-MadÅ’inÈ, the report in question, and so on.

The different methods of transmission employed by al-JÅ˙iΩ and al-MadÅ’inÈ 
explain another important fact about their respective works, namely that 
numerous works by al-JÅ˙iΩ survive, whereas only very few of al-MadÅ’inÈ’s kutub 
(i.e. lecture notes, notebooks, draft notes) are extant, and then only in the 
form of further transmitted texts, edited by a later generation of scholars. The 
material collected and passed on by al-MadÅ’inÈ is therefore not lost, but has 
found its way into later compilations.33 The works of al-JÅ˙iΩ, on the other hand, 
as writings always intended for a reading public, were from the very beginning 
‘passed on’ through written transmission, through the copying of manuscripts. 

The influence of the princely environment on traditional scholars

Did traditional scholars possibly modify the way they worked, either at the 
suggestion of the caliph, or, given their contact with the court, through the 
influence of works written by the state secretaries? Muslim scholars in the gener-
ation following al-ZuhrÈ, i.e. those active about the middle of the eighth century, 
had begun to classify their material into works systematically subdivided into 
thematic chapters. This method was called taßnÈf, and the works organised 
according to this method were called mußannafÅt. MußannafÅt appeared in the 
fields of law, exegesis, ÓadÈth, history and philology – some modern scholars 
even go so far as to speak of a taßnÈf or mußannaf ‘movement’.34 Can we discern 
in the traditional scholars’ use of taßnÈf the influence of the state secretaries, or 
was this an independent internal development? We cannot be certain, but we 
do know this: traditional scholars continued to publish their mußannafÅt in the 
way which was familiar to them, namely by reciting them or by dictating them 
when they provided academic instruction in the sessions or scholarly circles 
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they held. Their method of publication only changed under the impetus of the 
court, and even then only a few isolated works were affected.

According to an account preserved in Ta’rÈkh BaghdÅd (History of Baghdad) 
the substance of which is confirmed by a parallel and slightly more elaborated 
account in Ibn Sa‘d, the ‘AbbÅsid caliph al-ManßËr asked Ibn Is˙Åq (d. 150/767), 
an eminent authority on the life of Mu˙ammad, to compose for crown prince 
al-MahdÈ a large book consisting of a summation of history, beginning with the 
creation of Adam and continuing to the present day.35 Al-ManßËr is said to 
have played a similar role in the genesis of the celebrated anthology of poetry 
that later came to be known as al-Mufa∂∂aliyyÅt, commissioning the learned 
transmitter al-Mufa∂∂al al-ÎabbÈ to put together the anthology for al-MahdÈ.36 
(Al-ManßËr was also the addressee of some of Ibn al-Muqaffa‘’s epistles.)

The ‘great book’ (al-kitÅb al-kabÈr) that Ibn Is˙Åq compiled for the crown 
prince is said to have comprised three parts: a KitÅb al-Mubtada’ (Book of the 
Beginning) on creation and the biblical prophets, a KitÅb al-Mab‘ath (Book of 
the Mission [of Mu˙ammad]) on the Meccan period of Mu˙ammad’s life, and a 
KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ (Book of Campaigns) on the Prophet Mu˙ammad’s campaigns 
in the Medinese period of his life;37 and it may be that the KitÅb al-KhulafÅ’ 
(Book of Caliphs) is a continuation of the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ, even though Ibn 
al-NadÈm identifies it as a separate work.38 No definitive edition established by 
Ibn Is˙Åq himself has come down to us. In any case, the ‘great book’, of which 
there were no doubt very few copies, is not preserved in its original form: what 
does survive of Ibn Is˙Åq’s works is what his students transmitted from him. The 
KitÅb SÈrat rasËl AllÅh (Biography of the Messenger of God) by Ibn HishÅm (d. 
218/834) – a student of a student of Ibn Is˙Åq – constitutes the most important 
recension of the information contained in Ibn Is˙Åq’s work. Ibn HishÅm’s book 
does not take into account the whole of the Kitab al-KabÈr, but relies, for the 
main part, on the information appearing in the two parts concerning the life of 
Mu˙ammad. Ibn Is˙Åq’s historical accounts appear in other transmissions too: 
suffice to mention here the numerous passages included in al-ÊabarÈ’s Ta’rÈkh 
(History).

Recensions of the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ and quotations from it – the only forms 
in which the book survives – do nonetheless suffice to reveal the literary and 
artistic character of the work. It is well thought out, it is divided into chapters, 
and events are arranged in chronological order, without precluding classification 
based on genealogical or practical considerations when the need arises.39 Ibn 
Is˙Åq frequently prefaces the different reports relating to a particular event with 
preliminary remarks summarising and dating the information he provides. He 
also frequently inserts transitional phrases between the various accounts. The 
principal outcome of this is a coherent narrative, but – and this is the crux – Ibn 
Is˙Åq has above all put together his material in the service of a guiding principle, 
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namely ‘Plac[ing] the history of the Prophet and of the new faith into the history 
of divine revelation since the beginning of the world’.40

To see more clearly the uniqueness of Ibn Is˙Åq as a mußannaf author, we 
need only compare his KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ with another work of the same name by 
his contemporary, Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid (d. 154/770). What we have of Ma‘mar’s 
work comes to us as transmitted by one of his students, ‘Abd al-RazzÅq ibn 
ÓammÅm (d. 211/827), in the latter’s own KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ.41 At first glance, 
it appears that in Ma‘mar’s work the events described proceed more or less 
chrono logically.42 Accounts devoted to earlier events (e.g. the digging of the 
well of Zamzam, or the history of the Prophet’s grandfather, ‘Abd al-Mu††alib) 
are followed by events from Mu˙ammad’s life in Mecca, then by events from his 
life in Medina; after describing Mu˙ammad’s death, the author has also added 
some accounts about the first four (‘rightly guided’) caliphs. The sequence of 
Mu˙ammad’s campaigns is to a certain extent respected: the Battle of Badr 
(2/624), the Battle of U˙ud (3/625), the Battle of the Trench (5/627), the 
execution of the BanË QurayΩah (5/627), the conquest of Khaybar (7/628) and 
the conquest of Mecca (8/630). But on closer inspection, it becomes clear that 
the chronological sequence is not at all consistent: the pact of al-Óudaybiyah 
(6/628), for example, is reported separately, and before Badr (2/624); conversely, 
the Bi’r Ma‘Ënah incident (4/625) appears after the conquest of Mecca (8/630). 
Besides being only loosely chronological, the text is also arranged ‘pragmati-
cally’, for want of a better term; thus, after presenting events in the life of the 
Prophet that pertain to the public sphere (and enumerated above), Ma‘mar 
goes back in time and resumes his narrative about events before the Hijrah, 
namely the emigration of the early believers to Abyssinia. Then the author 
turns to slightly more private matters (such as the Hijrah, and the slandering 
of ‘å’ishah), but without any specific arrangement. Preliminary remarks and 
transitional phrases between different accounts are absent in what is effectively 
a collection consisting of scattered traditions belonging more or less together, 
in juxtaposition. Ma‘mar’s work lacks the coherent narration characteristic of 
Ibn Is˙Åq’s work. It goes without saying that Ma‘mar’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ does not 
have a guiding principle governing it, and can therefore not be described as a 
well-organised book, as is the case with Ibn Is˙Åq’s.

Traditional scholars certainly recognised the uniqueness of Ibn Is˙Åq. The 
celebrated ÓadÈth critic, Ibn ÓibbÅn (d. 354/965), said of him: ‘He was one 
of those people who arranged the narratives in the best possible manner.’43 

Horovitz’s assessment is similar, though more comprehensive and couched in 
the language of modern scholarship: ‘The material in traditions transmitted to 
him by his teachers, which he enlarged with numerous statements collected 
by himself, Ibn Is˙Åq compiled into a well-arranged presentation of the life of 
the Prophet.’44 In short, we can consider the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ of Ibn Is˙Åq a 
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syngramma, an actual book, composed and redacted according to the canon of 
stylistic rules, and intended for literary publication, rather than a hypomnema, a 
private written record intended as a mnemonic aid for a lecture or a discussion. 
We do have to bear in mind, however, that the public this work addressed was 
an extremely restricted one – it was intended for the exclusive use of the caliph 
and his court.

Scholarly treatises taking the form of epistles

The impact of the caliphal court on the methods of the traditional scholars is 
clear. Whereas these scholars originally ‘published’ through the medium of oral 
instruction – which did not in any way preclude the use of written notes – now 
they composed their works by giving them a definitive shape, and with the 
reader in mind. Besides the court’s wish to have at its disposal – i.e. in its libraries 
– works which the scholars ordinarily only disseminated through audition, we 
must take into account two additional motivations. In the first place, the state 
administration, both in the capital and in the provinces, felt a need to have the 
policies it was carrying out spelled out in writing. This need was the catalyst 
for the KitÅb al-KharÅj (Book of Land-Tax) of AbË YËsuf Ya‘qËb (d. 182/798), 
one of the very first actual books in the field of law to have survived. It is 
true that the Muwa††a’ of MÅlik (d. 179/796), the founder of the MÅlikÈ legal 
school, may predate it, but the Muwa††a’ is not an actual book; rather, it is a 
collection of legally relevant ˙adÈths and legal opinions (ÅrÅ’) of the Followers 
(tÅbi’Ën), of which we have several recensions compiled by MÅlik’s students: its 
author did not give it a definitive shape. Like most of the syngrammata of the 
eighth century, AbË YËsuf’s work takes the form of an epistle, as Ibn al-NadÈm’s 
characterisation of it in the Fihrist attests: KitÅb risÅlatihi fÈ al-kharÅj ilÅ al-RashÈd 
(The Book of his Epistle on Land-Tax [addressed] to al-RashÈd).45 This epistle, 
commissioned by HÅrËn al-RashÈd, opens as follows:46

This is what AbË YËsuf […] wrote to the Commander of the Faithful HÅrËn 
al-RashÈd. May God prolong the life of the Commander of the Faithful and 
perpetuate his might in perfect happiness and in prestige endless (fÈ tamÅmÈm min 
al-ni‘mah wa-dawÅmÈm min al-karÅmah)! The Commander of the Faithful … asked 
me to compose for him an all-inclusive book (kitÅban jÅmi‘an) on the calculation of 
the land-tax … to be consulted and to be followed when doing so. 

The author’s use of a style akin to rhythmic, rhyming prose in his prefatory 
remarks, particularly in the two parts of the eulogy, is tangible influence of the 
secretaries’ literary risÅlahs. What is more, the book’s immediate predecessor, 
a work also called KitÅb al-KharÅj (Book of Land-Tax), was also composed by 
a secretary, Ibn YasÅr (d. 170/786), the first person to compose a work of this 
kind, in fact.47 
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The second factor that motivated traditional scholars to give their works a 
definitive shape was the conflict with sects and heterodox movements. Indeed, 
this is the impetus that occasioned the very earliest theological writings, works 
such as the RisÅlah fÈ al-qadar (Epistle on Destiny),48 attributed to al-Óasan 
al-BaßrÈ (d. 110/728) and addressed to the caliph ‘Umar II,49 the ‘Anti-QadarÈ 
Epistle’ attributed to ‘Umar II (d. 101/720),50 and the KitÅb al-IrjÅ’ (Book on 
the Postponement of Judgement),51 said to have been written by al-Óasan ibn 
Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óanafiyyah (d. 99/717).52 Although the authenticity of the 
extant works is doubtful, the fact remains that they are datable to relatively 
early – the first half of the eighth century, or the second half at the latest.53 All 
of these ‘books’, including the KitÅb al-IrjÅ’, are epistles and are thus tied to the 
tradition of writing official letters, private letters and documents (which, as we 
have seen, was a practice already in existence in the beginning of Islam). The 
above-mentioned epistles were documents with a specific function, what we 
might term scholarly epistles. 

The epistle, as a literary genre, originates with the state secretaries and is 
exemplified by the works of ‘Abd al-ÓamÈd or Ibn al-Muqaffa‘. The scholarly 
epistle, on the other hand, appears to be quite a bit older and may well have 
developed out of the earliest functional epistle. The transition between the two 
is almost seamless: to take again the example of ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr’s replies 
to the questions posed by the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik, his letters are practically 
scholarly treatises. The developed character of the scholarly epistle, as is the case 
with AbË YËsuf’s KitÅb al-KharÅj and numerous later epistles, is nevertheless still 
heavily influenced by the literary risÅlah. As we saw earlier, the KitÅb al-KharÅj 
even has recourse in its preface to a literary feature, namely rhythmic, rhyming 
prose. It is therefore not surprising that the fully developed scholarly risÅlah of 
the scholars was modelled on the literary risÅlah of the secretaries.

The first works of Arabic literature conceived of as written works from the 
start, whether they were scholarly (such as the letters of ‘Urwah and other Arab 
scholars) or literary (such as the epistles of ‘Abd al-ÓamÈd and Ibn al-Muqaffa‘), 
were the result of an impetus that came from the court. These works all took the 
form of letters, i.e. private communications intended for specific individuals, and 
not the form of books intended for a wider readership. It would seem that, until 
the end of the eighth century, a text composed as a personal communication 
was more easily accepted than one composed as a book from the very start and 
intended for a wider audience.
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Traditional Muslim scholars themselves noticed that in the middle of the eighth 
century a new method of presenting and arranging knowledge had appeared, 
namely taßnÈf. TaßnÈf was a method which consisted in classifying material into 
works systematically subdivided into chapters organised according to subject 
matter, works that came to be known as mußannafÅt (sing. mußannaf). At the 
beginning of his voluminous commentary on the Ía˙È˙ of al-BukhÅrÈ, Ibn Óajar 
al-‘AsqalÅnÈ (d. 852/1449) makes the following observation about the move 
toward committing ˙adÈths to writing:1 

Then, at the end of the generation of the Followers (tÅbi‘Ën), (the method of) 
collecting traditions into a single corpus (tadwÈn al-ÅthÅr) and of classifying reports 
into separate chapters (tabwÈb al-akhbÅr) emerged. (This was at the time) when 
scholars had spread out to the large cities and when heretical KhÅrijÈ, RÅfi∂È and 
QadarÈ innovations had become more numerous. The first individuals to produce 
compilations according to this model were al-RabÈ‘ ibn ÓabÈb [fl. 2nd/8th], Sa‘Èd 
ibn AbÈ ‘ArËbah [d. 156/773] and others. They classified (traditions that belonged 
together) into separate chapters, until there appeared, in the middle of the second 
[i.e. eighth] century, the Greats of the third generation [i.e. authors of mußannafÅt]. 
The latter collected legal judgments [i.e ˙adÈths and ÅrÅ’] into a single corpus 
(dawwanË al-a˙kÅm). In Medina, ImÅm MÅlik [d. 179/796] compiled (ßannafa) his 
Muwa††a’ (in this manner) …, AbË Mu˙ammad ‘Abd al-Malik ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÈz 
ibn Jurayj [d. 150/767] compiled (his work) (ßannafa) in Mecca …, al-AwzÅ‘È [d. 
157/774] in Syria, AbË ‘Abd AllÅh SufyÅn ibn Sa‘Èd al-ThawrÈ [d. 161/778] in Kufa, 
and AbË Salamah ÓammÅd ibn Salamah ibn DÈnÅr [d. 167/783] in Basra …2

What Ibn Óajar describes as happening in legal ÓadÈth scholarship – the 
Muwa††a’ of MÅlik being undoubtedly the most important work in the field 
of law – was also happening in several related disciplines: in exegesis, history, 
grammar, lexicography and theology. It might even be appropriate to consider as 
similar to the mußannafÅt the poetry collections of the learned transmitters, the 
Mufa∂∂aliyyÅt (compiled by al-Mufa∂∂al al-ÎabbÈ), for instance, or the Mu‘allaqÅt 
(possibly put together by ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah).3 As for the Prophet’s biography, 
Ibn Is˙Åq was, according to al-MarzubÅnÈ, ‘the first individual to collect the 
MaghÅzÈ of the Messenger of God and to compose them (in a systematic way)’ 

5

The turn toward systematisation: 
the taßnÈf movement
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(kÅna awwal man jama‘a MaghÅzÈ rasËl AllÅh wa-allafahÅ), although al-DhahabÈ 
is probably correct to claim that honour for MËsÅ ibn ‘Uqbah (d. 141/758).4 
There are many lists of such ‘firsts’ or awÅ’il (sing. awwal, ‘first’), that is, ‘texts 
identifying individuals who were the first to do such-and-such a thing’.5 The lists 
are not always in agreement about who was in fact first, but they do all agree that 
the first works systematically subdivided into chapters appeared in the middle of 
the eighth century, in the late Umayyad/early ‘AbbÅsid period. 

Oral publication

It is important to keep in mind that, as a general rule, the compilers of these 
mußannafÅt nevertheless still published them in the traditional way, through 
audition, by reciting themselves, by having their students recite them, or by 
dictating them to their students (imlÅ’) in their scholarly circles and lectures 
(keeping in mind that works produced under the impetus of the court were 
an exception). In the Iraqi centres of learning, the traditionists continued to 
recite ˙adÈths from memory until the ninth century, refusing to rely on notes or 
notebooks as aides-mémoire. Sa‘Èd ibn AbÈ ‘ArËbah, whom Ibn Óajar mentions 
in the list quoted above, was a Basran traditionist who, like those of subse-
quent generations, emphatically disapproved of the use of writing to record 
traditions, at least in theory.6 Thus Sa‘Èd, who was the first or one of the first 
traditionists to undertake the systematic classification of the ˙adÈths he had 
collected, recited from memory without using a notebook. This is how it came 
to be said of him:7 

‘Sa‘Èd ibn AbÈ ‘ArËbah had no book, but kept everything in his memory.’

In his fundamental study of the development of ÓadÈth scholarship, 
Ignaz Goldziher concluded from the above statement that accounts reporting 
that mußannafÅt in the domain of ÓadÈth first appeared in the middle of the 
eighth century must be false and anachronistic.8 In Goldziher’s view, the taßnÈf 
movement did not begin until the middle of the ninth century, with the collec-
tions of al-BukhÅrÈ and Muslim, or possibly slightly earlier that same century. 
One possible meaning of the statement ‘Sa‘Èd ibn AbÈ ‘ArËbah had no book, but 
kept everything in his memory’ is that Sa‘Èd used to recite his entire mußannaf 
from memory without using any notes or notebook as an aide-mémoire; indeed, 
this was Goldziher’s interpretation of this report. But it does not seem likely that 
Sa‘Èd would have memorised such a collection – the mußannafÅt are, after all, 
sizeable compilations, as the earliest examples that have come down to us in later 
versions attest, e.g. the JÅmi‘ of Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid (d. 154/770),9 parts of the 
Mußannaf of ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-MubÅrak (d. 181/797),10 and the JÅmi‘ of ‘Abd 
AllÅh ibn Wahb (d. 197/812).11 What, then, does the statement mean? The 
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biographical literature tells us that Sa‘Èd had a scribe named ‘Abd al-WahhÅb 
ibn ‘A†Å’ who always accompanied him and who wrote his notebooks (wa-kataba 
kutubahu).12 What appears likely, therefore, is that, before teaching, Sa‘Èd would 
retrieve the material for his lecture from a certain number of ‘writings’: this 
material would not be taken from writings belonging to him – there being no 
such thing – but from those in his scribe’s possession.

In Kufa (like Basra, one of Iraq’s major intellectual centres), memorisation of 
˙adÈths was de rigueur until at least the first half of the ninth century. One tradi-
tionist, Ibn AbÈ ZÅ’idah (d. 182/798), is said to have been the very first Kufan 
author of a mußannaf (though, as we saw above, other names have also been 
advanced).13 He recited his traditions from memory and one of his colleagues 
who did the same, WakÈ‘ ibn al-JarrÅ˙ (d. 197/812), is said to have used Ibn 
AbÈ ZÅ’idah’s Mußannaf as a model for his own.14 The sources explicitly state 
that WakÈ‘ ‘wrote’ and ‘classified’, which means he was in possession of ‘note-
books’ (kutub) the contents of which were systematically classified into chapters. 
The very same sources also tell us, however, that he recited his material from 
memory, e.g. the great critic Ibn ÓibbÅn al-BustÈ (d. 354/965), who writes:15

WakÈ‘ ibn al-JarrÅ˙ … is one of those who travelled (in search of knowledge [i.e. 
˙adÈths]), wrote down, collected, classified, memorised, recapitulated and reviewed 
(wa-dhÅkara), and disseminated.

In another place, Ibn ÓibbÅn adds the following:16

We never saw a book in WakÈ‘’s hands, since he would recite his books from memory 
(kÅna yaqra’u kutubahu min hifΩihi).

As for Ibn AbÈ Shaybah (d. 235/849), also a Kufan, and the compiler of one of 
the earliest extant mußannaf works, he states at the beginning of many chapters 
of his work:17

‘This is what I know by heart [or: have memorised] from the Prophet.’

This odd way of expressing oneself shows that, even at a late date, when the 
notes or notebooks of the traditionists had been transformed into extensive 
manuscripts, some Iraqi authors of systematically classified collections still felt 
obliged to present their compilations of traditions as writings for private use: 
Islam could, after all, only have one actual book, the Qur’Ån.

In Medina, on the other hand, the opposition to the writing down of tradi-
tions had disappeared at the time of al-ZuhrÈ (d. 124/742) or soon after, i.e. 
by the second half of the eighth century, when the first Medinese mußannaf 
authors emerged. Al-BukhÅrÈ explicitly states this when describing the scandal 
that resulted when Ibn Is˙Åq visited the wife of HishÅm ibn ‘Urwah (‘Urwah 
ibn al-Zubayr’s son) in search of information:18
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The people of Medina consider it acceptable to put (traditions) in writing
(fa-inna ahl al-MadÈnah yarawna al-kitÅb jÅ’izan).

Unlike their Iraqi colleagues, therefore, the compilers in Medina (e.g. Ibn Is˙Åq, 
MËsÅ ibn ‘Uqbah in maghÅzÈ, or MÅlik ibn Anas in fiqh), and also those in Mecca 
and Yemen (e.g. Ibn Jurayj and Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid in the realm of ÓadÈth), did 
not feel the need to hide any written collections they had in their possession; 
and even used them in public without the least hesitation. For example, Ma‘mar, 
a Basran who settled in Yemen, would ‘care for his books and consult them’ 
since, in that part of the Muslim world, memorisation of ˙adÈths was not espe-
cially prized; whenever he had occasion to return to his home town of Basra, 
however, Ma‘mar found himself obliged to recite the ˙adÈths from memory.19

Ibn Is˙Åq and the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ

When it came to ‘publishing’ systematically classified works, oral instruction, 
or instruction through audition, to be precise, nevertheless remained the norm 
everywhere. This was accomplished by audition, by student recitation, or by 
dictation. This is even true of the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ (Book of Campaigns) of Ibn 
Is˙Åq, in spite of the fact that this mußannaf work is, as we have seen, something 
of an exception. Information on Ibn Is˙Åq’s teaching and transmission practices 
is relatively plentiful. YËnus ibn Bukayr (d. 199/815), one of Ibn Is˙Åq’s students, 
and a transmitter who prepared a recension of his teacher’s work, says:20

The whole of Ibn Is˙Åq’s narrative is ‘supported’ (kull shay’ min ˙adÈth Ibn Is˙Åq 
musnad) [i.e. is based on Ibn Is˙Åq himself], since he dictated it to me (amlÅhu) or 
recited it in my presence (from a notebook?) (qara’ahu ‘alayya) or reported it to 
me (from memory?) (˙addathanÈ bihi).21 But what was not ‘supported’ is recitation 
(qirÅ’ah) [i.e. by a student in the presence of Ibn Is˙Åq].

Elsewhere, Ibn Bukayr says that everything he reports from his teacher about the 
Prophet’s wives ‘is word for word what Ibn Is˙Åq dictated’ (kull shay’ min dhikr 
azwÅj al-nabÈ fa-huwa imlÅ’ Ibn Is˙Åq ˙arfan ˙arfan).22

Ibn Is˙Åq is said to have dictated his work twice to another student, the 
Kufan al-BakkÅ’È (d. 183/799).23 According to another report, al-BakkÅ’È is said 
to have sold his house and accompanied Ibn Is˙Åq on his journeys until he had 
‘heard’ the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ in its entirety.24 This line of transmission, from 
Ibn Is˙Åq to al-BakkÅ’È, is of critical importance – it is from al-BakkÅ’È that 
Ibn HishÅm, the most important editor of the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ, received the 
material originating with Ibn Is˙Åq.25 A third student, Salamah ibn al-Fa∂l, is 
reported as saying: ‘I heard [or: I followed] (as an auditor; sami‘tu) the MaghÅzÈ of 
Ibn Is˙Åq twice (during academic instruction).’26 The source reporting this adds: 
‘He [Salamah] used to say also, “He [Ibn Is˙Åq] reported them to me (˙addathanÈ 
bihi)”.’ This same Salamah prepared a copy of the whole work for Ibn Is˙Åq, 
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which Ibn Is˙Åq then collated against his own autograph copy.27 Moreover, 
Salamah inherited all the manuscripts in Ibn Is˙Åq’s estate; as a result, he – and 
he alone – used his teacher’s autograph copies in the subsequent transmission of 
the work.28 This explains why it is that Salamah, on whose authority al-ÊabarÈ 
quotes Ibn Is˙Åq, is credited with having put together the ‘most complete books 
of the MaghÅzÈ’.29

Ibn Is˙Åq compiled his MaghÅzÈ work for the court, but that version, in one 
copy, or possibly several, and kept in the library of the ‘AbbÅsid caliphs, has 
not come down to us.30 All that survives goes back to what Ibn Is˙Åq used from 
it and transmitted in his own teaching to his students. To that can be added 
many scattered reports on the MaghÅzÈ disseminated by Ibn Is˙Åq outside of his 
great work.31 The different versions of the MaghÅzÈ accounts transmitted on the 
authority of Ibn Is˙Åq often diverge considerably; the problem posed by such 
divergences is discussed further below.

MÅlik Ibn Anas and the KitÅb al-Muwa††a’

MÅlik ibn Anas (d. 179/796), a Medinese like Ibn Is˙Åq, was the compiler 
of the celebrated Muwa††a’ (The Well-Trodden [Path]), a corpus of juridical 
material in a systematically classified collection that brings together the basic 
material of fiqh: legal ˙adÈths attributed to the Prophet or his Companions and 
the ÅrÅ’ (sing. ra’y; i.e. juridical opinions) of a large number of Successors. It 
also contains reports of the ‘amal (i.e. the practice, the ‘living tradition’) of 
the people of Medina. MÅlik seldom gives his own juridical opinions.32 The 
Muwa††a’ is also one of the earliest systematic works in Arabic to have been 
given an actual title, one that goes back to the author himself and that is to be 
found in all recensions.33 The titles of other compilations contemporary with 
the Muwa††a’ are appellatives and were not necessarily chosen by their authors: 
typically, one referred to the ‘Mußannaf of so-and-so’ (e.g. ‘Mußannaf ‘Abd 
al-RazzÅq’) or the ‘JÅmi‘ of such-and-such’ (e.g. ‘JÅmi‘ Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid’). The 
subdivisions of those works, called kutub (‘books’), do, however, have titles that 
designate their content, thus kitÅb al-˙ajj (‘Book of pilgrimage’), for example, 
kitÅb al-˙udËd (‘Book of legal punishments’), kitÅb al-ta’rÈkh (‘Book of history’), 
and so on. This practice of giving a title based on content is also to be found in 
historical works of the period, the KitÅb ÍiffÈn (Book [of the battle] of ÍiffÈn), for 
instance. As for Ibn Is˙Åq’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ, it is unclear whether he himself 
gave the work its title, since the information in the sources is inconclusive; the 
existence of several different names for the work suggests that nothing was very 
fixed:34 besides the title KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ (Book of Campaigns), we also find 
KitÅb al-SÈrah (Book of the [Prophet’s] Life) and al-KitÅb al-KabÈr (The Great 
Book), though this last is reserved for the expanded version Ibn Is˙Åq prepared 
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for the court. Recall also that, although the title KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ was used for 
the whole work, it really only designated the third section, the first two sections 
bearing the titles KitÅb al-Mubtada’ and KitÅb al-Mab‘ath, respectively.35

To return to the Muwa††a’, its very name (‘the well-trodden (path)’) is 
metaphorical, confirming that what MÅlik had in mind was an actual book.36 
Nevertheless, MÅlik did not establish a definitive edition of the work: it was his 
students, or his students’ students, who gave the work its final form, or rather, 
its final forms. In the end, the publication and transmission of the Muwa††a’ 
by its author during teaching was not very different from the way in which 
the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ was published and transmitted. Generally, MÅlik preferred 
to have the Muwa††a’ read by one of his students while he, at least in theory, 
listened and monitored the recitation.37 This is the method of transmission 
known as qirÅ’ah or ‘ar∂. But from time to time, the teacher read or recited the 
text himself in the presence of his students, thereby using audition, or samÅ‘, 
as a method of transmission.38 He is also said to have entrusted a copy of the 
work that he had himself corrected to a student and authorised that student to 
transmit it: this method of transmission is known as munÅwalah.39 MÅlik also 
seems to have made use of the method known as kitÅbah: he is reported to have 
authorised a student to transmit a copy of the Muwa††a’ that the student had 
drawn up, without having had a look at this copy.40 Given these diverse modes 
of transmission, it is understandable that the various recensions of the Muwa††a’ 
known to us diverge considerably.41

Qur’Ånic exegesis

In the development of Qur’Ånic exegesis (tafsÈr) in this period, we see evidence 
of the same phenomenon of systematisation. We have the TafsÈr of Ma‘mar 
ibn RÅshid (d. 154/770), which, like his JÅmi‘, has survived in its entirety, or 
in very large part, in a recension reworked by his student, ‘Abd al-RazzÅq. We 
also have the TafsÈr of MuqÅtil ibn SulaymÅn (d. 150/767) in the recension of 
al-Hudhayl ibn ÓabÈb al-DandÅnÈ (d. after 190/805).42 As for the so-called TafsÈr 
MujÅhid, it is, as we saw earlier, a compilation put together by the later scholar, 
ådam ibn AbÈ ‘IyÅs.43 The TafsÈrs of Ma‘mar and MuqÅtil are both very large, 
especially MuqÅtil’s, and both were transmitted in their entirety, even if their 
transmitters, ‘Abd al-RazzÅq and al-Hudhayl respectively, added material origi-
nating with other exegetes. Thanks to these two works, we can be certain that 
the Qur’Ån commentators of that generation produced writings which reflected 
a high degree of organisation, and that they were able to rely on well-ordered 
texts in their teaching.
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The history of the empire

The taßnÈf movement also influenced the writing of history in this period. We 
find monographs and compilations of historical traditions relating to specific 
events, in particular, episodes from the time of the Islamic conquests and the 
civil war, works on the latter having been composed exclusively by Shi‘ites. 
One of the earliest authors is the Kufan JÅbir ibn YazÈd al-Ju‘fÈ (d. 128/746), to 
whom is attributed a KitÅb al-Jamal (Book [on the battle] of the Camel), a KitÅb 
ÍiffÈn (Book [on the battle] of ÍiffÈn) and other monographs of this sort;44 works 
with these titles are also attested for the famous Kufan Shi‘ite AbË Mikhnaf 
(d. 157/774).45 Notable is the KitÅb al-Riddah wal-futË˙ (Book of Apostasy and 
Conquests) of Sayf ibn ‘Umar (d. ca. 184/800), one of the most important 
sources for understanding the early Muslim expansion.46 

In no case do we have the originals: all the texts that survive depend on later 
transmissions. But we do have extensive passages from these works, transmitted 
by students and compilers, and preserved by later historians such as al-ÊabarÈ 
and Ibn A‘tham al-KËfÈ.47 The only text to survive independently in its entirety 
is the KitÅb Waq‘at ÍiffÈn (Book of the Battle of ÍiffÈn) of Naßr ibn MuzÅ˙im (d. 
212/827), a later compiler, in fact, than the ones identified above.48 In addition, 
an extensive fragment of Sayf ibn ‘Umar’s KitÅb al-Riddah wal-futË˙ and a smaller 
fragment of his Kitab al-Jamal were discovered some years ago. But once again, 
we do not have the originals, but rather recensions of a transmitter who lived 
three generations after the author.

One could argue that most monographs of this type correspond more closely 
to chapter divisions in systematically organised works than to any of those works 
as a whole; in either case, traditions are organised according to topic, which 
then also determines the title of the kitÅb. But in the domain of historiography, 
the step toward a real mußannaf is taken by works such as the KitÅb al-Riddah 
wal-futË˙ of Sayf ibn ‘Umar. Here, the compiler does not simply cover an isolated 
event, but rather a whole series of events, namely the widespread apostasy of the 
Arab tribes, during the caliphate of AbË Bakr specifically and during the period 
of the conquests generally. The fragment that has come down to us deals with 
the caliphate of ‘UthmÅn, as its successive chapter headings indicate, even if 
bÅb, the usual term for chapter, does not appear:49

ÓadÈth al-ShËrÅ (Accounts relating to the Council)
ImÅrat ‘UthmÅn (The caliphate of ‘UthmÅn)
Maqdam Sa‘Èd ibn al-‘åß (The arrival of Sa‘Èd ibn al-‘åß)
ÓadÈth al-Baßrah (Accounts relating to Basra)
ÓadÈth Mißr (Accounts relating to Egypt)
ÓadÈth al-MadÈnah (Accounts relating to Medina)
IbtidÅ’ maqtal ‘UthmÅn (The origins of the assassination of ‘UthmÅn)
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åkhir waßiyyah awßÅ bihÅ ‘UthmÅn (The final counsels offered by ‘UthmÅn)
Madfan ‘UthmÅn (The burial of ‘UthmÅn).

The transitional phrases between the different traditions so characteristic of 
Ibn Is˙Åq’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ are not to be found in Sayf’s monograph, however, 
even if the disparate traditions are ordered to give a chronological sequence of 
events.

We are less well informed about the methods used to transmit these mono-
graph compilations than about the method used for similar religious texts, MaghÅzÈ 
works, and the like. It is almost certain that the historians also disseminated 
their material during sessions and scholarly circles, through audition, student 
recitation, or dictation.50 But kitÅbah and wijÅdah, procedures so little esteemed 
by the traditionists, whereby students copied the text without having received 
instruction from the teacher, must also have been quite common. Al-ÊabarÈ often 
cites the monographs of AbË Mikhnaf and Sayf ibn ‘Umar through such trans-
missions; for example, he introduces quotations with: ‘HishÅm [ibn Mu˙ammad 
al-KalbÈ (d. 206/821)] said (qÅla) …’, or ‘AbË Mikhnaf said …’,51 though he is 
exclusive in his use of the formulation ‘al-SarÈ wrote for me (kataba ilayya) on 
the authority of (‘an) Shu‘ayb (who wrote) on the authority of (‘an) Sayf …’ 
when referring to Sayf ibn ‘Umar.52 This transmission terminology shows clearly 
that neither al-ÊabarÈ nor his transmitters had the licence to transmit material 
from either AbË Mikhnaf or Sayf ibn ‘Umar and that they copied from one 
another without ever having ‘heard’ them from the mouths of their teachers. 
By using the expression ‘wrote for me’, the transmitter is frankly admitting that 
he was content with copying from a manuscript. 

Theology

The move toward taßnÈf can also be seen in theological writings: classical bibli-
ographers attribute treatises with fixed titles to theologians (mostly Mu‘tazilis) 
in this period. According to the inventory made in the tenth century by Ibn 
al-NadÈm for his Fihrist, ÎirÅr ibn ‘Amr (d. after 180/796) wrote more than 
thirty such treatises;53 the following is a representative selection:

KitÅb al-Taw˙Èd (Book of [belief in] the unicity of God)
KitÅb al-MakhlËq (Book of created things)
KitÅb TanÅqu∂ al-˙adÈth (Book of the refutation of Tradition)
KitÅb al-Qadar (Book of destiny)
KitÅb Radd Aris†ÅlÈs fÈ al-jawÅhir wal-a‘rÅ∂ (Book of the refutation of Aristotle 

on [his doctrine of] substances and accidents).

To ÎirÅr’s teacher, WÅßil ibn ‘A†Å’ (d. 131/748), are attributed a KitÅb al-Manzilah 
bayna al-manzilatayn (Book of [the doctrine of] the intermediate position) and a 
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KitÅb al-Taw˙Èd (Book of [belief in] the unicity of God).54 The titles of these works 
certainly suggest that they were well ordered, in the manner of the mußannafÅt of 
the traditionists, but, as none survive, this can only remain speculation.

An eighth-century ‘literature of the school, for the school’

Three characteristics suggest that the systematically organised works we have 
been discussing qualify as notes or notebooks rather than as actual books. First, 
none of these works has survived in its original form; second, the texts we do 
have are dependent on later transmissions, dating from the ninth century at 
the earliest; and third, whenever several recensions of one of these works exist, 
these recensions often show considerable textual divergence. The structured and 
meticulously elaborated nature of a number of these works, a characteristic that 
remains recognisable even after numerous and different later transmissions – 
this is true of the KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ of Ibn Is˙Åq in particular – suggests, however, 
that at least some of them are actual books. It is reasonable, therefore, to posit 
that these mußannafÅt are in an intermediate category between syngrammata 
and hypomnemata, one that encompasses a wide spectrum, ranging from works 
possessed of all the characteristics of actual books, such as Ibn Is˙Åq’s KitÅb 
al-MaghÅzÈ, to works that are nothing more than well-ordered records, such as 
appears to have been the case with the collection of Sa‘Èd ibn AbÈ ‘ArËbah.

This being the case, we are entitled to ask whether these works are examples 
of literature, properly speaking. We can answer this question by turning to Greek 
literature, which is possessed of works akin to these mußannafÅt. W. W. Jaeger has 
described Aristotle’s teaching texts (Lehrschriften) as ‘neither lecture notebooks, 
nor literature’,55 ‘meticulously elaborated’ writings to be sure, but, according 
to him, ‘not ones intended for publication with a larger lay reading public in 
mind’.56 Jaeger characterises these works (and other works of this genre too), 
as ‘a systematic literature of the school, for the school … published … through 
lectures’.57 Thus, Aristotle’s book the Topics was neither a ‘lecture notebook’ 
nor ‘a collection of drafts’, but rather a gramma, a work ‘intended to be recited 
to students’.58 Jaeger’s description of these teaching texts may just as easily be 
applied to our mußannafÅt: they too are grammata, and, in effect, examples of 
a literature of the school, intended solely for use by the school, and published 
through recitation – through audition, dictation, or recitation by a student.

Vestiges of the eighth-century ‘TaßnÈf Movement’

What remains of the mußannafÅt? None of them survive in their original form; 
at most, we have later recensions, but none dating from earlier than the ninth 
century, transmitted and reworked by a student or, more commonly, by a student 
of a student of the compiler. In the best of cases, these transmissions ‘on the 
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authority of so-and-so’ either form the basis of independent works or appear as 
often quite lengthy quotations in later compilations. But very often, all that 
remains of a mußannaf is isolated traditions, scattered throughout a variety of 
later works. Let us take a look at two of them.

Ibn Is˙Åq’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ. 
Large sections of Ibn Is˙Åq’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ are preserved in the following 
later works:

1. The KitÅb SÈrat Mu˙ammad rasËl AllÅh (Book of the biography of Mu˙ammad, 
the messenger of God) by ‘Abd al-Malik ibn HishÅm (d. 218/834), an Egyptian 
originally from Basra.59 For his recension, Ibn HishÅm relies on the material 
transmitted by his teacher ZiyÅd ibn ‘Abd AllÅh al-BakkÅ’È (d. 183/799), 
himself a student and transmitter of Ibn Is˙Åq.60 Ibn HishÅm explains in 
the preface to his work how he has reworked Ibn Is˙Åq’s original:61 the KitÅb 
SÈrat Mu˙ammad is an epitome, an abridged version, not of Ibn Is˙Åq’s whole 
work, but principally of the second and third parts (the ‘KitÅb al-Mab‘ath’ 
[Book of the Mission (of Mu˙ammad)] and the ‘KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ’ [Book of 
Campaigns]). Ibn HishÅm sometimes includes supplementary information, 
citing traditions he obtained from other sources, for example; on occasion, 
he also adds his own commentary. He states explicitly that he has suppressed 
the following: all reports in which the Prophet Mu˙ammad does not appear; 
selected verses; indecent passages; passages that might be injurious to certain 
individuals; and all traditions that his teacher, al-BakkÅ’È, had not confirmed 
to him. These deletions notwithstanding, Ibn HishÅm’s work remains the 
fundamental source for the life of the Prophet.

2. The slightly later book of the Kufan A˙mad ibn ‘Abd al-JabbÅr al-‘U†ÅridÈ 
(d. 272/886), a work without a definitive title and deriving from a trans-
mission through YËnus ibn Bukayr (d. 199/815), another student of Ibn 
Is˙Åq’s.62 YËnus’s work consists primarily of material he transmits from Ibn 
Is˙Åq, but he supplements it with numerous traditions originating with a 
variety of other authorities.63 This explains why Ibn Bukayr’s work is some-
times known by the title ZiyÅdÅt YËnus fÈ MaghÅzÈ Ibn Is˙Åq (The additions 
of YËnus to the MaghÅzÈ of Ibn Is˙Åq).64 The biographical literature says of 
him:65 ‘He used to take (the text of) Ibn Is˙Åq, and then combined it with 
(other) traditions.’ This is a case – quite common, as it happens – where 
the transmitter has added so many supplementary traditions he has himself 
collected, that we can almost think of him as an independent compiler, 
indeed, even as the author of a new work.66

3. The Ta’rÈkh (History) and the TafsÈr (Qur’Ån commentary) of al-ÊabarÈ (d. 
310/923). Al-ÊabarÈ’s principal source on the life of the Prophet is Ibn Is˙Åq’s 
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work, cited most often through Salamah ibn al-Fa∂l, but also through YËnus 
ibn Bukayr and others.67 In the Ta’rÈkh, al-ÊabarÈ includes long passages not 
only from the second and third parts of Ibn Is˙Åq’s work, but also from the 
first part, which, as was noted above, Ibn HishÅm did not rely upon a great 
deal.

4. A large number of works that preserve extracts, often quite extensive, trans-
mitted through other lines of transmission.68 One contemporary scholar, S. 
M. Al-Samuk, has made a synopsis of all the transmissions from Ibn Is˙Åq 
and has identified more than fifty individuals transmitting directly from 
him. Indeed, every subsequent historical work containing a biography of the 
Prophet inevitably draws on Ibn Is˙Åq. Al-Samuk has also shown – and this 
is one of his most interesting findings – that there are often considerable 
divergences between texts resulting from parallel transmissions, for example 
between the versions of a given account reported by Ibn HishÅm on the one 
hand, and by al-ÊabarÈ on the other.69

MÅlik’s KitÅb al-Muwa††a’ 
As for the Muwa††a’ of MÅlik, it survives principally in numerous later recensions 
all originating with students of MÅlik, or students of theirs. These recensions – 
of which three or four are complete, one incomplete, and several fragmentary 
– diverge not only in terms of structure, but also in content.70 Since most have 
been edited,71 they can be compared relatively easily, but we limit ourselves here 
to the two most important recensions. 

1. The first of these is the most widely disseminated, that of Ya˙yÅ ibn Ya˙yÅ 
al-MaßmËdÈ (d. 234/ 848), generally regarded as the vulgate of the Muwa††a’. 
Ya˙yÅ first received the text from his teacher, ZiyÅd ibn ‘Abd al-Ra˙mÅn 
al-Qur†ubÈ Shab†Ën, then went to Medina in 179/795 to hear it from MÅlik 
himself; unfortunately, MÅlik died that year.72 Thus, Ya˙yÅ was not able to 
hear the entirety of the Muwa††a’ from MÅlik, and had to transmit the rest 
of the work on the authority of ZiyÅd. 

2. The second is the recension of, or rather the reworking by, the ÓanafÈ 
Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óasan al-ShaybÅnÈ (d. 189/804), who was a student of 
MÅlik’s, one that distinguishes itself above all by its critical comments about 
MÅlik and about the teaching of law in Medina. Al-Shaybani’s comments 
appear at the end of most of the chapters and are not always in agreement 
with MÅlik’s juridical opinion, or with the ˙adÈths MÅlik quotes.73 Notwith-
standing the fact that he is a transmitter of MÅlik, al-ShaybÅnÈ constantly 
has recourse to the juridical opinions of his ÓanafÈ colleagues, which very 
often contradict those of MÅlik, and to the opinion of his teacher, AbË 
ÓanÈfah (qawl AbÈ ÓanÈfah), with which he always agrees.
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There are also countless juridical works, especially MÅlikÈ ones, which 
include quotations from the Muwa††a’.74 Suffice to mention one, the famous 
Mudawannah of Sa˙nËn (d. 240/854), a jurist who transmitted the Muwa††a’ 
from the recension of the Tunisian ‘AlÈ ibn ZiyÅd and two other transmitters, 
and who cites these different sources both separately, and together.75

The canonical collections of traditions of the ninth century 

Finally, we turn to the canonical collections of traditions compiled in the ninth 
century, the so-called ‘Six Books’, to which a seventh, the Musnad of A˙mad 
ibn Óanbal, is often added. The ‘Six Books’ – of which the JÅmi‘ al-Ía˙È˙ of 
al-BukhÅrÈ (d. 256/870) and the JÅmi‘ al-Ía˙È˙ of Muslim (d. 261/875) are the 
most important – are mußannaf-type works; the book of A˙mad ibn Óanbal (d. 
241/855), on the other hand, is, as its title reveals, a musnad (pl. masÅnid), that 
is, a work in which traditions are arranged under the names of the Companions 
who originally transmitted them, and who in turn are frequently arranged 
according to the date of their conversion to Islam. The first works of the musnad 
type appear some time after the first mußannafÅt;76 the earliest ones to come 
down to us are the Musnad of AbË DÅwËd al-ÊayÅlisÈ (d. 203/818) and the 
Musnad of al-ÓumaydÈ (d. 219/834).77

Al-BukhÅrÈ, Muslim and the other traditionists of the ninth century, but no 
less so Ahmad ibn Óanbal, ‘published’ their works just as their predecessors had, 
by personal contact through teaching, employing familiar procedures, audition 
(samÅ‘), recitation before the teacher (qirÅ’ah) and so on.78 Most of these tradi-
tionists did not give their works a definitive shape; thus to the Musnad of A˙mad 
ibn Óanbal, transmitted by his son, ‘Abd AllÅh (d. 290/903), then by the latter’s 
student, AbË Bakr al-Qa†È‘È (d. 368/979), the transmitters added other tradi-
tions.79 Every person wishing to study the canonical collections in order then to 
transmit them himself was therefore, in theory at least, still obliged to attend the 
lectures of the traditionists themselves or of their authorised transmitters, and to 
receive the traditions through audition. In practice, however, few indeed were 
those who were able to ‘hear’ these very large works from beginning to end.

In some late sources, al-BukhÅrÈ is reported to have dictated his Ía˙È˙ to 
ninety thousand students.80 This high number is both a pious exaggeration and 
misleading, giving the erroneous impression that there were many transmitters 
of the work. It is certainly possible that the auditors who regularly, or occa-
sionally, attended al-BukhÅrÈ’s lectures were very numerous, but Johann Fück’s 
study of the transmission history of the Ía˙È˙ – for which he relied on the lines 
of transmission to be found in the great commentaries of the Ía˙È˙ composed in 
the fifteenth century by Ibn Óajar al-‘AsqalÅnÈ (d. 852/1449), al-Qas†allÅnÈ (d. 
855/1451) and al-‘AynÈ (d. 923/1517) – has shown that only a limited number of 
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al-BukhÅrÈ’s students (four, maybe five) were engaged in transmitting the whole 
work.81 And among these few students, only one, al-FirabrÈ (d. 320/932), ever 
heard the totality of the Ía˙È˙ in the presence of his teacher; indeed, he heard it 
twice. The texts of the other transmitters, on the other hand, are not based from 
beginning to end on audition. Al-NasafÈ, for example, had not heard the entire 
work, so al-BukhÅrÈ granted him a licence (ijÅzah) to transmit the remainder of 
the work, from the KitÅb al-A˙kÅm (Book of Statutes) on; in other words, he 
authorised al-NasafÈ to transmit the rest of the Ía˙È˙ without having heard it.

As Goldziher showed in his study of the development of the study of ÓadÈth 
as a discipline, this mode of transmission later became quite common.82 As it 
was often impossible or impractical to hear a work in its entirety, or even parts of 
works as large as any of the ‘Six Books’, the earlier stipulation of actual audition 
was often just theoretical. We have already described the procedure known as 
munÅwalah, whereby the teacher entrusted his student with his own autograph 
copy of a work, or a collated copy of it. MÅlik ibn Anas, and his teacher before 
him, al-ZuhrÈ, both had recourse to this convenient and effective method. The 
method of transmission known as ijÅzah (licence) was even more flexible than 
munÅwalah since the student did not need to have had any contact with the 
teacher. From the tenth century on, scholars increasingly issued such licences, 
bringing to an end the need to undertake long journeys ‘in search of knowledge’ 
(fÈ †alab al-‘ilm). It even became unnecessary explicitly to identify the title(s) 
of the work(s) which the recipient of the ijÅzah was authorised to transmit: 
students were authorised, orally or in writing, with formulas such as ‘I authorise 
you to transmit everything that I transmit,’ and even ‘I authorise you to transmit 
all the works which I have compiled and which I shall compile in the future.’

Al-FirabrÈ’s recension is the one which played the most important role in the 
subsequent transmission and dissemination of al-BukhÅrÈ’s Ía˙È˙, perhaps because 
al-FirabrÈ was the only student to have ‘heard’ the whole text. Moreover, the 
written version he used as a basis for his recension is said to have been a manu-
script based on a copy made by al-BukhÅrÈ’s secretary AbË Ja‘far Mu˙ammad ibn 
AbÈ ÓÅtim;83 al-FirabrÈ must, therefore, have verified this manuscript against 
al-BukhÅrÈ’s recitation. Al-FirabrÈ himself had at least ten students, all of whom 
had to make the long journey to Firabr, on the banks of the Oxus River, south-
east of Bukhara, in order to receive the text from him directly. Modern scholars 
who have studied the transmission history of the Ía˙È˙ in detail have determined 
that in the thirteenth century the scholar al-YunÈnÈ (d. 701/1301) established a 
‘critical edition’ of sorts by relying on several recensions, all of which went back 
to al-FirabrÈ’s:84 all the published texts in use today are based on that edition. 
There are, of course, texts that go back to recensions earlier than al-YunÈnÈ’s, 
but they too derive from al-FirabrÈ’s recension.

The Ía˙È˙ of al-BukhÅrÈ and the other canonical ‘Books’ of the ninth 
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century belong, as do their predecessors from the eighth century, to what Jaeger 
characterised as ‘a systematic literature of the school, for the school’, and were 
‘published’ – in theory, at any rate – ‘through lectures’. This is why there is 
considerable variation in the order of the chapters in the different recensions 
and manuscripts of the canonical books.85 But we cannot speak yet of actual 
books, that is, books that can be considered syngrammata, even if some compila-
tions do display some of their features (the Ía˙È˙ of Muslim, for example, has a 
preface or introduction by the author himself).86 As it turns out, the first actual 
book in Islamic scholarship would not appear in the domain of the religious 
sciences at all – that honour would go to a book in linguistics.
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The teaching of grammar and lexicography: beginnings in Kufa and 
Basra

The teaching of grammar and lexicography in Islam probably began in the 
seventh century, and then flourished in the towns of Basra and Kufa in the 
eighth century.1 Both fields had very close ties to Qur’Ånic exegesis and in all 
likelihood arose out of it. The earliest work in lexicography is most likely the 
MasÅ’il NÅfi‘ ibn al-Azraq (Questions [asked by] NÅfi‘ ibn al-Azraq), though its 
precise date of compilation is still not known.2 In this work, organised as a 
series of questions and answers, NÅfi‘ (d. 65/685), the leader of an extremist 
KhÅrijÈ sect known as the AzraqÈs, queries Ibn al-‘AbbÅs, the Prophet’s cousin 
and reputed founder of Qur’Ånic exegesis, about the meaning of a number of 
Qur’Ånic lexemes. Ibn al-‘AbbÅs answers first by citing a synonym, then by citing 
a verse of Arabic poetry as a prooftext (shÅhid, pl. shawÅhid). As for grammar, 
Arabic tradition maintains that it was founded by the governor of Kufa, AbË 
al-Aswad al-Du’alÈ (d. 69/688), who, at the request of the caliph ‘AlÈ ibn AbÈ 
ÊÅlib, is said to have developed its basic principles in order to assist with the 
correct recitation of the Qur’Ån.3 In an important study, C. H. M. Versteegh 
has shown that the linguistic terminology of the earliest Qur’Ån commentaries 
is similar to the terminology in the grammatical tradition, in Kufa in particular, 
and for which it may well have laid the groundwork;4 the terminology in Basra, 
on the other hand, appears to have developed independently.

The teaching of grammar, which developed principally in Basra, was quite 
distinct from teaching in other disciplines; of paramount importance was the 
study of grammatical rules. It is true that grammar, like the other disciplines in 
Islamic scholarship, was, in the final analysis, dependent on transmission, but 
grammar differed in that it subjected the transmitted material to rational study 
(ma‘qËl ‘an al-manqËl).5 In this rational approach, one method in particular 
played a fundamental role for the Basran scholars, namely qiyÅs, a term which 
appears initially to have simply meant ‘rule’, only later acquiring, as it would 
in the study of law, the meaning of ‘analogical deduction’.6 The teaching of 

6

The birth of linguistics and philology
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grammar, which also encompassed linguistic hypotheses that needed to be 
verified and a whole system of doctrines and theories that needed to be struc-
tured and implemented, developed in particular in the course of the Basran 
scholars’ discussions.7 

In Kufa in the same period, teaching focused less on linguistics and grammar 
than on philology and lexicography. The scholars of the Kufa school (the 
transmitters ÓammÅd and al-Mufa∂∂al al-ÎabbÈ, for instance) consequently 
directed their energies toward the philological understanding of texts and to 
the collection and transmission of pre-Islamic poetry – naturally, this did not 
prevent them from developing a grammatical terminology.8 In Kufa, transmission 
of knowledge was fundamental, but teaching in the field of lexicography more 
closely resembled teaching in the fields of religious scholarship than it did the 
discussions of the Basran scholars.

Already, toward the middle of the eighth century, or maybe earlier still, 
one Basran scholar, ‘sÅ ibn ‘Umar al-ThaqafÈ (d. 149/766), is reported to have 
compiled ‘books’ of grammar. To this ‘sÅ are attributed two titles, a KitÅb al-JÅmi‘ 
(The Book of Compilation) and a KitÅb al-Mukmil (The Book of Completion).9 

Whereas AbË al-Êayyib al-LughawÈ, relying on the testimony of AbË Bakr 
al-ÍËlÈ, reports that al-Mubarrad (ca. 210–86/825–900) read pages from one of 
these books, al-SÈrÅfÈ (d. 368/979) reports that neither he, nor anyone else at 
all, had ever seen either of these two books.10 Certainly, the title KitÅb al-JÅmi‘ 
suggests that it may have been a work systematically subdivided into chapters 
(i.e. a mußannaf) similar to the JÅmi‘ of Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid, but the works do not 
survive and, as we have seen, their existence is open to question. 

Al-KhalÈl ibn A˙mad, author of a book on grammar?

The contribution of al-KhalÈl ibn A˙mad (d. ca. 160/776), a student of ‘sÅ ibn 
‘Umar al-ThaqafÈ, to the systematic development of Arabic grammar can hardly 
be overestimated: his student, SÈbawayhi, cites him more than six hundred 
times.11 Wolfgang Reuschel’s analysis of these citations reveals, however, that 
although al-KhalÈl was fully acquainted with the comprehensive system described 
by SÈbawayhi,12 he wrote no book on grammar. On this, the Arabic tradition and 
Western scholarship are in complete agreement.13 There is an explicit statement 
on this issue by the medieval philologist al-ZubaydÈ (d. 379/989), who states in 
the introduction to his Mukhtaßar KitÅb al-‘Ayn (Epitome of the Book of [the 
Letter] ‘Ayn):14

It was he [al-KhalÈl] who (first) presented (the system of) grammar …, but he did 
not wish to write a single letter about it, nor even to sketch an outline of it … He 
was, in this regard, content with the knowledge he gave to SÈbawayhi … SÈbawayhi 
picked up this knowledge from him, girded himself with it, and wrote the KitÅb 
about it …
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Similarly, none of al-KhalÈl’s biographers state that he wrote a book of grammar. 
What we read about him in the biographical literature are statements such as 
‘He was pre-eminent in solving questions of grammar’;15 about his disciples we 
read statements such as ‘he (sc. SÈbawayhi) took [i.e. learned] grammar from 
al-KhalÈl’,16 or ‘he took part in al-KhalÈl’s sessions and adopted his grammatical 
methods from him’.17

All this does not mean that al-KhalÈl did not compile written works in other 
disciplines – we even have one of those books, namely his KitÅb al-‘ArË∂ (Book of 
Prosody), not, it is true, in its original form, but in the reworked version given by 
Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi in his KitÅb al-‘Iqd al-farÈd (Book of the Unique Necklace).18 It 
is possible that the KitÅb al-‘ArË∂ in its earlier form was a systematically ordered 
collection belonging to ‘the literature of the school, for the school, intended for 
recitation’, like the other mußannafs of this period. 

The KitÅb (‘Book’) of SÈbawayhi

It turns out that the earliest surviving book in the field of grammar is also the 
very first book properly speaking in all of Islamic scholarship: the KitÅb (‘Book’) 
of SÈbawayhi (d. ca. 180/798) is a comprehensive and systematic description of 
Arabic grammar.19 Muslim scholars were quick to recognise the uniqueness of 
the KitÅb as an actual book, as biographers’ characterisations of SÈbawayhi and 
his work make clear, e.g. ‘he was a scholar accomplished at composing (books)’, 
or even ‘he composed his book which people called ‘the Qur’Ån of grammar’.20

The KitÅb is unmistakably an actual book, a syngramma edited by the author 
himself before the reading public ever laid eyes on it; it was not compiled by a 
student or by a student’s student,21 notwithstanding the fact that it is devoid of an 
introduction and (presumably) a title chosen by the author himself. Systematically 
subdivided into chapters, the KitÅb can therefore be categorised as a mußannaf – 
the difference is that the KitÅb is divided much more systematically and with much 
greater nuance than most other ordered collections, and that the chapter titles 
‘are distinctive in that they are extremely technical’.22 A glance at the first seven 
chapters – frequently very short, sometimes less than a page – confirms this:23

bÅb ‘ilm mÅ al-kalim min al-‘arabiyyah (‘Chapter on knowing what Arabic 
words are’)

bÅb majÅrÈ awÅkhir al-kalim min al-‘arabiyyah (‘Chapter on the behaviour of 
word endings in Arabic’) 

bÅb al-musnad wal-musnad ilayhi (‘Chapter on the support [topic] and what 
is supported on it [predicate]’)

bÅb al-lafΩ lil-ma‘ÅnÈ (‘Chapter on the relationship of form and meaning’)
bÅb mÅ yakËnu fÈ al-lafΩ min al-a‘rÅ∂ (‘Chapter on accidental variations in 

linguistic form’)
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bÅb al-istiqÅmah min al-kalim wal-i˙Ålah (‘Chapter on [formal/grammatical] 
rightness and wrongness in speech’)

bÅb mÅ ya˙tamilu al-shi‘r (‘Chapter on what is tolerated in poetry’)

Very often, SÈbawayhi begins a chapter or paragraph by addressing the reader with 
the phrase ‘know that’ (i‘lam anna) or ‘do you not see?’ (a-lÅ tarÅ).24 Such formulas, 
unthinkable in a context of oral delivery, strongly support the argument in favour 
of the fundamentally written nature of the KitÅb. But the most convincing 
evidence has been identified by Geneviève Humbert, who has pointed out the 
presence of internal cross-references in the text. One such reference (she iden-
tifies two) occurs in chapter 296 of the Derenbourg edition, where SÈbawayhi 
uses the words, ‘I have already illustrated this in a more detailed fashion at the 
beginning of the book’, to refer to a passage that indeed occurs at the beginning 
of the work, in chapter 2, that is 294 chapters earlier.25 As Humbert pertinently 
notes, ‘By all appearances, SÈbawayhi conceives of his work as a written text and 
would seem to be addressing himself to someone who can move from one point 
in the text to another as necessary, namely a reader.’26

SÈbawayhi’s KitÅb is the first book in Islamic scholarship to have consciously 
been drafted with a large readership in mind (besides the special case of the 
KitÅb al-‘Ayn, on which more below). SÈbawayhi speaks in his own name 
throughout the first seven chapters, a group that has come to be known as the 
RisÅlah (Epistle). He quotes authorities in subsequent chapters, but when he 
does so his method is quite distinct from the method of the traditionists and is 
closer to modern methods of quotation. The authorities he most often quotes 
are his teachers, al-KhalÈl ibn A˙mad and YËnus ibn ÓabÈb (d. 182/798),27 but 
he rarely quotes them quoting their own teachers.28 The formulas introducing 
the quotations (alfÅΩ) only rarely correspond to the ones used by contemporary 
traditionists. The one SÈbawayhi most often uses when referring to al-KhalÈl is 
‘I asked him … and he responded’ (sa’altuhu … fa-qÅla). Other similar formula-
tions in the KitÅb confirm the fundamentally oral nature of al-KhalÈl’s teaching: 
these include ‘he claimed’ (za‘ama) and ‘he said’ (qÅla), terminologically inde-
terminate expressions but ones that do suggest discussion or oral instruction. On 
the other hand, rarely does SÈbawayhi use the formula ‘he reported/transmitted 
to me/us’ (˙addathanÈ/nÅ), which in the study of the ÓadÈth as a rule signals 
audition during which the teacher recites the traditions, frequently on the basis 
of written notes. All the quotations in the KitÅb correspond to the discussions, 
doctrines, theories and points of view expressed by SÈbawayhi’s teachers, not to 
any traditions and accounts transmitted by them. These quotations thus effec-
tively record ‘the discussions of the Basra school’.29

We noted above that the first seven chapters of the KitÅb are known as 
the RisÅlah.30 It may very well be that this title was chosen because the KitÅb, 
or its core at any rate, was initially a RisÅlah which SÈbawayhi had written at 
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the request of a particular individual, even if we do not know the identity of 
the addressee. It is, in any event, very likely that the KitÅb is connected to the 
fundamentally written tradition of the risÅlah.

The KitÅb and later grammatical studies
SÈbawayhi’s KitÅb earned the title ‘Qur’Ån of grammar’ and subsequently attracted 
the lion’s share of attention of all subsequent scholarly activity in the field of 
grammar; these works were devoted henceforth to commenting on, extending, 
and supplementing the KitÅb – it was as if the whole tradition rested on this 
one text, subjecting it to a constant and continuous process of commentary and 
explication.31 

The method used to transmit the KitÅb, i.e. the way it was studied, was to 
read it aloud in the presence of a teacher (qirÅ’ah). Such transmission did not 
occur in SÈbawayhi’s lifetime, however; indeed, tradition has it that SÈbawayhi 
had no students and that he died young. The following observation by the 
celebrated commentator of the KitÅb, AbË Sa‘Èd al-SÈrÅfÈ, in his KitÅb AkhbÅr 
al-na˙wiyy.in al-BaßriyyÈn (Book of Accounts of the Basran Grammarians), is 
corroborated by others in the biographical literature:32

One got access to the KitÅb of SÈbawayhi through al-Akhfash. No-one had in fact 
read the KitÅb with SÈbawayhi, and SÈbawayhi had not read it with anyone either. 
After he died, it was read with al-Akhfash. 

The comments of al-Akhfash al-Awsa† (d. 215/830), a student and friend of 
SÈbawayhi’s, are preserved, at least in part, as marginal glosses in the KitÅb, and 
most of these have been included in the printed edition of the KitÅb edited by 
‘Abd al-SalÅm Mu˙ammad HÅrËn.

It was Basran grammarians, AbË ‘UthmÅn al-MÅzinÈ (d. 248/862), AbË 
‘Umar al-JarmÈ (d. 225/839) and others, who subsequently read the KitÅb with 
al-Akhfash al-Awsa†.33 Al-Mubarrad, the leader of the Basra school in the ninth 
century, in turn read it with al-MÅzinÈ and al-JarmÈ.34 In this way, an uninter-
rupted tradition of ‘reading’ the KitÅb developed, thanks to which chains of 
transmitters were formed, chains which are absent in the work itself. These 
name the transmitters of the book, starting with the current owner of the manu-
script and going back uninterruptedly to SÈbawayhi; they are thus similar to the 
isnÅds of the traditionists. Good manuscripts of the KitÅb include such intro-
ductory chains (sing. riwÅyah, pl. riwÅyÅt), appearing before the text proper. 
Two of the manuscripts used by HÅrËn in the preparation of his modern edition 
of the KitÅb include these, and as we would expect, given what we know of the 
work’s transmission history, both chains ultimately lead through al-Mubarrad, 
al-MÅzinÈ and al-Akhfash to SÈbawayhi.35 Thus, a procedure which originally 
only applied to individual traditions – acquiring a cumulative chain of authorities 
via the process of transmission – now applied to an entire book. In a later period, 
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such introductory chains of transmitters would also find their way into works 
of ÓadÈth, philology, and even medicine and the sciences.36 From the time of 
al-Akhfash al-Awsa† on, ‘reading’ the KitÅb and explaining it undoubtedly domi-
nated the teaching of grammar, but the study and discussion circles that had 
existed long before al-KhalÈl and SÈbawayhi did not cease to exist; works titled 
MajÅlis (Sessions) and AmÅlÈ (Dictations) from the ninth and tenth centuries 
give us important glimpses into the nature of the discussions that took places 
in these circles.37

Another significant aspect of the transmission of books is the fact that once 
a work had been given a definitive shape, then recitation or reading of the 
work by a student with a teacher in the presence of other students (qirÅ’ah) 
became the normative mode of transmission for that text. To be sure, this did 
not mean that other methods of transmission, such as audition (samÅ’), were not 
employed.38 But qirÅ’ah was used to transmit the Qur’Ån (lit. ‘recitation’), the 
recitation par excellence, and also the ‘Qur’Ån of grammar’, SÈbawayhi’s KitÅb. 

Al-KhalÈl ibn A˙mad, author of the KitÅb al-‘Ayn?

The oldest work of Arabic lexicography, the KitÅb al-‘Ayn attributed to al-KhalÈl 
ibn A˙mad, is also the first complete dictionary of the Arabic language in 
Arabic. By virtue of the specific problems posed by this book, not least of which 
its authorship, and by virtue of the fact that it is in all ways a special case, we 
shall first look in detail at the KitÅb al-‘Ayn before turning to lexicography more 
generally. 

Already, in the middle of the eighth century, even before SÈbawayhi 
had conceived of his KitÅb, the idea of a large dictionary, in fact the idea of 
a complete Arabic dictionary, had taken shape, with lexemes organised not 
alphabetically or by content, but on the basis of phonetic criteria.39 We cannot 
speak sensu strictu of a mußannaf, though it must be said that the KitÅb al-‘Ayn’s 
organisational principles certainly correspond to the ones that informed the 
taßnÈf movement. The difficulty with the KitÅb al-‘Ayn is its authorship.40 The 
elaborate controversy that surrounds this question was first raised by the philolo-
gists of the late eighth century and continues to this day.41 One side has it 
that al-KhalÈl, the great grammarian and discoverer of the system of Arabic 
metrics, is the author; the other, represented by the majority of medieval Arabic 
philologists, vehemently denies his authorship. A simple glance at the work 
reveals the complexity of the matter. In it, that is, in the introduction and the 
dictionary proper, al-KhalÈl is cited as an authority, but he appears as only one 
cited authority among many; and the introduction suggests that one al-Layth 
ibn al-MuΩaffar (d. before 200/815) – by all accounts a friend of al-KhalÈl’s, but 
not someone known to be an accomplished philologist – played a significant part 
in the compilation of the work.42
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Modern Western research on the question (notably Erich Bräunlich, Stefan 
Wild, Rafael Talmon) tends to regard al-KhalÈl as the creative genius behind 
the book, but does not credit him with the work of actual compilation and 
redaction. According to this view, the master, al-KhalÈl, conceived of the idea of 
the dictionary; and the student, al-Layth, was responsible for compiling, supple-
menting and editing the work and giving it its final form, making al-Layth the 
real ‘author’ of the KitÅb al-‘Ayn. As there is no unanimity on this position, the 
alternative views that have been advanced are worth taking seriously. One of 
these originates within the Muslim scholarly tradition. In a work about the KitÅb 
al-‘Ayn, al-ZubaydÈ, citing his teacher al-QÅlÈ, observes that although al-KhalÈl’s 
leading students used to transmit the knowledge they acquired from their teacher 
meticulously, none either knew the KitÅb al-‘Ayn or had even heard it recited.43 
It is only long after they had died that the work found its way from Khurasan to 
Basra, when AbË ÓÅtim al-SijistÅnÈ became head of the school, around 250/865. 
If al-KhalÈl had been the author, al-ZubaydÈ says, again relying on al-QÅlÈ, his 
most prominent students would have taken it upon themselves to transmit the 
work and not left it to an obscure figure like al-Layth. And if the book really 
was al-KhalÈl’s, then al-Aßma‘È, al-YazÈdÈ, Ibn al-A‘rÅbÈ and contemporaries of 
theirs, as well as scholars of the following generation such as AbË ÓÅtim, AbË 
‘Ubayd and others, would without fail have cited it and transmitted it. This last 
argument is certainly persuasive: as the investigations of Bräunlich and others 
have shown, these philologists do not, in fact, ever cite the KitÅb al-‘Ayn in 
their works.44

There is another argument against al-KhalÈl’s authorship, originally advanced 
within the Arabic tradition, then taken up by Bräunlich, and more recently 
elaborated upon by Janusz Danecki, namely that although SÈbawayhi, al-KhalÈl’s 
student, cites his teacher more than six hundred times in the KitÅb, he never 
mentions him in the part of the book that deals with phonetics; what is more, 
al-KhalÈl’s alleged phonetic system is, according to Danecki, more elaborate and, 
all in all, superior to SÈbawayhi’s.45 For these reasons, the KitÅb al-‘Ayn must, 
according to Danecki, be later than SÈbawayhi’s, which means al-KhalÈl could 
not possibly have been its author.

The question can definitively be settled through a more careful examination 
of the text of the KitÅb al-‘Ayn. The introduction to the work opens with the 
following chain of transmission (riwÅyah):46

AbË Mu‘Ådh ‘Abd AllÅh ibn ‘å’idh says: al-Layth ibn al-MuΩaffar … has trans-
mitted to me, on the authority of al-KhalÈl ibn A˙mad, everything in this book.

Immediately thereafter, we find ‘Al-Layth said: al-KhalÈl said: …’, a formula 
that is repeated several times in the introduction;47 sometimes we find simply 
‘Al-KhalÈl said’.48 We also encounter expressions such as ‘Al-Layth said: I asked 
X, he then answered’, ‘I asked a-KhalÈl, he then answered’, or ‘He [al-KhalÈl] 
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sometimes said …’, or even ‘Al-KhalÈl used to call …’49 However, the formula 
‘Al-KhalÈl transmitted to me/us’ (˙addathanÅ/nÈ or akhbaranÅ/nÈ), which would 
indicate transmission through al-KhalÈl’s instruction to his students (samÅ‘, 
audition, or qirÅ’ah, recitation), never appears. And at the end of the intro-
duction, we read: ‘Al-KhalÈl said: We shall now begin our work (mu’allafunÅ) 
with (the letter) ‘ayn …’50

The above may at first seem confusing, but given what we know of the 
methods used to transmit knowledge, it is very clear that we are dealing here 
with three distinct phases of transmission,51 which can be simply schematised 
as follows:

al-KhalÈl (writing [only fragments]; but also responding to questions etc.)

> al-Layth (compiling the fragments, supplementing them with
other material, editing)

> AbË Mu‘Ådh (disseminating)

The last phase is represented by the little-known scholar, AbË Mu‘Ådh ‘Abd 
AllÅh ibn ‘å’idh: the ‘introductory isnÅd’ (riwÅyah) shows that he received the 
KitÅb al-‘Ayn from al-Layth as an already complete work. The preceding, inter-
mediate stage is represented by al-Layth: he assembled his teacher’s fragments, 
and perfected the structure of the work, especially by drawing up and elabo-
rating, for the dictionary proper, many lemmata al-KhalÈl had not started on 
or left uncompleted. In addition, he included much miscellaneous material in 
the dictionary, some of which consists of his recollection of the doctrines or 
theories al-KhalÈl put forward in scholarly circles or in discussion, often obtained 
by questioning al-KhalÈl and other authorities. What is striking is that these 
recollections pertain only to grammatical and metrical questions, on occasion 
to musical ones, but never to lexical ones.52 As for the first and oldest phase, it 
is represented by al-KhalÈl himself and his fragments, all of which open with 
the formula ‘al-KhalÈl said’ (qÅla al-KhalÈl). In one of these fragments, the one 
appearing at the end of the introduction, al-KhalÈl explicitly states that he will 
begin his work (mu’allafunÅ) with the letter ‘ayn. The three phonetic treatises 
are examples of other fragments originating with al-KhalÈl – and they are funda-
mental to the work as a whole as it is in them that he develops his theory of 
phonetics, the one that dictates the order of the words in the dictionary itself.53 
The composition of these treatises suggests strongly that they are not notes 
taken by a student, but are rather from the pen of the teacher himself. Two of 
them (I and III) begin with the formula ‘Al-KhalÈl said: Know that …’ (qÅla 
al-KhalÈl: i‘lam anna), a form of address we also find in the KitÅb of SÈbawayhi. 
The dictionary proper also contains fragments that originate with al-KhalÈl. 
We even find one instance of internal cross-reference, irrefutable proof of the 
written character of these passages:54
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… Al-KhalÈl said: The (letters) qÅf and the kÅf do not go together in a word, nor the 
jÈm [i.e. with the qÅf], except in foreign words, as I explained in the first part of the 
second chapter on qÅf (qad bayyantuhÅ awwal al-bÅb al-thÅnÈ min al-qÅf).

Al-KhalÈl is referencing an earlier passage, where he had effectively pointed out 
the very same thing:55

The letter qÅf. Al-KhalÈl said: The qÅf and kÅf are not joined in a word except if it 
is a word borrowed from another language and Arabised. This also applies to jÈm 
with qÅf …

Al-KhalÈl’s use of the formulation ‘our work’ (mu’allafunÅ) to describe his book, 
and his use of expressions and formulations which underscore the written char-
acter of the work (addressing the reader, and in particular, engaging in internal 
cross-referencing) prove that he set out to write an actual book, a dictionary 
intended for readers. For this time period, this was nothing short of extraor-
dinary: no scholar had so far written a book for readers.

Al-KhalÈl did not disseminate his phonetic theories to numerous students 
during public instruction, as was common practice at the time, and as he was accus-
tomed to doing with grammar. This is the reason why, for centuries after al-KhalÈl’s 
death, Arabic tradition did not recognise al-KhalÈl as a lexicographer (lughawÈ), 
but as a grammarian (na˙wÈ). This is also the reason why the earliest authors of 
lexicographical works (al-Aßma‘È, AbË ‘Amr al-ShaybÅnÈ, AbË ‘Ubayd and so on), 
do not ever cite al-KhalÈl on matters relating to lexicography and etymology in 
their works. When they do cite him, it is always on matters relating to grammar.

According to one account, it was in Khurasan, at the home of his friend 
al-Layth, that al-KhalÈl – unobserved by his leading students – formulated the 
framework of the KitÅb al-‘Ayn, which he conceived of as a work specifically for 
readers. Al-Layth, and al-Layth alone, received the fragment or fragments from 
his teacher and friend, who had discussed with him, and him alone, the idea of 
the book and its contents.56 Like al-KhalÈl, once he had completed the work, 
al-Layth only transmitted the work to one student, AbË Mu‘Ådh ‘Abd AllÅh ibn 
‘å’idh.57 SÈbawayhi could not, therefore, have known the book, have cited it in 
his KitÅb, or have been influenced by its ideas.

Al-KhalÈl did not complete his book – according to tradition, he died 
before he was able to do so.58 The KitÅb al-‘Ayn only appeared in definitive 
form very much later, certainly not before the middle of the ninth century. Had 
he completed it, he would have been the author of the first actual book in the 
history of Islamic scholarship. That prestige and honour did go, however, to 
one of al-KhalÈl’s students – to SÈbawayhi, whose book of grammar was dubbed 
al-KitÅb (The Book), the book par excellence.
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Lexicography

Lexicography is the study of ‘the words and rare expressions of the Arabs’, a field 
completely distinct from grammar; lexicographers’ efforts are therefore largely 
focused on poetry and unusual expressions.59 No written work in the field of 
lexicography played a role comparable to that of SÈbawayhi’s KitÅb in grammar. 
And unlike the case of grammar, audition and transmission of knowledge were 
fundamental in the teaching of lexicography. What is more, in lexicography, 
Bedouin Arabs, whose speech was pure and correct (fußa˙Å’ al-‘Arab), enjoyed 
the same authority as scholars; this explains why al-SuyË†È gave the title, 
‘Listening to (or ‘auditing’) the Words of the Teacher or the Bedouin’ (al-samÅ‘ 
min lafΩ al-shaykh aw al-‘arabÈ) to the first section of the first chapter of his 
al-Muzhir fi ‘ulËm al-lughah (The Flowering [Book] on the Linguistic Sciences), 
which treats the methods of acquisition and transmission of knowledge.60 In his 
KitÅb al-Shi‘r wal-shu‘arÅ’ (Book of Poetry and Poets), Ibn Qutaybah preserves 
an account that underscores the importance of the Bedouin Arabs as arbiters of 
pure speech as follows:61

The following hemistich by AbË Dhu’ayb was one day recited in al-Aßma‘È’s circle:
‘In the deep of the valley of DhÅt al-Dayr, her young was set aside.’ 

‘Completely wrong, O reader!’ exclaimed a Bedouin who was present. ‘It’s DhÅt 
al-Dabr, a mountain pass where we’re from.’62 Thereafter, al-Aßma‘È adopted that 
reading.

The KitÅb al-NawÅdir fi al-lughah (Book of Lexicographical Rarities) is a good 
example of those works in which compilers catalogue glosses on Bedouin poetry 
and supplement these with a vast amount of information regarding specific words 
or verses, but with no attempt to present the material systematically;63 it is also a 
good example of a work whose shape can only be explained with reference to the 
specifics of philological teaching practices. The KitÅb al-NawÅdir is attributed 
to AbË Zayd al-AnßÅrÈ,64 and the core of the work certainly originates with 
him, but over time the successive generations of scholars transmitting the work 
extended it by also contributing to it themselves. The following are examples of 
comments made by the redactor of the book, al-Akhfash al-Aßghar (d. 315/927) 
– who contributed much material to the work, both his own opinions, as well as 
information taken from other scholars – about variants of little-known proper 
names and obscure words:65

It appears thus in my book: SalmÅ; but in my memory it is Sulmiyyun.

… it is thus (= Nuhayk) in my book, but my recollection is NahÈk.

What was transmitted (to me) by audition (al-masmË‘) is ‘ayhalun, but in the poem 
it appears as ‘ayhallun.
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These suffice to show that in philological teaching practices, transmission 
through audition functioned side by side with transmission through writing, in 
much the same way they did in the teaching of ÓadÈth.

TaßnÈf in the field of lexicography
If the various books of linguistic rarities were not systematic at all, other lexi-
cographic works were, notably al-GharÈb al-mußannaf works (about uncommon 
words), also called kutub al-ßifÅt (‘books on characteristics’) and kutub fÈ ma‘rifat 
asmÅ’ al-ashyÅ’ (‘books on the knowledge of the names of things’). The use of the 
term mußannaf in the titles in this genre indicates that the words were systemati-
cally classified into groups based on the work’s contents.66 The earliest surviving 
book of this type is al-GharÈb al-mußannaf (The Book of Uncommon Vocabulary, 
Arranged Systematically) of AbË ‘Ubayd (d. 224/838), an actual book, by an 
author who is famous for several carefully redacted works.67 In the beginning of 
his notice on AbË ‘Ubayd in the KitÅb MarÅtib al-na˙wiyyÈn (Book on the Classes 
of Grammarians), AbË al-Êayyib al-LughawÈ notes:68

AbË ‘Ubayd was an author skilled in the composition of (actual) books, but one who 
possessed (only) little transmission [i.e. he had not received many works through 
audition; he had not studied them with teachers] (mußannif ˙asan al-ta’lÈf illÅ annahu 
qalÈl al-riwÅyah).

Toward the end of the notice, AbË al-Êayyib adds:69

AbË ‘Ubayd used to bring his books (mußannafÅt) immediately to the rulers,70 who 
then offered him gifts in return: this is why his books are so numerous. 

A large number of manuscripts of al-GharÈb al-mußannaf do survive; there are also 
numerous supplements (ziyÅdÅt) to it, commentaries on it (shar˙, pl. shurË˙), and 
epitomes of it, all of which suggests that it was widely disseminated.71 

Personal contact with teachers and transmitting from them through audition 
was not of great importance to AbË ‘Ubayd.72 Modern research on Islamic schol-
arship has established that AbË ‘Ubayd was one of the very first scholars to have 
written actual handbooks composed either under the impetus of the court or 
in close contact with it. AbË al-Êayyib and other biographers disapprovingly 
describe him as making a practice of copying the ‘books’ he would compile and 
turning them into his own books.73 AbË al-Êayyib writes: 

The people of Basra have observed that the majority of what he reports on the 
authority of their learned scholars did not depend on audition, but came from 
books. 

The very same kind of reproach was directed at AbË ÓanÈfah al-DÈnawarÈ (d. 
282/895), author of the most famous Arabic book on botany, the KitÅb al-NabÅt 
(Book of Plants), similarly prepared without its author having obtained the 
material for it through audition.74 
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The chain of authorities of one manuscript of the KitÅb GharÈb al-˙adÈth 
reveals that the most important individual in the transmission of AbË ‘Ubayd’s 
works, namely ‘AlÈ ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÈz (d. 287/900), had heard the work with his 
teacher:75

A˙mad ibn ÓammÅd told me: ‘AlÈ ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÈz said to us: I heard this book 
recited by a student (qirÅ’atan) several times in the presence of AbË ‘Ubayd … I 
asked him: ‘May we transmit what was read with you?’ ‘Yes,’ he answered, ‘using (the 
phrase) ‘AbË ‘Ubayd al-QÅsim ibn SallÅm al-KhuzÅ‘È told us.’

The customary method used to transmit AbË ‘Ubayd’s works (the KitÅb al-GharÈb 
al-mußannaf, and also the KitÅb GharÈb al-˙adÈth and the KitÅb al-AmthÅl), 
therefore, was recitation in the presence of a teacher (qirÅ’ah) – they were, after 
all, actual books.

In the ninth century, it was no longer only the court that demanded actual 
books, especially handbooks. The demand came also from the large, educated 
reading public. And scholars very soon discovered that much could be gained 
from handbooks, even if their content was not acquired in the traditional way, 
that is, through audition with a teacher or recitation in his presence. This is 
not to say that personal and aural instruction was no longer important, and 
few scholars abandoned their expectation that it be employed. But the genesis 
of handbook literature in the ninth century reveals very clearly the profound 
change in the composition of the readership interested in academic writing.
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The appearance of paper in the Near East in the eighth century

The principal materials for writing before the eighth century were papyrus (qir†Ås) 
and parchment (raqq), but because both were rare and costly the production 
and dissemination of literature remained relatively restricted. Techniques for 
the manufacturing of paper had been introduced in the Near East by Chinese 
prisoners captured at the battle of A†lakh (near TÅlÅs) and taken to Samarqand 
in 134/751, and in the late eighth century, paper (kÅghad) began its triumphant 
spread throughout the Near East.1 The availability of a less costly material, 
paper, was an important factor contributing to large-scale literary output in the 
Muslim world in the ninth century and after. Paper and books also had profound 
influences on literacy and on learned and literary culture, not only on the nature 
and types of literary production, but also on the nature and transmission of 
knowledge, on the range and scope of vocations and professional occupations 
available, and on the constitution of scholarly networks and alliances. The 
presence of books thus had far-reaching consequences for Arab-Islamic writerly 
culture, broadly speaking.2

From Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ to al-JÅ˙iΩ

The book, a conscious literary product (syngramma) intended for a reading 
public, had come into existence in the eighth century among the kuttÅb or state 
secretaries, the creators of Arabic artistic prose in the preceding century. The 
oldest such writings were in the form of letters or epistles, and were intended 
for courtiers, secretaries or rulers. The men of letters (adÈb, pl. udabÅ’) or writers 
of the ninth century, of whom the Basran al-JÅ˙iΩ (d. 255/868–9) was the most 
prominent, continued the literary tradition of the writer-secretaries who, at the 
beginning of the ninth century, were still of Iranian origin. The most famous 
of them, Sahl ibn HÅrËn (d. 215/830), was somewhat of a successor to Ibn 
al-Muqaffa‘: like him, Sahl wrote epistles, and also translated books from Persian 
to Arabic,3 one of which, the KitÅb WÅmiq wa-‘AdhrÅ’ (The Book of WÅmiq 
and ‘AdhrÅ’), was a Persian romance of Hellenistic origin.4 Sahl also composed 

7

Books and their readership 
in the ninth century
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original texts modelled on Ibn al-Muqaffa‘’s KalÈlah wa-Dimnah, of which only 
the KitÅb al-Namir wal-tha‘lab (Book of the Panther and the Fox) survives. 

Al-JÅ˙iΩ held Sahl in high esteem;5 early in his career he is even said to 
have published his own works under Sahl’s name.6 At the beginning of the KitÅb 
al-BukhalÅ’ (Book of Misers), al-JÅ˙iΩ cites the RisÅlah fÈ al-bukhl (The Epistle on 
Miserliness) attributed to Sahl, a work that can be considered the link between 
the literary epistles of the eighth century and the ‘JÅ˙iΩian’ epistles of the ninth. 
But al-JÅ˙iΩ did not follow Sahl’s example when it came to the Shu‘Ëbiyyah 
(the movement which called for the equality of Persians and Arabs), and did 
not give importance to Persian subjects; he preferred to focus on Arab themes. 
Indeed, al-JÅ˙iΩ’s adab distinguishes itself by the fact that the author exploited 
the indigenous literary and religious heritage.

The writings of al-JÅ˙iΩ: large works and epistles
An inventory of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s works undertaken by Charles Pellat catalogues more 
than two hundred titles, thirty of which, authentic or apocryphal, survive in 
their entirety, and fifty of which survive in fragments; most treat literary or 
quasi-scientific topics.7 All are actual books or epistles, with specific titles, often 
with a preface or introduction, and frequently dedicated to a minister, secretary, 
judge or other high-ranking person. The three most important works are the 
KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn (The Book of Living Beings), which is incomplete but comes 
to seven volumes in the edition published by ‘Abd al-SalÅm HÅrËn; the KitÅb 
al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn (The Book of Expression and Exposition), four volumes in 
HÅrËn’s edition; and the one-volume KitÅb al-BukhalÅ’ (The Book of Misers).

Given this enormous literary output, al-JÅ˙iΩ understandably enlisted the 
service of copyists (warrÅqËn, sing. warrÅq) to copy his manuscripts.8 But the 
dissemination of his works through copying did not prevent parts of his books 
from being studied and transmitted in the context of academic instruction, 
where they often underwent significant modifications; there are, for instance, 
passages in Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi’s al-‘Iqd al-farÈd based on passages in al-JÅ˙iΩ’s KitÅb 
al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn, but which do not correspond exactly to the relevant parts 
of that work.9 Typically, though, the transmission and dissemination of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s 
works was accomplished through the copying of manuscripts. 

A large number of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s treatises and shorter books are called ‘letters’ or 
‘epistles’, although, even in al-JÅ˙iΩ’s own time, the term risÅlah (pl. rasÅ’il) had 
begun to lose its original meaning of ‘letter’ and had often come to mean ‘short 
work’, ‘essay’ or ‘monograph’;10 Ibn al-NadÈm provides a long list of them.11 
HÅrËn has edited one collection of short works under the title RasÅ’il al-JÅ˙iΩ 
(Epistles of al-JÅ˙iΩ). A number of these rasÅ’il, such as the RisÅlah fÈ al-jidd 
wal-hazl (Epistle on Gravity and Levity),12 are actual letters, but, as in the larger 
works, the addressees in these epistles are usually anonymous, and when we do 
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learn the identity of the addressee of a specific letter, it is typically from the title 
itself, e.g. RisalÅh fi … ilÅ … (Epistle on … to …).13 Innumerable epistles and 
books of the ninth, tenth and later centuries start with the author’s assertion 
that a client, friend or pupil has asked him to write a book or treatise on one or 
other subject, e.g.:14

You mentioned – may God protect you from deception – that you have read my 
essay (kitÅbÈ) on... and that I made no mention of … And you also mentioned that 
you would like me to write for you about … Therefore, I have written for you … 

It is, however, often very hard to say whether the commission or the request to 
which authors refer is real or fictitious; indeed, preliminary statements such as 
the one quoted above are used increasingly as topoi.15 

Dedicatees, addressees, patrons 
According to Ibn al-NadÈm, al-JÅ˙iΩ dedicated the KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn to the 
vizier Ibn al-ZayyÅt (d. 233/847), and the KitÅb al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn to the judge 
Ibn AbÈ Du’Åd (d. 240/854), though no dedicatee is mentioned in the text of 
the work itself.16 Typically, dedications consisted in the prince, or some other 
notable, being presented with the ‘first fair copy of the work’.17 It is reasonable 
to assume that authors dedicated their books to wealthy individuals who would 
find the contents of the work appealing and from whom they could accordingly 
expect or exact reward. Al-JÅ˙iΩ says this explicitly in the KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn, but 
without naming the addressee: ‘Thus have I written it, specially for you, and I 
bring it to you counting on you for my reward.’18 

For each of the KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn, the KitÅb al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn and the 
al-Zar‘ wal-nakhl (The Plantation and the Date Palm), al-JÅ˙iΩ reports having 
received five thousand dinars.19 If true, these were very high payments indeed; 
by comparison, a century later AbË al-Faraj al-IßbahÅnÈ (d. 356/967) is said to 
have received one thousand dinars from Sayf al-Dawlah for his monumental 
KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ (thirty-three volumes in its printed edition).20 Certainly, when 
assessing a work and deciding on the actual amount of the remuneration, the 
person to whom the work was dedicated would have given thought to the value 
of the book and to its potential reach; a superior work of widespread fame could, 
after all, contribute to the dedicatee’s fame.21 

The dedicatee is not usually mentioned in the text of the work itself.22 
Indeed, at times it is actually the reader al-JÅ˙iΩ is directly addressing, as in ‘I 
charge you, reader anxious for understanding or listener lending an attentive 
ear …’23 In the first part of the extremely long introduction to the KitÅb 
al-ÓayawÅn an anonymous person is consistently addressed: after the formulaic 
opening (the basmalah, the wishes, and so on), al-JÅ˙iΩ presents a long list of 
his previous works, all of which his addressee apparently criticised. Al-JÅ˙iΩ 
rehearses the objections of the addressee and then presents his defence. It is 
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highly improbable that the dedicatee, namely, the vizier Ibn al-ZayyÅt, is the one 
being directly or primarily addressed here: that would imply that Ibn al-ZayyÅt 
had been the one to criticise practically all of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s books. This is unlikely 
as Ibn al-ZayyÅt was a Mu‘tazili who played an important role in implementing 
the general policies of the empire under the Mu‘tazili caliphs al-Mu‘taßim and 
al-WÅthiq,24 and the KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn reflects strong Mu‘tazili leanings. It 
would appear, rather, that al-JÅ˙iΩ is now turning to the reader(s) of his books as 
such, and that the criticisms he describes as having been levelled against him 
are probably nothing more than a literary conceit. What al-JÅ˙iΩ is doing here 
is reminding his readers about his earlier books, informing them about their 
content, and guarding the present book against further objections.

The difference between the person to whom a work is dedicated and the 
intended reader of the work is clear in Ibn Qutaybah’s (d. 276/889)25 intro-
duction to the KitÅb Adab al-kÅtib (The State Secretary’s Handbook), dedicated 
to the vizier AbË al-Óasan ‘Ubayd AllÅh ibn Ya˙yÅ ibn KhÅqÅn (d. 263/877), 
according to the commentaries.26 Ibn Qutaybah could be sure that ‘Ubayd AllÅh 
– himself formerly a secretary – had the same interest as he did in redressing 
the dire educational deficiencies of the secretaries. The two also shared religious 
convictions: both were (unlike al-JÅ˙iΩ) orthodox Sunnis with an anti-Mu‘tazili 
bent. Lecomte even thinks it probable that the KitÅb Adab al-kÅtib was a work 
commissioned by ‘Ubayd AllÅh and that, in return for having produced it, Ibn 
Qutaybah was appointed judge (qÅ∂È) in DÈnawar.27 But it is clear from Ibn 
Qutaybah’s statement to the effect in the introduction,28 and also from the work 
overall, that the book is in particular addressed to the uneducated kuttÅb (state 
secretaries) whose deficit in education will be helped by this (and other) books. 
The kuttÅb are not, however, ever directly addressed in the introduction; when 
mention is made of them, it is always in the third person. Cheikh-Moussa is 
thus, in principle, correct when he observes that:29 

All of the medieval texts that have come to us with the patron-dedicatee identified 
are not solely directed to that individual, nor to the community at large, but to a 
small group, a class of privileged persons, the KhÅßßa, who alone were capable of 
reading and understanding these written texts, texts which were often of a very 
high caliber. 

The writings of al-JÅ˙iΩ enjoyed great popularity, especially, as might be 
expected, during the Mu‘tazili heyday (827–49); his works were coveted, and 
his audience extended all the way from the Islamic East to al-Andalus (Muslim 
Spain).30 The caliph al-Ma’mËn, who had introduced Mu‘tazilism as state 
dogma, held al-JÅ˙iΩ in especially high esteem: having read al-JÅ˙iΩ’s books on 
the imamate, al-Ma’mËn is reported (by al-JÅ˙iΩ) to have declared, ‘This is a 
book which does not require the presence of the author (to be understood), 
and needs no advocate.’31 High-ranking state administrators quickly recognised 
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al-JÅ˙iΩ’s talents as a writer and consequently hoped he would disseminate the 
religious ideas to which they subscribed and explain these ideas to a large read-
ership.32 But even after the abolition of Mu‘tazilism as state doctrine, al-JÅ˙iΩ 
still had a great deal to offer patrons and the reading public. His pro-‘AbbÅsid 
and anti-Shu‘Ëbiyyah stance and his treatment of many subjects that were still 
topical continued to secure him the favour of the very highest-ranking indi-
viduals. The orthodox Sunni caliph al-Mutawakkil (ruled 232/847–247/861), 
for instance, who pursued an anti-Christian policy (starting in 235/850), was 
particularly enthusiastic about al-JÅ˙iΩ’s treatise al-Radd ‘alÅ al-NaßÅrÅ (Refu-
tation of the Christians), for which he is said to have paid him a monthly 
pension.33 It was probably for the likewise orthodox Sunni and anti-Mu‘tazili 
vizier ‘Ubayd AllÅh ibn Ya˙yÅ ibn KhÅqÅn that al-JÅ˙iΩ composed his KitÅb faßl 
mÅ bayna al-‘adÅwah wal-˙asad (Book on distinguishing the difference between 
enmity and enviousness).34 And the famous RisÅlah ilÅ al-Fat˙ ibn KhÅqÅn fÈ 
manÅqib al-Turk (Epistle to al-Fat˙ ibn KhÅqÅn on the noble qualities of the 
Turks) is addressed to the state secretary, al-Fat˙ ibn KhÅqÅn (d. 247/861)35 who 
himself was of Turkic origin.

Al-JÅ˙iΩ and Ibn Qutaybah: content and scope of their work
Adam Mez, the first European scholar to delve into the Islamic intellectual and 
cultural history of the ninth and tenth centuries, was rightly impressed by the 
thematic diversity of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s prose, noting that

JÅ˙iΩ writes about everything: from the school master to the BanË HÅshim, from 
thieves to lizards, from the attributes of God all the way to ribaldry on the wiles of 
women.36 

Indeed, al-JÅ˙iΩ evinced an interest in all social classes, and an interest not just 
in human beings, but also in plants, animals and the cosmos. This was some-
thing that al-JÅ˙iΩ had brought to Arabic literature for the very first time, and 
on a large scale too.37

Al-JÅ˙iΩ’s counterpart was Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276/889).38 Like al-JÅ˙iΩ, he was 
not only a man of letters (adÈb) but also a religious scholar (‘Ålim); however, unlike 
al-JÅ˙iΩ, who was a Mu‘tazili, Ibn Qutaybah was an orthodox Sunni. He was of 
Iranian origin, but in his literary works chose primarily to treat Arab-Islamic 
subjects: his comprehensive Kitab ‘UyËn al-akhbÅr (Book of the Wellsprings of 
Reports) and KitÅb al-Ma‘Årif (Book of Knowledge) and his KitÅb al-Shi‘r wal-
shu‘arÅ’ (Book of Poetry and Poets) all perfectly illustrate this. All three are actual 
books and include detailed introductions. In the introduction to the KitÅb al-Shi‘r 
wal-shu‘arÅ’, Ibn Qutaybah characterises the work as follows for the reader:39

This is a book I have composed about poets. I have spoken in it about them, about 
their time, their merits, the circumstances that occasioned their verses, their tribes, 
the names of their ancestors …
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Ibn Qutaybah was not, it is true, as many-sided as al-JÅ˙iΩ, and he did not write 
about quite as many subjects, but this is not to say that he was narrow. In the 
ten chapters of his encyclopaedic KitÅb ‘UyËn al-akhbÅr, he covers government, 
war, sovereignty, character, knowledge and eloquence, asceticism, friendship, 
polite requests, food, and women. But he writes about these from a perspective 
different from al-JÅ˙iΩ’s, and with a different orientation: as he says in the intro-
ductions to both the KitÅb ‘UyËn al-akhbÅr and the KitÅb al-Ma‘Årif, he wants 
to impart to the people knowledge which will be useful for them, and to inform 
them about correct behaviour.40 With Ibn Qutaybah the moral aspect comes 
clearly to the fore. At the beginning of the KitÅb ‘UyËn al-akhbÅr he writes: 

This book, though it does not deal with the Qur’Ån, Sunna, religious laws, and the 
science of the permissible and the prohibited, does indeed point out lofty things, 
guides to noble morals, discourages baseness, [and] guards against ugliness …41

Audience
Al-JÅ˙iΩ’s ecumenical interest was a function not solely of his limitless curiosity, 
but also of his awareness of the interests of his readership. During his lifetime, the 
intellectual horizons of the educated classes had expanded enormously, thanks, 
among other things, to translations of the classical (Hellenistic) heritage, to the 
rise of mysticism and, notably, to the circulation of such ideas as Mu‘tazilism. 
In the ninth century there arose a broad and growing readership with diverse 
interests and commitments. While Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ had written exclusively for 
courtiers and secretaries, and Ibn Qutaybah would write mainly for the khÅßßah 
(the elite), al-JÅ˙iΩ expressly states several times that in addition to the khÅßßah, 
his target audience includes the ‘Åmmah (lit. ‘the common folk’). This can be 
seen most clearly in the KitÅb al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn, where he attributes to the 
caliph al-Ma’mËn the following statement about his book on the imamate: ‘(its 
appeal is) both to common people and kings (i.e. caliphs), to the masses and 
the elite (sËqÈ mulËkÈ ‘ÅmmÈ khÅßßÈ)’.42 The term ‘Åmmah here cannot mean the 
uneducated populace; al-JÅ˙iΩ himself offers a clarification:43

When you hear me refer to the common folk (‘awÅmm), I do not mean the peasants, 
the rabble, the artisans, and the sellers (of goods), nor do I mean the mountain 
Kurds … The common folk from among our people … are a class whose intellectual 
faculties and personal qualities are superior to those of other peoples, even if they 
do not attain the level of our own elite (khÅßßah).

This stratum has been described by Shawkat M. Toorawa as a ‘sub-elite’,44 a 
group that ‘would include, but would not be limited to, merchants, lawyers, 
aspiring littérateurs, the wealthy, and foreign and visiting scholars: in short, the 
literate, or would-be literate, bourgeoisie, and the intellectuals’.45
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‘Adab of the JÅ˙iΩian type’
Al-JÅ˙iΩ wrote, then, for a wide audience extending from the caliph to merchants, 
from the upper class to the sub-elite. He accommodated their needs and expec-
tations in his politico-religious writings as well as in various genres of adab 
(literature for refined learning), two of which he himself created. Pellat termed 
these genres ‘literary adab of the JÅ˙iΩian type’ and ‘quasi-scientific adab of the 
JÅ˙iΩian type’46 though he admitted that the borders between the two were 
fluid. The aim of the new genre of literary adab, like earlier adab, was not only 
to inform, but also to entertain. Unlike earlier adab, however, al-JÅ˙iΩ’s drew less 
from the Iranian heritage – from which his predecessors, Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ and 
Sahl ibn HÅrËn almost exclusively derived their subject matter – than from the 
indigenous Arab heritage.

Originally from Basra, al-JÅ˙iΩ had heard the itinerant Bedouin who 
imparted tribal traditions, stories and rare words to the inquisitive scholars at the 
Mirbad.47 He had also listened to the masjidiyyËn, those dalliers at the mosques 
who discussed and had explanations for everything under the sun.48 And he had 
attended the lectures of the philologists in his home town, al-Aßma‘È and AbË 
‘Ubaydah, and the lectures of the learned transmitters of Basra and Kufa, and 
later Baghdad.49 Al-JÅ˙iΩ was thus very familiar with the Arab tradition – what 
it lacked was its own literature; the tradition had hitherto only been cultivated 
and transmitted in gatherings and in academic circles, in talks, in lectures and 
in discussions. This is not to suggest that no part of the tradition would not 
otherwise have been committed to writing, but that what was written was only 
to be found in the lecture notebooks of the philologists and in the notes taken 
by their students, all only intended for private use.50 

What interested al-JÅ˙iΩ, and what he supposed would fascinate his readers, 
were less the special grammatical and lexical questions discussed in detail by his 
teachers than those aspects of the tradition that had literary and artistic value.51 
From the material that al-JÅ˙iΩ collected and voraciously read, he selected the 
most interesting reports and the most amusing anecdotes in order to fit them 
into his works. He gave this material new shape, putting it into a suitable 
framework, commenting on it with his signature wit and irony, and, above all, 
presenting it in a brilliant style.52 In short, he prepared it for a reading public. 
The most important and most representative work of this type of JÅ˙iΩian adab 
is the KitÅb al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn.

Al-JÅ˙iΩ also accommodated the scientific interests of his audience. As we 
pointed out above, the intellectual horizons of the educated classes expanded 
enormously during al-JÅ˙iΩ’s lifetime, thanks, among other things, to translations 
of the classical (Hellenistic) heritage, to the rise of mysticism and,  especially, 
to the circulation of such ideas as Mu‘tazilism. The Mu‘tazilis were not only 
interested in theological and political problems, but also in the entire cosmos, 
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the real world and the laws of nature.53 They formulated ‘a substantial system 
for explaining the world and mankind’, a system that included inter alia the 
conception of bodies as agglomerates of atoms, the distinction between substance 
and accidence, the nature of fire, and reflection on how to define humanity.54 
Literary and rhetorical questions were taken up as well. 

Al-JÅ˙iΩ treated all these themes, not in a dry or dull academic way, but in 
his characteristically entertaining, playful, never tedious style, and often with 
mordant wit. This he did in the other genre of adab he created, one that has 
been described by Pellat as ‘scholarly’ or ‘quasi-scientific’, the most important 
and most representative work of which is the KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn.

Earlier Mu‘tazili ‘literature’ and the works of al-JÅ˙iΩ 

As was the case with other Muslim scholars, for a long time the Mu‘tazilis did 
not write books for a reading public; their only ‘books’ (kutub) and booklets 
(ßu˙uf) were ‘literature of the school, for the school’, intended for oral reci-
tation, not for written publication. This is why there is hardly a Mu‘tazili work 
extant in its original form before al-JÅ˙iΩ.55 Al-JÅ˙iΩ’s works do, however, contain 
many quotations from lost works by earlier Mu‘tazili authors, such as al-JÅ˙iΩ’s 
celebrated teacher, al-NaΩΩÅm (d. 220/835 or later), who is said to have written 
thirty-eight ‘books’.56 Only a few fragments of his works remain, most of them 
from his KitÅb al-Nakth (Book of the Breach), and al-JÅ˙iΩ is the earliest author 
to quote from it, in his KitÅb al-FutyÅ (Book of Legal Verdicts).57 

The Mu‘tazili Bishr ibn al-Mu’tamir (d. 210/825 or later)58 is said to have 
written over twenty ‘books’, of which not one independent work has survived. 
Only a few fragments have come to us, among which the text of a ßa˙Èfah (i.e. 
a booklet or aide-mémoire) on rhetoric.59 It is cited in different works of later 
authors in versions sometimes greatly divergent from one another; once again, 
the earliest author to cite it is al-JÅ˙iΩ.60 The following quotation from the KitÅb 
al-BayÅn shows that al-JÅ˙iΩ does not simply string together excerpts and quotes 
from earlier works but, rather, puts them in their context, interrupting the 
quoted account with commentary. Furthermore – and importantly – it provides 
us with a glimpse of what the ‘publication’ of books and booklets in the genera-
tions before al-JÅ˙iΩ was like:

Bishr ibn al-Mu’tamir passed by the kha†Èb [Friday sermon-giver] IbrÅhÈm ibn 
Jabalah … while he was instructing the young people in rhetoric. Bishr stopped, 
and IbrÅhÈm thought he had done so to learn (from his lecture), or that he was a 
spy … whereupon Bishr gave them a booklet (ßa˙Èfah) he had himself composed 
and put together. The beginning of this treatise was: [A part of the text follows]. 
Bishr reported: ‘When it (the booklet) was read to IbrÅhÈm, he said to me: ‘I need 
this (what you said) more than these young fellows!’’ [A commentary by al-JÅ˙iΩ 
follows.]61
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The ‘publishing’ of a written work in this generation consisted in its having 
been presented in the study circle, usually – as was probably the case here too 
– by a student. Al-JÅ˙iΩ, and others besides, would have written down the text 
during the lecture or borrowed either the author’s or a student’s manuscript 
in order to copy it. By including this treatise (and many others besides) in his 
KitÅb al-BayÅn, al-JÅ˙iΩ made it accessible to a wide reading public. Indeed, one 
important reason for the success of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s books may well have been the fact 
that he made many topics and ideas – aesthetic, theological and quasi-scientific 
– hitherto exclusively available in academic and study circles as lectures and 
discussions, now accessible for the first time to a wide reading public, khÅßßah and 
‘Åmmah alike.

The ninth century was an era of bibliophiles. That this phenomenon would arise 
in the ninth century is no coincidence: this was the century when large numbers 
of actual books came into existence and in which a broad readership arose. Two 
of the greatest and most famous lovers of books at this time were al-JÅ˙iΩ and 
the state secretary al-Fat˙ ibn KhÅqÅn (to whom al-JÅ˙iΩ dedicated his ‘Epistle 
on the noble qualities of the Turks’).62

It is reported that al-Fat˙ would always have a book on him, in his sleeve or 
boot, and that he would read even when he was in the company of the caliph, or 
when he went to the latrine.63 Al-JÅ˙iΩ was not all that different; Ibn al-NadÈm 
reports:64 

Al-JÅ˙iΩ never let a book pass through his hands without reading it from cover 
to cover, no matter what it was. He would even rent the shops of the booksellers 
(warrÅqËn) and spend his nights there, poring over them.

And at the beginning of the KitÅb al-ÓayawÅn, al-JÅ˙iΩ spends pages and pages 
singing the praises of books,65 averring that one of their virtues is that ‘You will 
get more knowledge out of one (book) in a month than you could acquire from 
men’s mouths in an age’.66 In the ninth century, in the field of adab at least, 
‘the transition from a predominantly oral and aural culture to an increasingly 
textual, book-based, writerly one’ had definitively taken place.67
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In the ninth century, it was not only men of letters (adÈb, pl. udabÅ’) who were 
writing actual books. Increasingly, many scholars also took it upon themselves 
to continue the pioneering work of SÈbawayhi, giving their material a defin-
itive shape, and with a readership in mind, just as the men of letters did; in 
this way, they too produced actual books. To be sure, many still followed the 
traditional method, reciting or dictating in the scholarly sessions and teaching 
circles, sometimes without even using notes, and redacting no works intended 
for ‘public release’. The philologist Ibn al-A‘rÅbÈ was one such scholar, so too the 
lexicographer Ibn Durayd (d. 321/933), who continued to ‘publish’ his Jamharah 
(The Great Collection) by dictating it to his students;1 of it, Ibn al-NadÈm 
reports:2

The manuscripts of the KitÅb al-Jamharah fÈ ‘ilm al-lughah (The Great Collection in 
the Science of Language) all differ, and the book has numerous additions and omis-
sions because (the author) dictated it from memory, in Fars, then in Baghdad.

The antiquarian and historian al-MadÅ’inÈ appears to have dictated his books 
too; in any event, he published them in the context of his teaching.3 This was 
therefore an example of ‘literature of the school, for the school, intended for 
recitation’. Recall how al-Mas‘ËdÈ characterised this scholar’s methods:4

It is true that AbË al-Óasan al-MadÅ’inÈ was a prolific writer, but it was his practice 
to transmit what he had heard [to auditors, students] but … al-JÅ˙iΩ (on the other 
hand) composed books according to the best arrangement.

Al-MadÅ’inÈ’s principal transmitter, the historian ‘Umar ibn Shabbah (d. 
264/877), used the same method as his teacher.5 We owe the survival of one 
of ‘Umar ibn Shabbah’s numerous works, the voluminous Ta’rÈkh al-Madinah 
al-munawwarah (History of Medina the Luminous), to the zealousness of one 
of his students, who took notes during his teacher’s instruction. This student 
writes:6

AbË Zayd (‘Umar ibn Shabbah) transmitted to us, saying: This [i.e. what follows] is 
not from what is in my notebook: ‘X transmitted to us …’

8

Listening to books, or reading them?
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What ‘Umar ibn Shabbah’s disciple was writing down – that is to say, the text 
of ‘Umar’s book as we have it in its published form today – included not only 
the written text of the teacher, but also supplementary material that he had 
added orally. 

In the field of ÓadÈth in particular, most books remained ‘literature of the 
school, for the school’, and were not intended to be published for a wide read-
ership. This was the case for the Musnad of A˙mad ibn Óanbal, which was not 
given its final shape until two generations after the death of its compiler.7 It was 
also the case for the Mußannaf of Ibn AbÈ Shaybah, who says at the beginning 
of several of the work’s chapters, ‘This is what I know by heart [or: have memo-
rised] from the Prophet.’8 The compiler is thus characterising his magnum opus 
as a hypomnema. 

Historiography

Other scholars, on the other hand, recognised the advantages of actual books. 
As we have seen, the historian Ibn HishÅm reworked and edited the material of 
Ibn Is˙Åq transmitted to him by al-BakkÅ’È relating to the life of the Prophet. His 
biography of Mu˙ammad, the KitÅb SÈrat rasËl AllÅh, is the fruit of these efforts. 
But the most eminent historian to have given his compilation a definitive 
shape is without a doubt al-ÊabarÈ (d. 310/923).9 His Ta’rÈkh al-rusul wal-mulËk 
(History of Prophets and Rulers) is one of the most important universal histories 
of Islam. Its detailed introduction is followed by an account of the creation of 
the world, the history of the patriarchs and prophets of ancient Israel, the rulers 
of Israel and of the ancient Persians up to the history of the Sasanids. For its 
sections dealing with the career of Mu˙ammad, al-ÊabarÈ most often relies on 
the reports of Ibn Is˙Åq, principally those transmitted by his own teacher, Ibn 
Óumayd, who in turn reports from Salamah ibn al-Fa∂l.10 After Mu˙ammad’s 
emigration to Medina in 622 (Hijrah), the chronicle is organised in the form 
of annals, which provides a framework into which al-ÊabarÈ is then able to 
insert corresponding traditions, almost always with their chain of authorities. 
The work then covers the epoch of the caliphs, with very great detail on the 
period of conquests, and ends in al-ÊabarÈ’s own time. Occasionally, al-ÊabarÈ 
adds personal observations, or else points out divergences in the transmissions 
he cites for a given event. After identifying the year in question, he typically 
provides an overview of the events about which he will be reporting.

With Ibn HishÅm, al-ÊabarÈ and other historians of the ninth and tenth 
centuries, historiography – which up to this point had been confined to 
instruction dispensed by teachers, to these teachers’ private notebooks, to the 
notes taken by their students or, at best, to a ‘literature of the school, for the 
school’ – became real literature. From now on, the publication of books was no 
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longer exclusively the outcome of recitation in a scholarly context; it spread by 
means of standard written transmission, making books accessible to a large and 
receptive readership.

Literary history and poetry

It was also at this time, in the ninth and tenth centuries, that poetic texts on the 
one hand, and narrative materials and historico-biographical information on 
the other, were definitively edited. Poems were edited in specialised collections 
(dÈwÅn, pl. dawÅwÈn) or in anthologies such as the ÓamÅsah ([Poetry of] Bravery) 
of AbË TammÅm (d. 231/845).11 And historical and biographical material 
(including poetic texts) was definitively redacted in major works such as the 
KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ (Book of Songs) of AbË al-Faraj al-IßbahÅnÈ (d. 356/967).12 

The problem of the KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ’s sources in general, and those sources’ 
sources in particular, has garnered a lot of scholarly attention. Since AbË al-Faraj 
frequently declares that he is copying what follows from the book of so-and-so 
(nasakhtu min kitÅb fulÅn), without specifying the book’s title, the possibility of 
a historico-biographical ‘literature’ dating from before AbË al-Faraj – i.e. earlier 
books containing the biographies of poets – has been raised and has been of 
great interest to researchers. 

This question can best be addressed by turning to the observations of three 
scholars who have taken it up: Régis Blachère, Leon Zolondek and Manfred 
Fleischhammer.13 The major written sources of the KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ have been 
identified by these scholars; they have been called ‘collector sources’ by Zolondek, 
and date from the end of the eighth century up to about the middle of the ninth 
century. The authors of these ‘collector sources’ include ‘Umar ibn Shabbah, 
al-MadÅ’inÈ, Ibn Mihrawayhi and Ibn al-MarzubÅn. 

The point that appears to have escaped the attention of scholars researching 
this question is that the majority of these works form part of ‘literature of the 
school, for the school’ – they were not composed as syngrammata, but were 
‘intended for recitation’ during teaching. For this reason, none survived as 
an independent work. These ‘books’ were transmitted to AbË al-Faraj by his 
informants in one of two ways, either through audition, or – and this occurred 
very often – through written transmission (kitÅbah, wijÅdah). This is why AbË 
al-Faraj often says, ‘I found/read in the book of so-and-so (wajadtu/qara’tu fÈ kitÅb 
fulÅn), …’, or ‘I copied from the book of so-and-so’ (nasakhtu min kitÅb fulÅn) …’, 
and so on, and why AbË al-Faraj rarely gives titles of works.

The merit of AbË al-Faraj is comparable to that of Ibn HishÅm and 
al-ÊabarÈ, in that he gave definitive form to his material and that he edited it 
with a public readership in mind. In the introduction to the KitÅb al-AghÅnÈ, he 
speaks explicitly about his reader and describes, among other things, the method 
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he intends to use to make the reading experience pleasant for the reader.14 

The impact on AbË al-Faraj of the methods of the men of letters, al-JÅ˙iΩ in 
particular, is obvious.

As for the definitive recension of ancient and Umayyad poetry into dÈwÅns, 
this was undertaken by ‘editor-transmitters’, of whom the most important is 
al-SukkarÈ (d. 257/888).15 His dÈwÅns of Imru’ al-Qays, ÓassÅn ibn ThÅbit, 
al-Óu†ay’ah, al-Akh†al and others survive and are available in printed editions. 
Al-SukkarÈ is also the ‘editor’ of the only tribal dÈwÅn to have come down to us, 
that of the BanË Hudhayl. The chain of transmitters of this dÈwÅn appears at the 
beginning of the manuscript as shown below.16

The transmitters of the generations before al-SukkarÈ did not generally give 
definitive shape to the dÈwÅns they worked on. Their copies of collections of 
poems were intended, rather, to be recited, studied and commented upon in 
the context of teaching. This was even the case for al-SukkarÈ’s most important 
teacher, Mu˙ammad ibn ÓabÈb (d. 245/860),17 who left to posterity no dÈwÅn 
that he himself edited. Ibn al-SikkÈt (d. 244/858), also of the generation before 
al-SukkarÈ, is an exception, however, not only from the point of view of chro-
nology, but also from the point of view of his methodology in redacting poetic 
material: he effectively occupies ‘an intermediate position between on the one 
hand al-Aßma‘È, AbË ‘Ubaydah and some others who initiated the first work of 
methodical arrangement, and on the other hand al-SukkarÈ, who completed the 
process’.18 A few dÈwÅns edited by Ibn al-SikkÈt survive.

It is interesting to note that the verb ßana‘a, in the meaning ‘to edit, to make 
an edition’, is used by Ibn al-NadÈm in the Fihrist, his comprehensive  catalogue 

  al-SukkarÈ

 al-RiyÅshÈ Mu˙ammad ibn ÓabÈb  Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óasan  
   (al-A˙wal)

 al-Aßma‘È  Ibn al-A‘rÅbÈ, AbË ‘Amr 
  al-ShaybÅnÈ

 AbË ‘UmÅrah ibn AbÈ   ‘Abd AllÅh ibn IbrÅhÈm  
  Êarafah al-HudhalÈ  al-Juma˙È

 
(Basran transmission)  (Kufan transmission)  (Kufan transmission?) 

The chain of transmitters of the tribal dÈwÅn of the Hudhayl 
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of all written works in Arabic, only to characterise the work of al-SukkarÈ and 
later editor-transmitters. The technical term used to describe the activities 
of al-SukkarÈ’s predecessors – sometimes also applied, it is true, to al-SukkarÈ 
himself – is ‘amila, in the meaning ‘to arrange’. Thus Ibn al-NadÈm writes:19

AbË ‘Amr (ibn al-‘AlÅ’), al-Aßma‘È, KhÅlid ibn KulthËm and Mu˙ammad ibn ÓabÈb 
transmitted them (sc. Imru’ al-Qays’s poems) (rawÅhu). AbË Sa‘Èd al-SukkarÈ made an 
excellent edition (ßana‘ahu … fa-jawwada) based on the ensemble of the transmitted 
versions (riwÅyÅt); AbË al-‘AbbÅs al-A˙wal did not complete his edition (ßana‘ahu 
wa-lam yatimmahu). As for Ibn al-SikkÈt, he arranged these poems (‘amilahu).

The recension of the dÈwÅns of contemporary poets, the mu˙dathËn (sing. 
mu˙dath, ‘modern’), also began in the ninth century, and continued in earnest 
in the tenth century. It is important to note that in this period poets usually 
did not edit their own dÈwÅns;20 that move did not became normative until the 
first half of the eleventh century when AbË al-‘AlÅ’ al-Ma‘arrÈ (d. 449/1058) 
and, somewhat later, al-ÓarÈrÈ (d. 516/1122), to name just two, edited their 
own works of poetry and prose with a view to publishing them.21 Most of the 
ninth and tenth century ‘modern’ poets still continued to entrust their poems 
to their transmitters or to leave them to posterity in some other way: Óamzah 
al-IßfahÅnÈ, one of the redactors of AbË NuwÅs’s dÈwÅn, notes:22

The BanË Naybakht report that the mother of AbË NuwÅs, JullabÅn, had in her 
possession her son’s inheritance … and that among the things he left behind was a 
repository containing notebooks (dafÅtir), bundles of writings (adÅbir) and (rolls of) 
papyrus (qarÅ†Ès) on which were copies of his poems.

Óamzah al-IßfahÅnÈ, relying on a chain of authorities, informs us that a certain 
IbrÅhÈm ibn Ma˙bËb had in his possession a notebook (daftar) that contained 
hunting poems (†ardiyyÅt) of AbË NuwÅs, dictated and signed by the poet 
himself.23 It was the editor-transmitters of the ninth century and the men of 
letters of the tenth century who gave the poetry of AbË NuwÅs its definitive 
form. Ibn al-SikkÈt is reported to have arranged the dÈwÅn and al-SukkarÈ is said 
to have done the same but not to have finished it:24

Among the scholars (who formalised the dÈwÅn of AbË NuwÅs in written form) is 
AbË YËsuf Ya‘qËb ibn al-SikkÈt. He commented on the poems (fassarahu) in about 
800 sheets and arranged them according to 10 genres. Abu Sa‘Èd al-SukkarÈ also 
arranged them, but did not complete his work.

Today, we actually have recensions of AbË NuwÅs’s dÈwÅn produced by littérateurs 
(ahl al-adab) of the tenth century, notably those of AbË Bakr al-ÍËlÈ (d. 335/946) 
and Óamzah al-IßfahÅnÈ (d. 360/970).25
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ÓadÈth collections and handbooks

In the domain of ÓadÈth too, compilers could no longer ignore the fact that 
books, often of quite considerable length, were increasingly being copied and 
disseminated through writing. Like al-JÅ˙iΩ, the traditionist al-BukhÅrÈ engaged 
a scribe by the name of AbË Ja‘far Mu˙ammad ibn AbÈ ÓÅtim to copy the 
Ía˙È˙;26 and Muslim ibn al-ÓajjÅj, aware of the fact that his Ía˙È˙ would have a 
readership, wrote an ‘Introduction’ to his collection.27 Little by little, the ÓadÈth 
scholars themselves ceased to oppose the written dissemination of their ÓadÈth 
collections – as long as the text had been read and verified in the presence of 
the author or in the presence of an authorised transmitter.

The first handbooks of Arabic literature appeared in the ninth century. We 
mentioned in Chapter 6 that AbË ‘Ubayd had written two handbooks in the field 
of lexicography, the GharÈb al-mußannaf and the GharÈb al-˙adÈth; another work 
of this type, by the same author, was the KitÅb al-AmthÅl (Book of Proverbs).28 
These three books inspired commentaries, supplements, epitomes and more, 
which clearly shows the fundamentally written character of these works; the 
‘Book’ of SÈbawayhi, it will be remembered, had a similar history. The KitÅb 
al-NabÅt (Book of Plants) of AbË ÓanÈfah al-DÈnawarÈ is also a handbook,29 
as is Ibn Qutaybah’s celebrated KitÅb Adab al-kÅtib (The State Secretary’s 
Handbook). The genesis of books of this type is also a reflection of the needs of 
a public readership.

The proliferation of handbooks – and of books generally – accessible to anyone 
resulted in people becoming less and less concerned with requiring transmission 
through audition. If there were enough books, why attend the scholars’ lectures? 
But many authors, including AbË ‘Ubayd, were reproached for having aban-
doned the ‘search of knowledge’ through audition. AbË al-Êayyib al-LughawÈ 
describes AbË ‘Ubayd as ‘an author skilled in the composition of (actual) books, 
but one who possessed (only) little transmission’. Later in the same notice on 
AbË ‘Ubayd, AbË al-Êayyib writes:30

The people of Basra have noted that the majority of what he [AbË ‘Ubayd] reported 
from their scholars is not through audition (samÅ‘), but comes from ‘books’ (kutub). 
He was given copies of his book, al-GharÈb al-mußannaf, and he did not have the 
slightest idea about (how to apply) the desinential inflection!

The point of the reproach (which may, admittedly, simply be a malicious accu-
sation) is this: because AbË ‘Ubayd hadn’t ‘heard’ the texts compiled in his book 
from the mouths of teachers but was ‘content’ simply to copy from circulating 
notebooks, he was consequently incapable of correctly reading the texts in his 
own book.
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The reaction to the abandoning of transmission through audition

It was inevitable that a negative reaction would develop regarding the  abandoning 
of transmission through audition. Ibn Qutaybah, himself the author of a large 
number of actual books including at least one manual, gave great importance 
to audition. In his KitÅb al-Shi‘r wal-shu‘arÅ’ (Book of Poetry and Poets), he 
writes:31

Every science must be transmitted through audition (mu˙tÅj ilÅ al-samÅ‘) and this 
need is nowhere greater than in the religious sciences, followed by poetry, because 
of its unusual expressions, dialectal varieties, unfamiliar language, names of trees, 
plants, places and waterholes. If you have not heard them pronounced by someone, 
you will be incapable of distinguishing between the place names shÅbah and sÅyah 
in the poetry of the Hudhayl tribe.

Ibn Qutyaybah cites many other examples to show that ‘people who misplace the 
diacritic points and who derive their knowledge from notebooks’ (al-mußa˙˙ifËn 
wal-ÅkhidhËn ‘an al-dafÅtir) commit such serious mistakes because they have not 
benefited from transmission through audition.32 This is a perfectly reasonable 
argument, given the fact that Arabic was habitually written without vowels and 
often without diacritic points, and was therefore ambiguous. The coexistence 
of transmissions through audition and transmissions through writing therefore 
became indispensable.

Al-AzharÈ (d. 370/980), author of the voluminous dictionary of the Arabic 
language, the TahdhÈb al-lughah (The Refinement of Language), was also a strong 
advocate of transmission through audition.33 In the introduction to his work, 
he has the following to say about a ßa˙afÈ, i.e. someone who gets his knowledge 
solely from books:34

The ßa˙afÈ, when his (only) wealth is the books (ßu˙uf) he has read, makes many 
mistakes misplacing the diacritical points. This is because he transmits information 
on the basis of ‘books’ he has not heard (yukhbiru ‘an kutub lam yasma‘ha), and on 
the basis of notebooks (dafÅtir) without knowing whether what is written in them is 
correct or not. Most of what we have read in books (ßu˙uf) which did not have the 
correct punctuation and which experts have not corrected is weak and only relied 
upon by the ignorant.

Transmission through audition in the teaching of medicine

By the ninth century, the books that were essential for the study and practice 
of medicine, and other sciences, were mostly either translations of works from 
antiquity (especially Galen and Hippocrates), or Arabic commentaries, para-
phrases, abridgements or adaptations of these same works. Indeed, most of the 
knowledge which the Arabs had of medicine was thanks to the great translation 
movement that began some time in the middle of the eighth century under the 
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early ‘AbbÅsids. Most of the translators were Christians, usually Nestorian, of 
whom the most important was the philologist, physician and humanist Óunayn 
ibn Is˙Åq (d. 260/873).35 Original medical works in Arabic began to be written 
in this period, but did not reach their apogee until the tenth and eleventh 
centuries.

Even though medicine was one of the so-called ‘ancient sciences’ (‘ulËm 
qadÈmah) which owed their existence in Islam to the translation movement, 
thus to a written tradition, the ideal of transmitting learning through audition 
became important in this science. This method had already been in use before 
Islam in the context of medical instruction in Alexandria. Óunayn ibn Is˙Åq 
himself informs us how the tenets of medicine in Alexandria were taught:36

They would gather every day for the reading (qirÅ’ah) and interpretation of a 
fundamental work from among them [i.e., the books of Galen], in the way that our 
Christian colleagues gather in our own day to read a fundamental work … in those 
places of learning known as uskËl [Greek schole].

We also have very precise information on the way medicine was taught in the 
eleventh century. A student recited the book being studied with the teacher, 
one passage at a time; and the teacher provided his commentary on the recited 
passages by dictating it to the other students. This is how the physician, philos-
opher and Nestorian priest AbË al-Faraj ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-Êayyib (d. 435/1043) 
studied Galen’s book To Glaucon with his students in the ‘A∂udÈ Hospital in 
Baghdad.37 From the teacher’s dictated explanations, taken down by a student, 
a new book, a commentary, could arise. It is said that most of ‘Abd AllÅh ibn 
al-Êayyib’s books ‘used to be transmitted on his authority through dictation 
based on his own words (kÅnat tunqalu ‘anhu imlÅ’an min lafΩihi)’.38

The medico-philosophical controversy between Ibn Bu†lÅn and Ibn Ri∂wÅn
In the eleventh century, the question of transmission through audition in the field 
of medicine was the subject of some disagreement and became the centrepiece 
of the famous medico-philosophical controversy between two physicians, Ibn 
Bu†lÅn (d. after 485/1066) and Ibn Ri∂wÅn (d. 453/1061). The great Christian 
physician Ibn Bu†lÅn read many books with his teacher, the ‘Abd AllÅh ibn 
al-Êayyib mentioned above.39 Ibn al-Êayyib had learned from (akhadha ‘an) 
al-Óasan ibn SuwÅr (Ibn al-KhammÅr, d. 411/1020), who had in turn studied 
with (qara’a ‘alÅ) Ya˙yÅ ibn ‘AdÈ (d. 363/974); Ya˙yÅ had studied with (qara’a 
‘alÅ) AbË Bishr MattÅ ibn YËnus (d. 328/940) and al-FarÅbÈ (d. 339/950), the 
former having studied with, among others, the monks RËfÈl (?) and BinyamÈn.40 
In his Third Epistle, entitled al-MaqÅlah al-mißriyyah (‘The Egyptian Discourse’, 
so called because he composed it in Old Cairo), Ibn Bu†lÅn gives ‘The Causes 
why Something Learnt from Oral Instruction by Teachers Is Better and More 
Easily to Understand than Something Learnt from Books, Given that the 
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Receptive Faculty of Both of Them be the Same’.41 Ibn Bu†lÅn supports this 
proposition by giving seven reasons, which can be summarised as follows:42

1. The transfer from homogeneous to homogeneous, i.e. from teacher to 
student, is easier than from heterogeneous to heterogeneous, i.e. from book 
to student.

2. Unlike a book, a teacher can replace a word the student does not under-
stand with a synonym.

3. Teaching and learning have a natural reciprocal relationship; for this reason, 
learning from a teacher is more appropriate to a student than learning from 
a book.

4. The spoken word is less removed from knowledge than is the written word.
5.  The student receives knowledge in two ways through recitation, by hearing 

and by seeing.
6. In books, many things complicate understanding: ambiguous words, incorrect 

punctuation, limited knowledge of desinential inflection, absence or loss of 
vowels, and so on. To this can be added the difficulties associated with technical 
terminology, individual authors’ styles of presentation, the terrible condition of 
manuscripts, bad transmission, and in particular untranslated Greek words.

7. Commentators agree that in the case of at least one specific passage by Aris-
totle, we would never have been able to understand it were it not for the fact 
that his students Theophrastus and Eudemus had heard it from the Master 
himself, their elucidation having become the accepted interpretation. 
Ibn Bu†lÅn also mentions the pejorative term ßa˙afÈ as a designation for 
‘someone who derives his knowledge from books’. Lastly, he points out that 
it is customary to avoid books that do not have certificates of audition.

We know full well the reasons for Ibn Bu†lÅn’s inclusion of these views in his 
correspondence with Ibn Ri∂wÅn: the latter, who was Muslim, was an autodidact 
who had composed a book in which he maintained that it was more useful to 
study medicine from books than from teachers. Ibn Bu†lÅn, who was Christian, 
and who had studied with such teachers as ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-Êayyib, must 
have taken special pleasure in presenting his Muslim adversary with the kinds 
of arguments Muslim scholars had always advanced in favour of the superiority 
of transmission by audition to transmission based only on writings. 

One reason audition was favoured was the potential for error and doubt, 
given the ambiguity of the Arabic script (which has similar forms for different 
letters and which was habitually written without vowels and often without 
diacritic points). Indeed, the inadequacy of the Arabic script appears to have 
presented real difficulties and dangers when it came to the correct reading of 
medical and pharmacological terms. Here is one (of several) examples given by 
another Christian physician, ÍÅ‘id ibn al-Óasan, who wrote in 464/1072:43
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One physician found ‘two dirhams of anÈsËn’ (anis) in a prescription, but the orthog-
raphy was unclear – he thought the reading was afyËn (opium). This is why he 
wrote ‘two dirhams of opium’ in his own prescription. He gave it to his patient, and 
caused his death.

The real motivation for underscoring the importance of transmission from 
person to person and through audition (justified by pointing out the defi-
ciencies and particularities of the Arabic script), though, may well have been 
the conviction that the knowledge to be preserved and transmitted needed to 
be in the exclusive care and control of individuals qualified to do so; dissemi-
nation through written copies, which would take place without any supervision 
whatsoever, meant running the risk of that information being altered or losing 
its substantive meaning. 

The arguments of Ibn Qutaybah, al-AzharÈ and Ibn Bu†lÅn in favour of aural 
transmission, valid as they may have been, cannot alter the fact, however, that 
transfer and transmission of knowledge in their respective disciplines had shifted 
from the aural to the read. In the ninth and tenth centuries audition no longer 
played a primary role in poetry, in adab or in medicine: its function was secondary 
at best. Just as Plato’s criticisms of writing more than a thousand years earlier 
had been made when literacy had already won the day in Hellenic culture, so 
too were Ibn Bu†lÅn’s criticisms made when literacy had already won the day in 
Arab-Islamic culture. The shift from the aural to the read was here to stay. 
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In their procedures for teaching and for transmitting knowledge, the disciplines 
of Islamic scholarship in the early and classical periods, from the late seventh 
century to the tenth century, are characterised by the coexistence of oral dissem-
ination on the one hand, and dissemination based on writing on the other,1 

with a shift in practice, over the course of time, from the former, the aural, 
to the latter, the read. Did such a coexistence characterise the eleventh and 
later centuries, when the madrasah, or college of law, came to dominate formal 
academic instruction? It is reasonable to wonder whether transmission through 
personal contact and audition could survive when actual books were circulating 
on a very large scale. 

Aural transmission in fact persisted, not only as an ideal, but also in practice: 
reading books under study out loud (i.e. samÅ‘, audition proper) survived, and 
dictated lectures (i.e. imlÅ’, another kind of audition) survived. Audition 
continued to be practised and held in high esteem, primarily in the field of 
ÓadÈth, but also in other traditional disciplines, such as law, exegesis, history, 
grammar, poetry, adab,2 even medicine and (though later, and more rarely) 
natural sciences and philosophy.3 The difference was that audition in the age 
of the madrasah always relied on a written text, a manuscript of the work under 
study. It is true that explanations of the text could be provided by the professor 
from memory, without notes, but very often these comments were written down 
by the students and included in their own copies, as marginal notes, glosses, 
or even formed the basis of a new work, a commentary, or sub-commentary, 
compiled by the student and published under his own name. Audition (samÅ‘) 
even generated a new document (and procedure), namely the appearance of 
a large number of certificates of audition (ijÅzÅt al-samÅ‘, or just samÅ‘Åt) in 
numerous manuscripts; these first appeared at the beginning of the eleventh 
century and proliferated in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.4 The names 
cited in these certificates include those of the teacher in whose presence the 
reading was done (al-shaykh al-musmi‘, often abbreviated to al-musmi‘), of the 
one doing the reading (al-qÅri’), sometimes identical with the teacher, and of 
the auditors (al-mustami‘Ën). It was not ownership of a manuscript that autho-

Concluding remarks: 
from the aural to the read
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rised transmission of a given work, but participation in audition that did so; 
thus it often happened that auditors did not make a personal written copy of a 
given work until they wanted to make use of their authorisation to transmit it 
further.5 The session during which a ÓadÈth collection was read out loud was 
even considered a ceremony by the auditors, one in which they saw themselves 
– through the uninterrupted chain of authorised transmitters – as directly and 
personally linked to the Prophet Mu˙ammad, the originator of the traditions 
they recited.6

The value accorded to the spoken word would remain a feature of the 
Islamic Middle Ages, not only in the transmission of knowledge and of poetry 
but also in other areas of intellectual and artistic culture.7 One example is the 
liturgical recitation of the Qur’Ån and the overwhelming effect it provoked in 
its listeners;8 another is the recognition by Muslim jurists of the probative value 
of written texts only when the contents were orally corroborated by trustworthy 
witnesses.9

And yet, books, writing and literacy had long since carried the day. In 
most of the al-‘ulËm al-qadÈmah (the so-called ‘ancient sciences’), in the natural 
sciences, in philosophy and in dialectical theology (kalÅm), literacy and written 
transmission had been predominant from the outset, i.e. around the end of 
the eighth century. Instruction and learning in these sciences were essentially 
private in nature and conducted on the basis of written texts,10 though, in the 
age of the madrasah, under the influence of the teaching system in the tradi-
tional disciplines, audition was occasionally also practised in philosophical and 
scientific instruction.11 In adab, or belles-lettres, the ‘turn’ to literacy had taken 
place in the ninth century at the latest; al-JÅ˙iΩ, Ibn AbÈ al-DunyÅ and others 
had produced actual books in large numbers and for a broad readership, one 
occasioned by the very availability of paper and books. The fact that al-JÅ˙iΩ 
preferred books to oral and aural communication when instructing his audience 
is clear from his statement: ‘You will get more knowledge out of one (book) in a 
month than you could acquire from men’s mouths in an age.’12 The same stance, 
seen from the perspective of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s readership, was expressed by the caliph 
al-Ma’mËn who is reported to have declared about one of al-JÅ˙iΩ’s works, ‘This 
is a book which does not require the presence of the author (to be understood), 
and needs no advocate’.13

Another sign of the impact of literacy was the emergence and spread of the 
ijÅzah (‘licence’), a method in which the student did not need to have (had) 
any contact with the teacher, but was nevertheless authorised to transmit every-
thing that the latter had compiled. We have seen that even al-BukhÅrÈ had 
already given students such licences in the ninth century, and that from the 
tenth century on, scholars increasingly issued ijÅzahs. The fact that the practice 
of dictation sessions fell time and again out of use and that the traditionists and 
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jurists consequently had to insist on maintaining it, or reviving it, was a sign of 
the decline of aural transmission.14

There is another development that shows that the main emphasis in the 
transmission procedures in the traditional disciplines had shifted, namely the 
urgently felt need – in the thirteenth century, at the latest – for something 
akin to critical editions of authoritative texts in ÓadÈth, the oral and aural 
discipline par excellence in Islamic scholarship. As Johann Fück pointed out in 
an important article, the eminent scholar Ibn al-ÍalÅ˙ (d. 643/1245), author 
of the standard work in the field of ÓadÈth science, had to admit that in his 
time, and for generations before him, the uninterrupted chain of transmitters 
(isnÅd) was no longer a guarantee that one was in the presence of reliable texts; 
Ibn al-ÍalÅ˙ expressed the view that scholars were holding on to the isnÅd for 
the sole reason that they regarded it as a characteristic and exclusively Islamic 
feature of scholarship.15 From this Ibn al-ÍalÅ˙ concluded that the only way to 
have (and recover) an authentic and reliable text was to collate as many correct 
manuscripts of the different extant recensions of a work as possible. 

Ibn al-ÍalÅ˙’s call was answered by the traditionist al-YunÈnÈ (d. 701/1301), 
who prepared a ‘critical edition’ of al-BukhÅrÈ’s Ía˙È˙. As Rosemarie Quiring-
Zoche has pointed out in a detailed study of al-YunÈnÈ and his RumËz ‘alÅ Ía˙È˙ 
al-BukhÅrÈ, ‘collating various manuscripts, al-YunÈnÈ left a copy of the Ía˙È˙ 
[the so-called YunÈniyyah] which was probably very close to the original … 
Containing variants with notes and signs in a critical apparatus, it was less 
suited for transmission by reading and listening.’16 All the texts of the Ía˙È˙ 
available today are likely based on the YunÈniyyah. The most eminent tradi-
tionists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Ibn Óajar al-‘AsqalÅnÈ, al-‘AynÈ 
and al-Qas†allÅnÈ, followed in al-YunÈnÈ’s footsteps, each producing a recension 
of al-BukhÅrÈ’s work on the basis of different manuscripts.17 What is more, they 
wrote lengthy commentaries on the Ía˙È˙, showing that they were cognizant 
of the written character of the work, just as the commentators of the KitÅb of 
SÈbawayhi and the KitÅb al-AmthÅl of AbË ‘Ubayd had done.

The growing awareness of the need to establish correct texts was felt in 
other fields too. It is true that the correction of texts often took place in teaching 
sessions, during the process of audition and recitation, when students checked 
their own copies against the text being recited. Far more often, however, the 
scribe or owner of a manuscript simply collated his copy with one or two 
other copies; he would then write the variants in the margins of his own copy. 
Consequently, many manuscripts include such notes of collation (mu‘Åra∂ah, 
muqÅbalah);18 an ijÅzah to transmit a book further could also be given through 
such a muqÅbalah.19
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Very few cultures in the world have literatures that can compare with the 
vastness of Arabic literature. So much was written in Arabic that in spite of 
periodic attempts to catalogue this phenomenal output – Ibn al-NadÈm in the 
tenth century, for example, ÓÅjjÈ KhalÈfah in the seventeenth century and, in 
recent times, Carl Brockelmann and Fuat Sezgin20 – we still do not have an 
inventory of everything that was written. All in all, only a tiny part of this 
enormous literature was ever transmitted personally and by audition. In practice, 
as this book has tried to show, Islamic scholarship and Arabic literature both 
transitioned, irrevocably and irreversibly, from the oral to the written – from 
the aural to the read.
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adab General culture and refinement; belles-lettres; writerly culture. Also, more 
generally, conduct; good manners; professional knowledge. 

adÈb, pl. udabÅ’ A cultured man of letters; a practitioner of writerly culture.
AnßÅr Lit. ‘Helpers’; the Medinan followers and supporters of the Prophet 

Mu˙ammad.
‘arabiyyah ‘Pure’ Arabic, notably the language of ancient poetry and the Qur’Ån. 
‘ard see qirÅ’ah
Companion Someone who knew or met the Prophet Mu˙ammad (Ar. ßa˙ÅbÈ, 

pl. ßa˙ÅbÅ).
dÈwÅn, pl. dawÅwÈn The collected poetic works of a poet, or tribe; a chancery.
fiqh Systematic study of Divine Law, or SharÈ‘ah.
˙adÈth Lit. ‘saying’, a tradition about the words or deeds of the Prophet Mu˙am  mad 

or one of his companions; also, the whole corpus or genre of such traditions; 
report.

˙alqah (or ˙alaqah), pl. ˙alaqÅt study circle; teaching circle.
hypomnema, pl. hypomnemata (Gk) Notes, notebook, aide-mémoire.
ijÅzah Authorisation to transmit, sometimes granted by a letter in which case 

the student need not read or have read the authorised work with the teacher 
granting the authorisation.

‘ilm Lit. ‘knowledge, science’; frequently refers to knowledge of the ÓadÈth 
corpus.

imlÅ’ Dictation; dictation session.
isnÅd A chain of transmitters who transmit a report or account, especially in 

the field of ÓadÈth.
kitÅb Any piece of writing, e.g. a note, letter, contract, inscription, book.
kitÅbah A method of transmission dependent on the authorised written copy 

of a work.
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maghÅzÈ Lit. ‘campaigns’, but in fact more generally, life of the Prophet.
majlis, pl. majÅlis Lit. ‘a place of sitting’; a scholarly session for discussion or 

instruction; a literary gathering.
mudhÅkarah Recitation from memory by a student; a session during which 

students repeat and review ˙adÈths.
munÅwalah A method of transmission in which the teacher entrusts his student 

with his autograph manuscript or with a collated copy.
muqÅbalah Collation, i.e. textual comparison of a manuscript with another of 

the same work.
mußannaf, pl. mußannafÅt A work systematically subdivided into thematic 

chapters.
mußannif, pl. mußannifËn A compiler of a mußannaf.
muß˙af, pl. maßÅ˙if A copy or ‘codex’ of the Qur’Ån.
musnad, pl. masÅnid A work in which traditions or ̇ adÈths are organised accord-

  ing to the names of the Companions of the Prophet Mu˙ammad who initially 
transmitted them; the Companions are often arranged chrono logically by 
date of conversion to Islam.

qÅri’, pl. qurrÅ’ Reciter (Lit. ‘reader’) of the Qur’Ånic text.
qirÅ’ah (later also called ‘ar∂) A method of transmission in which the student 

recites or reads the text with (i.e. in the presence of) a teacher.
qiyÅs In grammar, rule, later analogical deduction.
rÅwÈ, pl. ruwÅt A transmitter, a person entrusted with the recitation and trans-

mission of a poet’s works.
rÅwiyah A learned transmitter of poetry; often synonymous with rÅwÈ.
ra’y, pl. ÅrÅ’ A personal juridical opinion (lit. ‘view’).
risÅlah, pl. rasÅ’il Letter, epistle.
riwÅyah Transmission of knowledge; a chain of transmission at the beginning 

of a manuscript.
riwÅyah bil-lafΩ Lit. ‘transmission through words’, i.e. transmission in which the 

exact wording is scrupulously followed; verbatim transmission.
riwÅyah bil-ma‘nÅ  Lit. ‘transmission through meaning’, i.e. transmission in 

which only the sense of the text is preserved.
ßa˙afÈ (or ßu˙ufÈ), pl. ßa˙afiyyËn (or ßu˙ufiyyËn) A person whose knowledge 

derives solely from books or notebooks.
samÅ‘  Audition. A method of transmission in which the student (‘auditor’) 

listens to (‘audits’) the text recited by the teacher. Also a certificate or 
endorsement of ‘audition’, attesting to this.

shar˙, pl. shurË˙ Commentary.
shaykh, pl. ashyÅkh (or shuyËkh) Elder, tribal chief, teacher. 
shu‘Ëbiyyah The belief that Arabs are not superior to other Muslim peoples.
syngramma, pl. syngrammata (Gk) A consciously literary work, an actual book.
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tadwÈn Large-scale collection, or recension, of materials such as poetry, or 
reports.

tafsÈr Exegesis, Qur’Ån commentary.
taßnÈf A method of presenting knowledge consisting of classifying items system-

atically in books (kutub) subdivided into chapters.
‘ulËm islÅmiyyah The ‘Islamic sciences’, those disciplines that arose within 

Islamic scholarship. 
‘ulËm qadÈmah The ‘ancient sciences’, those dsiciplines of Hellenistic origin.
wijÅdah A method of transmission restricted to the use of a copy of a given 

text.
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aides-mémoire, 21–4, 31, 106; see also notebooks, 
hypomnema and ßu˙uf

‘å’ishah, 41, 42, 44, 62
akhbÅr, 18, 23–4, 59
K. AkhbÅr al-na˙iyyÈn al-BaßriyyÈn, 89
K. AkhbÅr al-rusul wal-mulËk see Ta’rÈkh al-ÊabarÈ
al-Akhfash al-Aßghar, 94
al-Akhfash al-Awsa†, 89, 90, 98n43
‘AlÈ ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÈz, 96
‘AlÈ ibn AbÈ ÊÅlib (caliph), 85
‘AlÈ ibn Rabban al-ÊabarÈ, 25
‘AlÈ ibn ZiyÅd al-TËnisÈ, 79, 83n71
Al-Samuk, Sadun, 7
amÅlÈ works, 90
al-AmÈn (caliph), 18
‘Åmmah, 104, 106
K. al-AmthÅl, 96, 116, 124
Anas ibn MÅlik, 33
al-AnßÅr, 17
AnËshirwÅn, 58
ÅrÅ’, sing. ra’y, 54, 63, 68, 72
Arabic Gospels, 24–5
Arabic literature, 43, 54, 57, 58–9, 64, 105
 al-JÅ˙iΩ and, 103
 medical works in, 118
Arabic script, 119–20 
‘arabiyya, 20, 34
archives, 18
‘ar∂, 27, 73; see also qirÅ’ah
Aristotle, 58, 75, 119
al-Asad, NÅßir al-dÈn, 3
K. al-‘ArË∂, 87
K. AsÅ†Èr al-awwalÈn, 26
‘åßim (‘reader’), 34
AsmÅ’ al-mughtÅlÈn min al-ashrÅf…, 65n7
al-Aßma‘È, 5, 20, 91, 93, 94, 105, 114, 115
AsnÅn al-khulafÅ’, 56
‘A†iyyah ibn Qays, 36
A†lakh, 99
audience see readership
audition, 8, 36, 71, 79, 94, 95, 113, 116, 117, 

117–20, 122–4
 abandoning of transmission through, 117
 Ibn Qutaybah on, 117
 transmission through, in the teaching of 

medicine, 117–120
 see also samÅ‘ and al-riwÅyah al-masmË‘ah
aural and read, 122–5; see also oral and written
Avesta, 18
al-AwzÅ‘È, 68
K. al-‘Ayn, 90–4
 genesis of, 93
 internal cross-referencing in, 92–3
 introduction to, 91–2
 phonetic treatises, 92
 written character of, 93
al-‘AynÈ, 79, 124
ayyÅm al-‘Arab see (battle-) days of the Arabs
al-AzharÈ, 117, 120
AzraqÈs, 85

Baghdad, 105, 111, 118
al-BakkÅ’È, 71, 77, 112
al-BalÅdhurÈ, 7
BalÈ (tribe), 23
K. BanÈ TamÈm, 22
BanË HÅshim, 16
BanË Hudhayl see Hudhaylites
BanË al-Mu††alib, 16
BanË Naybakht, 115
BanË QurayΩah, 62
Basra, 22, 23, 34, 41, 54, 68, 71, 77, 95, 105
 and teaching of grammar, 85–6
Battle 
 of Badr, 49, 62
 of the Camel, 41
 of the Trench
 of U˙ud, 49, 62
 on the ÓÅrrah, 41, 42
(battle-) days of the Arabs, 18
Baumstark, Anton, 24–5
K. al-BayÅn wal-tabyÈn, 100, 101, 105, 106–7
 and K. al-‘Iqd al-farÈd, 100
Bedouin, 19, 22, 25, 105
 as arbiters of pure speech, 94
Bible in Arabic, 24–7, 29n66
bibliophiles, 107
BinyamÈn, 118
Bi’r Ma‘Ënah incident, 62
Bishr ibn AbÈ KhÅzim, 21
Bishr ibn al-Mu‘tamir, 106
Blachère, Régis, 5
books, 2, 71, 72, 86, 106–7, 111–20; see also kitÅb 

and syngramma
Brockelmann, Carl, 125
Brutus, 18
al-Bu˙turÈ, 3
K. al-BukhalÅ’, 100
Bukhara, 80
al-BukhÅrÈ, 4, 9, 44, 68, 69, 70, 79–81, 116

Caesar, 18
caliphs, 54–6, 62
certificates of audition see ijÅzah, ijÅzÅt al-samÅ‘
chancery, 56
Christian literature in Arabic, 24–7
Christians, 25, 30, 103, 118
 Nestorian, 58, 118
Companions of the Prophet see Mu˙ammad, 

Companions of
‘Constitution of Medina’, 17
contracts, 16–17
copyists, 100, 108n8
court, caliphal, 43, 48, 49, 50, 54–64, 69, 72, 95, 

96, 104

Damascus, 34
K. DÅniyÅl, 26
debts, 16–17
al-DhahabÈ, 14n45, 69
DhË al-Rummah, 19, 22
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diacritics, 34, 119
dictation, 59, 71, 75, 111, 118, 122, 123–4, 

126n14
K. al-DÈn wal-dawlah, 25
al-DÈnawarÈ see AbË ÓanÈfah al-DÈnawarÈ
ÎirÅr ibn ‘Amr, 75, 109n55
dÈwÅn, 23, 55, 113, 114–15
 Ibn al-SikkÈt’s methodology, 114
 of AbË NuwÅs see AbË NuwÅs
 of al-Akh†al, 114
 of ÓassÅn ibn ThÅbit, 114
 of the BanË Hudhayl, 114
 of al-Hu†ay’ah, 114
 of Imru’ al-Qays, 114
 of the mu˙dathËn, 115
al-DËrÈ, ‘Abd al-‘AzÈz, 3

ekdosis, 54
epistle
 addressees, 100, 101
 commissioned, 101
 dedicatees, 101
 JÅ˙iΩian, 100 
 literary, 100
 see also risÅlah
Eudemus, 119

K. Fakhr al-sËdÅn ‘alÅ al-bÈ∂Ån, 59
al-FarÅbÈ, 118
al-Farazdaq, 3, 19, 20, 21–2
al-FasawÈ, 14n45
K. Faßl mÅ bayna al-‘adÅwah wal-˙asad, 103
al-Fat˙ ibn KhÅqÅn, 103, 107
Firabr, 80
al-FirabrÈ, 80
fiqh, 42, 44, 49, 71, 72
K. al-FutyÅ, 106

Galen, 117, 118
genealogies, 18
K. al-GhÅrÅt, 6, 7
K. GharÈb al-˙adÈth, 96, 116
K. al-GharÈb al-mußannaf, 95, 96, 116
al-gharÈb al-mußannaf works, 95
Glaucon, 118
Goldziher, Ignaz, 3–5
Gospels see Arabic Gospels
Graf, Georg, 25–7
gramma, 76
grammar, 85–90
 al-KhalÈl and, 86–7, 88
 teaching of, 85–6
 terminology, 85–6
Greek, 25, 29n66, 119
Greek heritage, 104, 120
Greek literature, 58, 76
Günther, Sebastian, 8

˙adÈth, pl. a˙ÅdÈth, 40–1, 42, 46, 48, 54, 56, 68, 71, 
72, 78, 80, 95, 112, 124

 writing down of, 12, 47–50, 116; opposition 
to, 49, 69, 55, 69, 11

 canonical collections, 79–81
 collections, 116
ÓadÈth al-MaghÅzÈ, 55
Óafßah, 31, 32
ÓÅjjÈ KhalÈfah, 125
˙al(a)qah, pl. ˙alaqÅt see scholarly circles
al-ÓamÅsah of AbË TammÅm, 113
ÓammÅd al-RÅwiyah, 5, 19, 22–3, 55, 68, 86
Óamzah ibn ÓabÈb (‘reader’), 34, 35
Óamzah al-IßfahÅnÈ, 115
handbooks, 96, 116, 117
al-ÓarÈrÈ, 115
Hartmann, Martin, 4
HÅrËn al-RashÈd, 18, 63
al-Óasan al-BaßrÈ, 64
al-Óasan ibn Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óanafiyyah, 64
al-Óasan ibn SuwÅr, 118
al-Óasan ibn ‘UthmÅn al-ZiyÅdÈ, 43
ÓassÅn ibn ThÅbit, 114
K. al-ÓayawÅn, 100, 101, 106
al-Haytham ibn ‘AdÈ, 7
Hellenic (Hellenistic) culture see Greek, Greek 

heritage, Greek literature
Heraclitus, 18
heretics, 68
heterodox movements, 64, 68
Hijrah, 42, 62
Hippocrates, 117
HishÅm ibn ‘Abd al-Malik (caliph), 56
HishÅm ibn Mu˙ammad al-KalbÈ, 75
HishÅm ibn ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr, 43, 44, 70
historiography, 74–5, 112–13
Horst, Heribert, 8
al-Óudaybiyah, Treaty of, 17, 62
Óudhayfah, 32
al-Hudhayl ibn ÓabÈb al-DandÅnÈ, 73
Hudhayl see Hudhaylites
Hudhaylites, 23, 114, 117
al-ÓumaydÈ, 79
Óunayn ibn Is˙Åq, 118
al-Hu†ay’ah, 19, 114
hypomnema, 8, 21, 29n66, 43, 49, 54, 63, 75, 112; 

see also aides-mémoire, notebooks and 
ßu˙uf

Ibn al-‘AbbÅs see ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-‘AbbÅs
Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi, 7, 8, 87, 100
Ibn AbÈ Du’Åd, 101
Ibn AbÈ al-DunyÅ, 109n37, 123
Ibn AbÈ NajÈ˙, 45
Ibn AbÈ Shaybah, 2, 11–12, 70
Ibn AbÈ ZÅ’idah, 70 
Ibn ‘åmir (‘reader’), 34
Ibn al-A‘rÅbÈ, 24, 91, 111, 114
Ibn A‘tham al-KËfÈ, 7, 74
Ibn Bukayr see YËnus ibn Bukayr
Ibn Bu†lÅn, 118–20
Ibn Durayd, 111
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Ibn ÓabÈb see Mu˙ammad ibn ÓabÈb
Ibn Óajar al-‘AsqalanÈ, 14n45, 68, 79, 124
Ibn ÓamdÈ, 47
Ibn Óanbal see A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad ibn 

Óanbal
Ibn ÓibbÅn al-BustÈ, 45, 62
Ibn HishÅm, ‘Abd al-Malik, 7, 61, 71, 77, 112, 

113
Ibn Óumayd, 112
Ibn Is˙Åq, 7, 11–12, 17, 43, 61, 68, 70, 71, 72, 76, 

77–8, 112; see also K. Al-MaghÅzÈ
Ibn al-JazarÈ, 35
Ibn Jurayj, 43, 45, 68, 71
Ibn al-KalbÈ see HishÅm ibn Mu˙ammad al-KalbÈ
Ibn KathÈr (‘reader’), 34, 43
Ibn al-KhammÅr see al-Óasan ibn SuwÅr
Ibn al-MarzubÅn, 113
Ibn Mas‘Ëd see ‘Abd AllÅh ibn Mas‘Ëd
Ibn Mattawayhi, 22
Ibn Mihrawayhi, 113
Ibn al-MubÅrak see ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-MubÅrak
Ibn al-Muqaffa‘, ‘Abd AllÅh, 57–8, 61, 64, 

99–100, 104, 105
Ibn Muqbil, 19
Ibn al-Musayyab see Sa‘Èd ibn al-Musayyab
Ibn al-NadÈm, 61, 125
Ibn Qutaybah, 94, 102, 103–4, 117, 120
Ibn Rabban al-ÊabarÈ see ‘AlÈ ibn Rabban 

al-ÊabarÈ
Ibn Ri∂wÅn, 118–20
Ibn al-RËmÈ, 3
Ibn Sa‘d, 11, 14n45
Ibn al-ÍalÅ˙, 124, 126n14
Ibn Shabbah see ‘Umar ibn Shabbah
Ibn ShihÅb see al-ZuhrÈ
Ibn al-SikkÈt, 114, 115
Ibn al-Êayyib see ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-Êayyib 
Ibn ‘Uyaynah, 45
Ibn YasÅr, 63
Ibn al-ZayyÅt, 101
IbrÅhÈm ibn A˙mad al-ÊabarÈ TËzËn, 121n25
IbrÅhÈm ibn Jabalah, 106
IbrÅhÈm ibn Ma˙bËb, 115
ijÅzah, 47, 80, 123, 124
ijÅzÅt al-samÅ‘, 46, 122
IkhtilÅf NÅfi‘ wa-Óamzah, 35
‘ilm see ˙adÈth
imlÅ’ see dictation
Imru’ al-Qays, 20, 114, 115
K. al-‘Iqd al-farÈd, 8, 87, 100
K. al-IrjÅ’, 64
‘sÅ ibn ‘Umar al-ThaqafÈ, 86
al-IßfahÅnÈ see AbË al-Faraj
isnÅd, 41, 45, 46, 124

JÅbir ibn ‘Abd AllÅh, 42
JÅbir ibn YazÈd al-Ju‘fÈ, 74
al-JÅ˙iΩ, 23, 59–60, 99–107, 123
 adab of, 100–6, 107
 and al-MadÅ’inÈ, 59–60, 111

 and Ibn al-Muqaffa‘, 105
 and Mu‘tazilism, 101, 108n7
 and Sahl ibn HÅrËn, 100, 105
 and the KitÅb al-BukhalÅ’, 100
 on the virtues of books, 107
 payment, 101
 writings of, 100-6; Adam Mez on, 103; 

Charles Pellat on, 100, 105, 106; and early 
Mu‘tazilÈ literature, 106–7; popularity of, 
102–3

K. al-Jamal, 74
K. al-Jamharah, 111
K. al-JÅmi‘, 86
JÅmi‘ ‘Abd AllÅh ibn Wahb, 69
JÅmi‘ Ma‘mar, 6, 68, 72, 86
al-JÅmi‘ al-Ía˙È˙ see Ía˙È˙ al-BukhÅrÈ and Ía˙È˙ 

Muslim
JannÅd, 55
JarÈr, 19, 20, 22
al-JarmÈ, AbË ‘Umar, 89
Jesus, 26
Jews, 30
‘K. al-JihÅd’, 6
JullabÅn, 115
al-Juma˙È see ‘Abd AllÅh ibn IbrÅhÈm

Ka‘bah, 16, 18
kalÅm, 123
KalÈlah wa-Dimnah, 57–8, 100
Khalaf al-A˙mar, 19, 20, 23
KhÅlid al-QasrÈ, 56
al-KhalÈl ibn A˙mad, 86–7, 88, 90–4
 and the KitÅb al-‘Ayn, 90–3
 and phonetic theories, 93
KhÅlid ibn KulthËm, 115
K. al-KharÅj, 63, 64
KhÅrijÈs, 68, 85
khÅßßah, 102, 104, 105
Khaybar, 62
al-KhazzÅr, 60
K. al-KhulafÅ’, 62
Khurasan, 91, 93, 98n70
KhuzÅ‘ah tribe, 16
KhwadÅy-NÅmag, 57
al-KisÅ’È (‘reader’), 34, 35
kitÅb, pl. kutub, 17, 21, 24, 30, 42, 45; see also 

books
al-KitÅb, 87–90, 92, 93, 116, 124
 and later grammatical studies, 89–90
 first seven chapters (RisÅlah) of, 88–9
 fundamentally written nature of, 88
 internal cross-referencing in, 88
 uniqueness of, 87
al-KitÅb al-KabÈr, 61, 72
kitÅbah, 6, 24, 36, 45, 73, 75, 113
Kufa, 12, 22, 23, 33, 41, 54, 68, 69, 85
 and founding of grammar, 85
 and teaching of grammar, 85–6
kuttÅb, sing. kÅtib see state secretaries
kutub al-ßifÅt see al-gharÈb al-mußannaf works
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kutub fÈ ma‘rifat asmÅ’ al-ashyÅ’ see al-gharÈb 
al-mußannaf works

LabÈd, 21
land grants, 18
al-Layth ibn al-MuΩaffar, 90, 91–3
al-Layth ibn Sa‘d, 48
Leder, Stefan, 7
Leemhuis, Fred, 7
Lehrschriften, 76
letter see epistle and risÅlah
lexicography, 85–6, 90–6
 teaching of, 85–6
library, 18, 48, 56, 72
linguistics see grammar
lists, 65n7, 69
literacy, 99; see also aural and read, and oral and 

written
literary history, 113–14
‘literature of the school, for the school’, 76, 81, 

106, 111, 112, 113
Lord, Albert, 3

ma‘Åqil, 17
K. al-Ma‘Årif, 103, 104
al-Ma‘arrÈ, 115
K. al-Mab‘ath, 61, 73, 77
al-MadÅ’inÈ, 59–60, 111, 113
madrasah, 122, 123
maghÅzÈ works, 42, 43, 49, 68–9, 71
K. al-MaghÅzÈ (by Ibn Is˙Åq), 7, 12, 61–2, 68–9, 

71–2, 73, 75, 76, 77–8
 uniqueness of, 62
 and YËnus ibn Bukayr, 77
K. al-MaghÅzÈ (by MËsÅ ibn ‘Uqbah), 69, 71
K. al-MaghÅzÈ (by ‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr, 

allegedly), 43–4
K. al-MaghÅzÈ (by al-ZuhrÈ), 49
al-MahdÈ (caliph), 61
MajÅlis works, 90
Majallat LuqmÅn, 26
al-MÅjishËn, 82n33
majlis, pl. majÅlis, 9, 41; see also scholarly circles
MÅlik ibn Anas, 4, 6, 43, 47, 48, 63, 68, 71, 72–3, 

78, 79; see also al-Muwa††a’
Ma‘mar ibn RÅshid, 6, 43, 47, 48, 62, 69, 71, 73
al-Ma’mËn (caliph), 18, 102, 123
 and Mu‘tazilism, 102–3
manuals see handbooks
al-ManßËr (caliph), 58, 61
K. al-Manzilah bayna al-manzilatayn, 75
al-MaqÅlah al-mißriyyah, 118
K. MaqÅtil al-ÊÅlibiyyÈn, 8
ma‘qËl ‘an al-manqËl, 85
K. MarÅtib al-na˙wiyyÈn, 95
MarwÅn (caliph), 55, 57
al-MarzubÅnÈ, 68–9
MasÅ’il NÅfi‘ ibn al-Azraq, 85
masjidiyyËn, 105
al-MaßmËdÈ, Ya˙yÅ ibn Ya˙yÅ al-LaythÈ, 78

al-Mas‘ËdÈ, 59
K. al-MathÅlib, 55
MattÅ ibn YËnus see AbË Bishr
mawlÅ, pl. mawÅlÈ, 19
al-MÅzinÈ, AbË ‘UthmÅn, 89
Mecca, 16, 25, 34, 40, 41, 45, 62, 68, 71
medicine, teaching of, 117–20
 in Alexandria, 118
 in the eleventh century, 118
 medico-philosophical controversy between 

Ibn Bu†lÅn and Ibn Ri∂wÅn, 118–20
 terminology, 119–20
Medina, 32, 34, 40, 41, 42, 54, 62, 68, 72, 78
 historical school of, 43 
 Prophet’s Mosque in, 41, 42
Middle Persian, 57, 58
Mirbad, 105
monasteries, 18, 26
monographs, 74–5, 100
mu‘Åra∂ah, 124
Mu‘Åwiyah, 55
al-Mubarrad, 86, 89
K. al-Mubtada’, 61, 73
al-Mudawwanah, 79
al-Mufa∂∂al al-ÎabbÈ, 19, 61, 85
al-Mufa∂∂aliyyÅt, 61, 68
Mu˙ammad (Prophet), 2, 17, 25, 26, 30, 32, 40, 

49, 54, 55, 57, 62, 72, 77, 112
 biography of, 9, 16, 17, 43, 68–9, 77; see also 

SÈrah
 Companions (ßa˙ÅbÅ) of, 40, 48, 72
 Followers (tÅbi‘Ën) of, 47, 68
Mu˙ammad ibn AbÈ ÓÅtim, AbË Ja‘far, 80, 116
Mu˙ammad ibn ÓabÈb, 16, 65n7, 114, 115
Mu˙ammad ibn Is˙Åq see Ibn Is˙Åq
MujÅhid ibn Jabr, 6, 7, 45–7, 73
Mukhtaßar KitÅb al-‘Ayn, 86
munÅwalah, 48, 73, 80
K. al-Mukmil, 86
muqÅbalah, 124
MuqÅtil ibn SulaymÅn, 73
 TafsÈr of, 73
K. al-MurdifÅt min Quraysh, 59
MËsÅ ibn ‘Uqbah, 69, 71
mußannaf, pl. mußannafÅt (mußannaf-type works) 

2, 6, 44, 60, 62, 68–81, 87
Mußannaf ‘Abd AllÅh ibn al-MubÅrak, 5, 6, 69
Mußannaf ‘Abd al-RazzÅq, 49, 72
Mußannaf Ibn AbÈ Shaybah, 11, 112
Mußannaf al-MÅjishËn, 82n33
Mußannaf WakÈ‘ ibn al-JarrÅ˙, 5
mußannif, 95
muß˙afiyyËn, 36, 117
al-musmi‘ see al-shaykh al-musmi‘
musnad works, 79
Musnad AbÈ DÅwËd al-ÊayÅlisÈ, 79
Musnad A˙mad ibn Óanbal, 5, 79, 112
Muslim ibn al-ÓajjÅj, 4, 44, 69, 79, 116
al-MutanabbÈ, 121n20
al-Mu‘taßim (caliph), 102
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al-Mutawakkil (caliph), 103
Mu‘tazilism, 75, 102, 104, 105–6
 literature of, 106–7, 108n7
al-Muwa††a’, 4, 48, 63, 68, 72–3, 78–9, 83n74
 and the Mußannaf of al-MÅjishËn, 82n33
 recension of ‘AlÈ ibn ZiyÅd, 79, 82n71
 recension of al-MaßmËdÈ, 78
 recension of al-Qa‘nabÈ, 82n71
 recension of al-ShaybÅnÈ, 78
 recension of Suwayd ibn Sa‘Èd al-ÓadathanÈ, 

82n71
al-Muzhir fÈ ‘ulËm al-lughah, 94
mysticism, 104

KitÅb al-NabÅt, 95, 116
al-Na∂r ibn Shumayl, 98n43
NÅfi‘ (‘reader’), 34, 35
NÅfi‘ ibn al-Azraq, 85
K. al-Nakth, 106
K. al-Namir wat-tha‘lab, 100
al-NasafÈ, 80
Naßr ibn MuzÅ˙im, 74
K. al-NawÅdir fÈ al-lughah, 94
al-NaΩΩÅm, 106
Nöldeke, Theodor, 10
notebooks, notes, 21–4, 35, 36, 47, 60, 70, 75, 

105, 112, 115
 detailed, 49
 ‘official’, 49, 50
 simple, 49
 see also aides-mémoire, hypomnema and ßu˙uf

oral and written, 2–9, 122–5, 125n1; see also aural 
and read

 and early Islamic scholarship, 6–8, 9, 11–12, 
99

 and ˙adÈth, 3–5
 and poetry, 3, 5
 and Qur‘Ån, 2 
 probative value of written texts, 123
oral formulaic composition, theory of (oral poetry 

theory), 3
oral publication, 69–71, 106–7

Pahlavi see Middle Persian
paper (kÅghad), 99
papyrus (qir†Ås), 99, 115
parchment (raqq), 99
Paret, Rudi, 4
Parry, Milman, 3
‘people of the Book’, 26, 30
Persian literature, 99
 of Hellenistic origin, 99
philology, 90–6
physicians see medicine
Plato, 120
poetry, 3, 18–22, 31, 34, 85, 94, 114–15, 120
 definitive recension of Umayyad, 114
 of the hunt (†ardiyyÅt), 115
promissory notes, 18

K. al-Qadar, 75
al-QÅlÈ, 91
al-Qa‘nabÈ, 82n71
al-QÅsim ibn AbÈ Bazzah, 45
al-Qas†allÅnÈ, 79, 124
Qays ibn al-Kha†Èm, 17
K. al-QirÅ’ah, 35
qirÅ’ah, 22, 27, 36, 73, 79, 88, 89, 90, 92, 96, 118; 

see also ‘ar∂
qirÅ’Åt, 34–6
K. al-QirÅ’Åt, 35, 39n45
qiyÅs, 85
quotation, 88
Qur’Ån, 2, 24, 25, 30–37, 44, 48, 70, 85
 collection of, 2, 9, 11, 15n49, 32
 commentary, 6, 40, 41, 44, 73, 85; of MujÅhid, 

7, 45–7, 73; of al-TabarÈ, 6, 7, 8, 45, 77; of 
MuqÅtil ibn SulaymÅn, 73; see also TafsÈr

 effect of recitation on listeners, 123
 exegesis see commentary
 manuscripts, 11, 15n55
 official edition, 32, 34
 publication of, 37, 42
 recension of, 9, 10, 11, 31–2, 49
 reciters, 31
 ‘UthmÅnic recension, 32–3, 34, 36–7
Quraysh, 16, 17, 23
K. Quraysh, 23
qurrÅ’, sing. qÅri’ see reciters

al-RabÈ‘ ibn ÓabÈb, 68
al-Radd ‘alÅ al-NaßÅrÅ, 103
K. Radd Aris†ÅlÈs fÈ al-jawÅhir wal-a‘rÅ∂, 75
rÅwÈ, pl. ruwÅt see transmitters
ra’y see ÅrÅ’
reader see readership
readership, 50, 59, 60, 96, 99, 101, 102, 103, 105, 

106, 107, 109n45, 113, 116
reading public see readership
reciters, 34–6, 37
redemptions of slaves, 18
rhyming prose, 63, 64
K. al-Riddah wal-futË˙, 9, 74
 fragment regarding the caliph ‘UthmÅn, 74–5
ri˙alÅt fÈ †alab al-‘ilm see travel in search of 

knowledge
risÅlah, pl. rasÅ’il, 17, 43–4, 56–7, 63–4, 88–89
al-RisÅlah (SÈbawayhi), 88–9
RisÅlah fÈ al-bukhl, 100
RisÅlah fÈ al-jidd wal-hazl, 100
K. RisÅlah fÈ al-kharÅj ilÅ al-RashÈd, 63
RisÅlah fÈ al-qadar, 64
RisÅlah fÈ al-Ía˙Åbah, 58
RisÅlah ilÅ al-Fat˙ ibn KhÅqÅn fÈ manÅqib al-Turk, 

103, 107
riwÅyah, 47
 al-riwÅyah al-masmË‘ah, 8, 36 see also samÅ‘, 

audition
 riwÅyah bil-ma‘nÅ, 33, 47
 riwÅyah bil-lafΩ, 33, 47
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 pl. riwÅyÅt (‘introductory isnÅds’), 89, 92
al-RiyÅshÈ, 114
RËfÈl (?), 118

ßa˙afÈ (ßu˙ufÈ ), 36, 117, 118
Ía˙È˙ al-BukhÅrÈ, 9, 44, 68, 69, 79–81, 116, 124
 ‘critical edition’ of al-YunÈnÈ (al-YunÈniyyah), 

80, 124
 recension of al-FirabrÈ, 80
Ía˙È˙ Muslim, 4, 44, 69, 79
 introduction to, 116
Sahl ibn HÅrËn, 99–100
Sa˙nËn, 79
Sa‘Èd ibn AbÈ ‘ArËbah, 68, 69, 75
ÍÅ‘id ibn al-Óasan, 119
Sa‘Èd ibn al-Musayyab, 47
saj‘ see rhymed prose
Salamah ibn Fa∂l, 71–2, 112
ÍÅli˙ ibn KaysÅn, 47
samÅ‘, 8, 23, 36, 45, 54, 73, 79, 90, 92, 94, 116, 

117 
 ceremony, 123
 teacher in whose presence reading was done 

(al-shaykh al-musmi‘), 122
 one doing the reading (al-qÅri’), 122
 ones listening (al-mustami‘Ën, auditors), 122
 see also audtition
samÅ‘Åt, 46
Samarqand, 99
al-SarÈ, 75
Sasanids, 57, 58, 112
Sayf al-Dawlah, 101
Sayf ibn ‘Umar, 9, 74, 75
Sauvaget, Jean, 4
Schacht, Joseph, 4
scholarly circles, 9, 41, 75, 90, 92, 105, 106
scholarly networks, 99
scholarly treatises, 63–4
schole, 118
scribes, 30, 31, 55, 70, 116
Sellheim, Rudolf, 7
‘seven readings’ see qirÅ’Åt
Severus ibn al-Muqaffa‘, 25
Sezgin, Fuat, 5–7, 125
Shab(a)†Ën, ZiyÅd ibn ‘Abd al-Ra˙mÅn, 78
ShÅhnÅma, 57
al-ShaybÅnÈ, Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óasan, 78, 93
Shi‘ites, 74
K. al-Shi‘r wal-shu‘arÅ’, 94, 103, 117
 introduction to, 103
Shu‘ayb, 75
Shu‘Ëbiyyah, 100
 al-JÅ˙iΩ’s views on, 103
SÈbawayhi, 86, 87 –90, 91, 92, 93, 111, 116, 124 
 citing al-KhalÈl, 91
 see also al-KitÅb
K. ÍiffÈn, 72, 74
al-SÈrÅfÈ, 86, 89
sÈrah, 42–4, 49, 56, 61; see also Mu˙ammad, 

biography of

K. al-SÈrah (Ibn Is˙Åq), 72–3
K. al-SÈrah (K. SÈrat Mu˙ammad rasËl AllÅh) (Ibn 

HishÅm), 16, 61, 77–8, 112
‘Six Books’ see ÓadÈth, canonical collections
Siyar mulËk al-‘Ajam, 57
sources
 reliability of, 9–12
 al-ÊabarÈ’s, 13n15, 13n32
 AbË al-Faraj’s, 8, 113-4
Sprenger, Aloys, 3, 4, 8
state secretaries, 56–9, 60, 63, 99, 102, 104
Stauth, Georg, 7
SufyÅn al-ThawrÈ, 68
ßu˙uf, sing. ßa˙Èfah, 17, 24, 31, 32, 105; see 

also aides-mémoire, hypomnema, and 
notebooks

ßu˙ufÈ see ßa˙afÈ 
al-SukkarÈ, 114, 115
 editing characterised by the verb ßana‘a, 114
 editing of predecessors characterised by ‘amila, 

114
SulaymÅn (caliph), 55
al-ÍËlÈ, AbË Bakr, 86, 115
Sunan AbÈ DÅwËd, 84n85
Suwayd ibn Sa‘Èd al-ÓadathanÈ, 82n71
al-SuyË†È, 94, 126n14, 126n18
swords, documents attached to, 17
syngramma, 8, 21, 43, 54, 62–3, 75, 80, 87, 99, 

113; see also books and kitÅb
Syria, 68
Syriac, 25, 31, 58

al-ÊabarÈ, 4, 6, 7, 8, 13n15, 13n32, 14n44, 47, 61, 
74, 75, 77–8, 112, 113

tabwÈb al-akhbÅr, 68
Tacitus, 18
tadwÈn, 2, 4, 6, 50, 68
tafsÈr see Qur’Ån, exegesis of
TafsÈr Ma‘mar, 6, 73
TafsÈr al-ÊabarÈ, 6, 7, 8, 47, 77
 sources of, 8, 13n15, 13n32
TafsÈr WarqÅ’…, 46–7
TahdhÈb al-lughah, 117
ÊÅhirids, 98n44
K. al-TahrÈsh, 109n55
TÅlÅs, 99
K. al-TanÅqu∂ al-˙adÈth, 75
Ta’rÈkh al-MadÈnah al-munawwarah, 111
Ta’rÈkh al-ÊabarÈ, 6, 61, 77–8, 112
 sources of, 4, 13n15
taßnÈf, 4, 5, 6, 42, 60, 
 movement, 68–81; and canonical collections 

of traditions, 79–81; and historiography, 
74–5; Ibn Is˙Åq’s KitÅb al-MaghÅzÈ, 77–8; 
and lexicography, 95–6; and Qur’Ånic 
exegesis, 73; and theology, 75–6; eighth-
century vestiges, 76–7

K. al-Taw˙Èd, 75, 75
K. Ta’wÈl mukhtalif al-˙adÈth, 108n15
al-ÊayÅlisÈ see AbË DÅwËd al-ÊayÅlisÈ
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temples, 18
Tha‘lab, 24
K. ThaqÈf, 23
Theodore AbË Qurrah, 25
theology, 75–6
Theophrastus, 118
al-ÊirimmÅ˙, 22
titles, 46, 72, 73, 74, 75, 100, 113
To Glaucon, 118
Topics, 76
traditional scholars, 59
 influence of princely environment on, 60–4
translation, 57–8, 105, 117–18
transmitters, 19–23, 28n28, 31, 33, 34, 45–6, 59, 

85, 89, 105, 111, 114, 115
travel (in search of knowledge), 54, 70, 71, 80, 

116
treaties, 16–17
tribal accounts, 18, 22, 23–4
TËzËn see IbrÅhÈm ibn A˙mad al-ÊabarÈ TËzËn

‘Ubayd AllÅh ibn Ya˙yÅ ibn KhÅqÅn, 102, 103
 anti-Mu‘tazilÈ views, 103
Ubayy ibn Ka‘b, 32
‘Umar (caliph), 2, 26, 31, 32
‘Umar II (caliph), 56, 64
‘Umar ibn Shabbah, 111–12, 113
Umayyads, 50, 54–5, 56
‘Urwah ibn al-Zubayr, 41–4, 45, 54, 55, 57, 64
al-‘U†ÅridÈ, 77
‘UthmÅn (caliph), 9, 11, 32, 33, 34, 74

 criticism of, 11, 33
K. ‘UyËn al-akhbÅr, 103, 104

WakÈ‘ ibn al-JarrÅ˙, 5, 70
al-WalÈd (caliph), 11
al-WalÈd II ibn YazÈd (caliph), 23, 55
K. WÅmiq wa-‘AdhrÅ’, 99, 107n4
K. Waq‘at ÍiffÈn see KitÅb ÍiffÈn
WarqÅ’ ibn ‘Umar, 46
WÅßil ibn ‘A†Å’, 75
al-WÅthiq (caliph), 102
Werkmeister, Walter, 7–8
wijÅdah, 75, 113
writers see adÈb

Ya˙yÅ ibn ‘AdÈ, 118
al-YazÈdÈ, 91
Yemen, 71
al-YunÈnÈ, 80, 124
YËnus ibn Bukayr, 71, 77
YËnus ibn ÓabÈb, 88

ZakariyyÅ’ ibn Ya˙yÅ ibn SulaymÅn, 108n8
al-Zar‘ wal-nakhl, 101
Zayd ibn ThÅbit, 2, 30, 31, 32, 55
ZiyÅd ibn AbÈhi, 55
ZiyÅdÅt YËnus fÈ MaghÅzÈ Ibn Is˙Åq, 77
al-ZubaydÈ, 86
al-Zubayr ibn al-‘AwwÅm, 41
al-ZuhrÈ, Ibn ShihÅb, 2, 44, 47–50, 60, 70, 80

Citations from Scripture
Bible
 Psalm 37(36): 29, 25
 Samuel I 10: 25, 18

Qur’Ån
 ‘Alaq 96: 1–5, 30
 AnbiyÅ’ 21: 105, 25
 ‘AnkabËt 29: 51, 31, 36
 Baqarah 2: 282, 17
 Falaq 113, 30
 FurqÅn 25: 5, 26
 IkhlÅß 112, 30
 KÅfirËn 109, 30
 Muzzammil 73: 6, 33
 NÅs 114, 30
 Ta˙rÈm 66: 20, 34
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